Third Session
Monday, March 18, 2013 at 9:00 A.M.
Lots 2001-2869
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

U.S. General Collections
2001 Hm
U.S. Thrilling Collection, 1845-1948. Housed
in two hingeless Scott albums, this is a collection with everything a dealer or collector could desire, begins with used
9X1 New York Provisional, mint 10X1 Providence Provisional, used 1 and 2, mint 3 & 4, #12 appears unused, unused 13 with 2004 PSE certificate, used 17, unused 30 with
2003 PSE certificate, used 36, unused 37, used 38, unused
39 with 2006 PSE certificate, used 67, 71 mint & used, mint
107 mint, 72, 1869's include 112-117, 119, 120 mint, 118,
121-122 used, Special Printings include 123-124, 126,
129-120 and 132, excellent mint & used Banknotes,
Columbians complete mint, 263 mint, Trans Miss complete
mint, the rest mint unless noted 312, 313, 318 pair, 322 pair,
excellent Washington Franklins, 505 single and in a strip of
three, 1922 issue complete, along with White Plains Sheet,
Kansas Nebraska complete, C1-C6, C13-C15, E1-E7 with
1988 PF certificate for the E1, Q1-Q12, J1-J4, J6, J27, J37
used, K1-K18, Officials includes O7, O12, Interior complete, O31-O32, O47-O55, O62 with 2004 PSE certificate,
excellent Newspapers, then to close an amazing Duck collection RW1-RW65,with many NH and very fine stamps this
is a collection you will wait years before you see a comp, a
few condition and identification issues which will require
viewing time, please set aside sufficient time to properly
ascertain this gorgeous collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
2002 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1845-1964. A
choice collection housed in two Scott Platinum hingeless albums with many very fine stamps, includes 9X1 with 1998
APES certificate, 10X1 with 1992 PF certificate, used four
margined #1 and another on cover, used four margined 2,
then continues used with 71, 162 with red cancel, 165, 260,
mint includes 234, 235, 236, 238, 285-290, 294-299,
323-326, 400, some excellent Washington Franklins,
551-573, White Plains Sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete,
Prexies complete, C1-C6, C13 & C14 w/plate number,
E2-E4,Q8, Q10, Q12, J6-J7, J20, J22-J28, CSA 1, 6, 7, pair
8, there are many attention grabbing examples present, a
few condition or identification issues, however viewing this
profitable quality group will certainly prove worthwhile,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2003 Hm)
U.S. Powerful Collection, 1847-1975. Magnificent in scope, housed in a Scott National album, the better
is almost too numerous to mention, but we'll give it a go,
used starts with #1, 8 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, selection of 1851
1¢, 28, 29, 30A, 21, 32, 33, 35, 36 & 36B, 37 & 37A, 38, 62B,
67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 76, 76A, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 112-122
with 121 proof, 134-136, 138-139, 143-144, 155, 241-245,
292, 293, pair 530A double impression on 1919 air mail
cover, C14, rare used J55, excellent officials with some
better cancels, and then there is mint better with 10X2,
230-238, 242, 319g booklet pane along with many others,
396 guide line pair with 1999 PSE certificate, 505 error in
block of six, White Plains sheet, C1-C6, C13, Q1-Q10, with
much, much more, collection was assembled in the decades when quality was not as demanding, but there are
dozens of mint NH gems throughout the collection, inspection will take time, but the winning bidder will be well
rewarded, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2004 H
U.S. Extensive Old Time Collection,
1847-1930. Mint or used, with many hundreds in all, with
coverage to about 1930. Begins with 5¢ & 10¢ 1847s and
continues onwards with good imperfs such as #7, 9, 10, 12,
14, 15, 17, then solid 1857-60 issues like 28, 30A, 31-33,
35, 36-38, 67, 68-72 plus shades, 92-101, 112-22, 14-55
plus many later Banknotes with the occasional mint. Comprehensive mostly used small Bureau issues, $1, $2, & $4
used Columbians, 294-99 mint, 301-313, 323-7 mint, 341-5
mint pairs, 331-42 mint, a lovely range of mostly mint coils,
357-8 mint, 369 mint, 501-18 mint, 540a, 547, 551-73, 630.
Kansas-Nebraska's etc. We also note good BOB like mint
C1-6, C10a, C18, comprehensive mint special deliveries,
F1, Q1-12 mint, JQ1-5 mint, etc. Highly useful lot with lots of
good pickings throughout, condition varies, but much
fine-very fine noted, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2005 Hm
U.S. Valuable Collection, 1847-1964. A splendid used and mint collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album with quite an array of material, better used includes 1,
2, 12, 17, 29, 36, 36B, 37, 38 with "PAID" straight line cancel, 67 with red cancel, 70, 70b, 71, 72, 90, 99, 112-122,
145-155 with a few nice NYFM cancels, 241-242, 244-245,
293, C13-C15, and postage dues and officials, mint includes 240, 243, 292, White Plains sheet, C1-C6, Nebraska
Kansas is mixed mint & used, some condition issues including possible regums, an attractive, very useful collection,
well worth a close look and enthusiastic bid, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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U.S. General Collections
2006 m
U.S. Handsome Mostly Used Collection,
1847-1923 (1//595). Extremely attractive mostly used U.S.
neatly arranged on Scott National album pages; a desirable
collection loaded with lots of value; highlights include an
1847 5c Franklin with manuscript penstroke cancellation;
1857 imperfs include #'s 7, 9, 10-11, 14-15, and 17; the
1857 perforated issue includes 18, 20 (unused, no gum),
22, 24-26, 28-29, 30A, 32-33, and 35-38; 1861 issues include 63, 67-73, and 75-78, three shades on the 24c Washington; the 1867 grills include C grill #83, Z grill #85B; 86-91
complete, and 92-100; 1869 Pictorials complete to the 30c;
1870 Grilled Banknote issues 134-38, without grills
145-155, 1870's Continentals complete (no 24c),
1879-1893 American's complete; 1893 Columbians complete to the 50c, plus a decent appearing used $2, 1894 Bureaus complete up to the $2 Madison 246-262; 1895 and
1898 Bureaus complete 264-284; 1898 Trans Miss up to
the $1.00 Cattle in storm; 1902-03 regular issues complete
300-313; impressive group of Washington Franklins including some better genuine coils, and 523-4; some faults here
and there, but almost all the stamps are attractive appearing stamps with choice eye appeal; the catalog value of
$35,000+, any of the spurious items that are occasionally
found like #64 (wrong color), 315 (a 304 with perfs cut off),
and 519 are not counted in this catalog value. Scott $35,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2007 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1940.
Mounted on pages with many highlights such as 1847 (1 x2,
distinctive shades with red circular grid cancels), 1855
Washington type II (14, used), 1861 1¢ (63 x7, used), 1863
2¢ (73 x6, used), 1869 (112-17, 119 & 121), then followed
by 1871-88 Banknotes, 1893 Columbians up to $1, followed
by Bureau issues, Trans-Mississippi examples, 1904 Louisiana Purchase (323-37, mint), and then by a mint representation of Washington-Franklins issued in the 1908-20
period, 1940 Famous Americans in blocks of four. Also
1918 (C2 block of four) & 1933 (C18, block of four & single),
and finally some duck stamps in mint condition, well worth
close inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2008 Hm
U.S. Delightful Mint and Used Collection,
1847 Onwards. In two Minkus All American albums beginning with a used full margin Scott 2 there is plenty nice value
to be found including mint Scott 669-79, C18, or used 71,
166, 260, plus much more. Overall clean and F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2009 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1964. Presented in a Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with a XIX
Century used representation, incl. 1847 (1-2), 1869
(112-17), plus some Banknotes and 1893 Columbians up to
$2, followed by Bureau examples & Trans-Mississippi issue
up to $1. We also noted 1901 Pan American Exposition set,
1908 Lincoln imperforate pair (315, NH), 1904 Louisiana
Purchase (323-27, mint), and then by Washington-Franklins issued in the 1910-20 period, 1926 White Plains sheet
(630), 1922-25 (551//573), 1929 Kansas-Nebraska mint
sets, 1923-32 coil stamps, 1934 Farleys, 1938-54 Prexies
up to $5, 1940 Famous Americans, etc. Back of the book
section contains 1918-23 (C1-6) & 1930 zeppelins
(C13-15), special delivery, postage dues, parcel post and
some Duck stamps, well worth a close inspection, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2010 Hm
U.S. Attractive Mint & Used Collection,
1847-1960. Mounted in a Scott National album, better
noted mint includes 230-235, 237-241, White Plains sheet,
Kansas Nebraska complete, C1-C6, C13-C15, better used
includes 1, 36, 70, 97, 117, 119, 153, 292, very few condition issues with a few possible regummed, the quality of the
material makes for a pleasant viewing experience, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2011 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1954. Presented on White Ace pages, a charming array of material,
better mint includes 230-240, 285-288, 290, 294-299,
323-327, 369, 400A, White Plains sheet, Prexies complete,
useful Farleys, Special Handling complete, C1-C6, C10a,
better used includes # 1, a few condition issues, well worth
checking out, a fine overall worthwhile opportunity, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2012 Hm
U.S. Mostly Used Collection, 1847-1933. In
Scott National album, including 1847 (1), 1851-56 (9-10),
1857-61 (20, 24, 33 & 35), 1861-62 (68-69 & 72), 1861-66
(73 & 77), also Banknotes representation and 1893
Columbians up to the 30¢, followed by Bureau and
Trans-Mississippi examples, plus Pan American (294-99),
and then by Washington-Franklins issued in the 1908-20
period. We also noted Kansas-Nebraska sets, some airmails, special delivery & postage dues, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2013 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1962. Several hundred stamps in a Scott National album, begins with
a nice four margin copy of #1 with red grid cancel, 70, 71,
76, 149 with fancy pinwheel cancel, 166, 240, 291, C2,
C5-C6, parcel post set, better mint includes White Plains
sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete, C1, C3, C18, some
mixed condition but there is plenty of value in this collection,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2014 Hm)
U.S. Pre Bureau Specialized Collection,
1847-93. Diverse and valuable collection of Pre Bureau
stamps and covers, starts with New Orleans 1842
Promissary note, a couple of illustrated ad covers, #1 on
piece, then hundreds of mint and used stamps from 1851 to
the Columbians, with 1861 10¢ "TAG" flaw, 1867-68 grills,
large Banknotes, small Banknotes to the 90¢, Columbians
to 240 with a few mint & used blocks of four, catalog value is
large, examination is strongly encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2015 Hm
U.S. Collection, 1851-1974. Few hundred
stamps housed in a Harris Liberty album, with better used
including 32, 34, 69, 71, 76, 115, 116, 121, 160 (x3), 239,
E1-E4, better mint includes 215, 238, 289-290, 294-299,
323-327, 328-330, 551-571, Kansas Nebraska, Prexies
complete, Famous Americans complete, E7, and Q4-Q5,
some mixed condition, inspection is highly recommended
to ascertain this lot's true value, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. General Collections
2016 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1980. A
collection of a few hundred stamps presented in two Scott
albums, better used includes 34 with APE certificate, 36,
70, 71, 151, 153, better mint includes 287, 397-400A NH,
Kansas Nebraska complete less 677, Prexies complete,
C1-C3 NH, mint & used Washington Franklins, mint & used
CSA, a few booklet panes, with many NH examples careful
reviewing is required, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2017 Hm
U.S. Collection, 1851-1976. Collection of several hundred stamps in a Harris Liberty album, better mint
includes 230-238, 272, 273, 302, 303, 614-617, 618-619,
620-621, nice White Plains sheet. Kansas Nebraska complete, good Farleys, Prexies complete with numerous line
pairs,C2, C4-C6, C18, E7, better used includes 239, 291,
C13, and includes special deliveries, postage dues and
parcel posts, with many extra mint coil pairs, blocks and
plate blocks this lot will sell easily, a nifty collection well
worth an aggressive bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2018 m
U.S. Used Collection, 1851-1969. Nicely filled,
in Schaubek album. Collection contains much material, including nice classic (some mixed quality). (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2019 Hm
U.S. Excellent Mint & Used Collection,
1851-1961. Several hundred stamps housed in a Scott National album, with better used including 69, 71, 76, 77, 78,
190, 191, 218, better mint includes 210 essay, 324, some
nice Washington Franklins, Kansas 658. 659. 663, 667, Nebraska 670, 672, 673, C18, stamps are fresh and attractive,
review should prove useful, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2020 Hm
U.S. Used & Mint Collection, 1857-1980. Collection of several hundred stamps in three albums, nineteenth century is used, twentieth is generally mint after
1940, with used 118, C2, C3, with many mint singles and
blocks, should make for good postage, examination is suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2021 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1975. Several hundred stamps housed in a Scott National album,
better used includes 153, 154 (x2), 165, 190, 191, 217, 218,
239, 369, C2, C5, C6, better mint includes 221, 224,225,
nice Washington Franklins mixed mint & used, and some
BOB and postage, nice start up collection for the beginner
or to break up for the internet, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2022 Hm
U.S. Delightful Mint & Used Collection,
1861-1988. A true collector's collection, with many better
mint including 230-236, 272, 294-298, White Plains sheet,
Kansas Nebraska complete, 692-701, useful Farleys, Prexies complete, C1-C6, C18, E6, E7, J15-J16, J22-J26,
J38-J42, J45-J48, excellent newspapers, ducks
RW4-RW55, solid mint & used Washington Franklins, a few
condition issues, an outstanding collection with dozens of
sale able items, sure to make your mouth water, examination encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2023 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Block & Plate Blocks,
1888-1960. Kardex wooden file about half filled with mint &
used blocks and plate blocks, runs from #207 to 1172, with
airmails and BOB, final file has used foreign blocks, a few
better plus plenty of face, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2024 HH/H
U.S. Eclectic Mint Collection, 1893-1964.
Sharp looking collection in a Scott Specialty album, better
includes 230-245 with an extra 240, 285-292 with an extra
290 & 292, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 369, 398-404,
White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies
complete, C1-C6, C18 (x2), with much more, many stamps
NH, making for pleasant viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2025 HH/H
U.S. Mint Commemorative Collection,
1893-1964. On Safe Dual pages, mint collection includes
230-243, 245, 285-293, 294-299, 323-327, 369, 397-400A,
403-404, White Plains sheet, fairly complete to 1964, a few
condition flaws but overall an acquisition that will prove profitable, viewing strongly suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2026 m
U.S. Extensive Used Collection, 1895-1995.
In 24 (!!) blank Lighthouse albums, with many blocks of 4,
different shades, varieties, margins (Zip code), plate blocks
etc., also some souvenir sheets and nice covers (photo on
web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2027 HH/H
U.S. Early Plate Block Collection, 1904-40.
Intriguing collection in a Scott specialty album, begins with
#323 plate number block of four,537, 549, 550, 614-616,
617-619, 620-621, two White Plains sheets, 648, wonderful
Farley position material, 715, Famous Americans complete, C10, C18, plus a small album of FDC's including
617-619 on one cover and C18, with many NH this is an
amazing value at our low estimate, be sure to get aboard on
this one, F.-V.F. Scott $9,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2028 Hm
U.S. Private Perf Collection, 1908 Onwards.
Forty three pairs, twelve strips and a few singles, mint and
used, mint includes U.S. Automatic Vending Co 343 (x3),
344 (x2), 345 (x2), 346, 347(x2), 344, 368 (x2), 371, Farwell
Co 343, 344, 383, Mailometer Company 343 (x2), 344 (x2),
Brinkerhoff Company 320 (x3), 368 (x3), Schermack Company 314 (x2), 320 (x2), 368 (x2), and many others, please
take sufficient time to properly evaluate this selection,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2029 HH/H
U.S. Private Vending Coils Selection, 1908
Onwards. Nice lot includes Schermack Ty III on 314, 347,
408, 483, 611, 576, 577, Brinkerhoff Ty I includes 408, 409,
US Automatic Vending in 320, 343, 344, unusual and
scarce to be able to obtain so large a lot, F.-V.F. Scott $600
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. General Collections
2030 HH/Ha U.S. Plate Block Collection, 1920-67. Mostly
never hinged, and mounted on Harris album pages, incl.
many better (blocks of 4 or 6 unless otherwise noted) such
as 548-49, 610-11, 614-15, 627-29, 631-32, 635, 637-42,
643-46, 648 block of 16, 649-50, 654-55, 680-81, 682-83,
692-701. We also noted 1926-27 (C7-9), 1933 (C18) &
1937 (C20-22), viewing invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2037 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ N.R.A. Specialized Collection, 1933
(732). An amazing collection with autographs of the stamp
designer, mint & used singles, plate number blocks, varieties and FDC's, but of special interest are the cracked plate
studies, and a nice selection of NRA covers and NIRA Iowa
2nd day covers, please plan on spending time with this fascinating collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2031 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection, 1922-88. Few hundred
stamps mounted in a Harris Liberty album, includes 560,
569, 572, 573, 620-621, Washington Bicentennial complete, National Parks and Farleys, Prexies complete, famous Americans complete, Liberty series complete,
generally complete mint to 1988, a few airmails, many NH,
excellent starter lot for the budding philatelist, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2038 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ Century of Progress Issue Specialized Collection, 1933 (728-729). A wonderful presentation, includes signatures of officers of the World's Fair
corporation, with mint & used singles, blocks and plate
blocks, FDC's and varieties, labels, program, items from
the Train Exhibit, a selection of used of the special cancellation before the opening, a rare opportunity for the dealer or
collector of World's Fair material, please inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2032 HH/H
U.S. Plate Block Collection, 1923-65. Residing in a Harris Liberty album, includes 610, 584, 587, 589,
590, 617, 618, 620, 648, National Parks complete, Farleys
complete, Prexies complete, Famous Americans complete,
C7, C8, C10, C11, C24, C25-C31, clean and attractive with
many NH, inspection strongly suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2033 HH/H
U.S. Mint Collection, 1924-30. Fresh attractive little collection includes 614-616, 617-619, 620-621 singles and blocks of four, 656 single and pair, plate block 628,
two sets each of Kansas Nebraska, and 692-701, Kansas
Nebraskas alone catalog 962.00, please investigate,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2034 Hm)
U.S. Olympics & Arbor Day Issues Specialized Collection, 1932. Incredible collection well written up,
includes mint and used singles, pairs, blocks and plate
number blocks, precancels, FDC's, and varieties, #716
Olympic Winter Games issues includes extremely scarce
"Snowball" variety, position blocks, plate number singles,
#717 Arbor Day issue includes varieties, #718-719 Olympic
Games issue includes Olympic stamps from Greece, Belgium, France, and the Netherlands, photos, plate
scratches, cracked plates, gripper cracks and gutters, a
very desirable study especially for the Olympic topical
collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2035 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ Daniel Webster Specialized Collection, 1932 (725). Smart looking collection of the 1932 Daniel Webster stamp, includes plate number single group,
letter from sponsor of stamp, letter from Senator Moses discussing origin of stamp, color varieties, plate varieties,
precancels, FDC's and naval covers, wonderful lot for the
specialist or Daniel Websterphile, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2036 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ William Penn Specialized Collection,
1932 (724). Neat collection includes plate number single
group, FDC's, postcards views, photos, naval covers,
RPO's, and ephemera, please review, well worth the time
spent, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
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2039 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ Georgia Bicentennial Issue, 1933
(726). Meaty collection that includes photos and ephemera, FDC's, precancels, misperfs in selvage, plate number
singles, position blocks, a group that should definitely be
studied, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
2040 Hm)
U.S. 5¢ Kosciuszko Specialized Collection,
1933 (734). Small collection featuring mint & used singles,
blocks and plate blocks with FDC's and precancels, well
written up, proof once again that big things come in small
packages, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2041 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ Peace of 1783 & Byrd Antarctic Issues Specialized Collection, 1933. 1783 Peace issues
contains plate number singles, ephemera, FDC's, shades,
varieties, cacheted event covers, #733 Byrd issue contains
FDC's, cacheted event covers, 735 contains Souvenir
Sheet, FDC's, an extremely attraction group worth your attention, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
2042 Hm)
U.S. 3¢ Maryland Specialized Collection,
1934 (736). Containing an excellent write up, this collection
includes loads of ephemera, FDC's, position blocks, varieties, precancels, plate number singles, we invite inspection,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2043 Hm)
U.S. Mother's Day and Wisconsin Tercentenary Specialized Collection, 1934. Lovely collection of
#737-739, with mint & used singles, plate blocks, FDC's,
nice studies of plate number singles, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2044 Hm
U.S. Airmails, Mint Collection, 1935-2001. Includes blocks of 4 with plate numbers, complete sheets,
booklets and cover. On loose pages (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2045 Hm)
U.S. Airmail Special Delivery Specialized
Collection, 1934 (CE1-CE2). Beautifully written up, includes mint and used singles, pairs, blocks and plate
blocks, nice group of plate number singles, also includes
FDC's, flights covers and special event covers, a pleasant
collection that will please the collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2046 HH/H
U.S. Airmail Special Delivery Specialized
Collection, 1936 (CE2). 110+ plate blocks of four, with
many Durland premium numbers, mostly NH, tough holding
to duplicate, F.-V.F. Scott $540. Durland $1,200 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
total Scott and Durland catalog value $1,700+.
2047 H
U.S. Officials Selection, Mint & Used. A lovely
selection put together many decades ago and has not seen
the light of day since, we espied: O1-6, 9 used; O7-8 unused; O10-4 used, O11, 13 unused; O16-23 used, O15,24
unused; O25-33 used; O35-45 used, O45 unused; O47-56
used; O57-60-67 used; O72-82 used; O83-93 used, all
listed as mounted- you may want to examine as there may
be better papers and some premium quality present (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2048 Hm
U.S. Officials Collection. Fresh clean collection of officials, used includes O3, O15-O16, O19, O21,
O23-O24, O27-O28, O35-O38, O43, O47-O49, O52,
O54-O55, O74-O76, O81-O82, O83-O86, O92-O93,
O97-O98, mint includes O17-O18, O20, O22, O35-O36,
O30, O50-O51, O53, O56, O57, O58S, O59-O67 with a
1995 PF certificate for O65, O76-O77, O90-O91, O99, with
a few better cancels on the used, a joy to inspect, with leave
the winning bidder elated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2049 H
U.S. Newspaper Stamps, Excellent Collection. Small group of mint stamps, includes three PR5, two
PR2, PR6, PR3, PR7, PR81, PR109 and PR114-PR125,
nice holding with write ups on the 1865-1875 series, makes
for easy viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2050 m
U.S. Parcel Post Specialized Collection. A
truly unique collection of parcel post plate number singles
along with a Alaska cancel group, there are seven Alaska
cancels, then plate number singles arranged by values,
with 100+ Q1, 35 Q2, 29 Q3, 35 Q4, 33 Q5, 26 Q6, Q7, 3
Q8, 3 Q9, and Q11, also a small group of plate number singles with expo cancels, an exciting lot for the specialist,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2051 H
U.S. Cut Squares, Extraordinary Mint Collection, 1853-1988. Vast and valuable collection of several
hundred in a Scotts National Albums with many cut squares
cataloging 1,000.00+, and many with full corners, begins
with U1, U2 full corner, U3, U4 full corner, U9, U10, U11,
U12, U13, U14, U16, U17, U18, U23 full corner, U26 full
corner, U27 full corner, U28, U29, U30, U31,U32, U33,
U38, U42, U43, U44, U45, W51, U66-U73, U124, U135,
U156 full corner, U169, U176, U195, U206 with 1992 PF
certificate, U212, U213, U226 full corner, U246, U271 full
corner, U285 with 2009 PF certificate, U290 "Specimen" full
corner, U322 full corner, U457 full corner, U476, U478 full
corner, U494, U503 full corner, U504 full corner, with many
entires up to 1988, airmails complete except for UC14, 15 &
27, with many varieties, Officials include UO6, UO9, UO13
used with 2005 APEX certificate, UO15, UO16, UO26, and
UO71 full corner, and this list is but a fraction of what is present, very few if any condition issues, in short you may never
see a collection this nice again, please set aside enough
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time to properly evaluate this lot, you will not regret it, Very
Fine. Scott $55,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2052 Hm
U.S. Revenues and Back of the Book Collection. A useful and valuable collection of a few hundred revenues and BOB housed in four albums, with better
revenues that include R24b pair, R50c, R66c, R72c, R76c,
R83c, R86c, R87c, R90c, R106, R128, R138, R142, many
with hand cancels, red & greens, wines, excellent officials
with mint O3, O15-O17, O19, O47, O50, O56, O90, O92
and O91, postage dues mint J2-J4, many imperf and part
perf revenues not counted, there are also many duplicates
of better material, most of the officials and postage dues are
o.g., condition is mixed on some but there are probably
many sleepers here, a fascinating collection, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2053 Hm
U.S. Revenues and Back of the Book Collection. A couple of hundred stamps residing in five albums or
binders, includes nice revenues R7c, R12c, R28c, R76c,
R114, R141, RB6, reds & greens, wines, RW1 no gum,
RW2 used, good possessions, and a binder of private die
proprietary stamps, also includes dozens of imperf and part
perf revenues not counted, with some luck there should be
some hidden treasures, please set aside enough time to
properly ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2054 Hm
U.S. Federal & State Revenue Holding. Intriguing group of stamps and documents in two albums, first
has nice first issues, Documentaries, and reds, but the second album is where it gets interesting, includes 1803 Rhode
Island receipt for tea from Canton China, various cigar,
wine and states revenues, Future deliveries with large used
blocks of RC13 & RC14, Proprietaries, Stock Transfers,
useful Parcel Posts with plate number block of four of Q3,
mint block of four and pair Q5, telegraphs, and great selection of CSA including two used #1, worth many times our
low estimate, time should be taken with this lot, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2055 HH
U.S. Massachusetts State Duck Stamps,
1975-1990. Huge lot of mint state quackers, four to twelve
for each year, missing only 1985 and 1986, huge catalog
value, F.-V.F. Scott $2,412.
Estimate $300 - 400
2056 m
U.S. Precancels Collection. In five binders
and stamp album, alphabetically arranged by state and city,
also a cigar box with many hundreds, we didn't have the
time to inspect every page, so sleepers could be lurking,
worth a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Assortments

U.S. Assortments
2057 H
U.S. Mostly 19th Century Premium Selection
of Mint & Used. Unused includes: #9; 11; 73; 114; 115;
235-9 (plus extras); 285-91; 294-99; 300-4; 304 (8+);310;
320a (pair); 323(8); 325; 328-30; 524; 547; 599A (pair);
834(4); 1053; C1-6 (2+ extras); E1(2); E2(2); E3(3) used includes: various 1861s; 15¢ 1869; #120 (4); 278; 311-313;
includes some Canal Zone plus a few others, intact as received, some faults as one would expect but there are some
lovely singles present and this lot will prove most useful to
the ardent viewer, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2058 H
U.S. Quality Plate Block Selection. A handful
of mostly better plates and including #314; 346; 383-4; 534;
575 (wide top); 616; 628; 649; 633(2); 636; 711; 713; 714;
715(2) 700-1 plus a few others, selected quality and some
never hinged as well as premium quality centering, mostly
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2059 Hm)
U.S. Selection of Mint, Used & Covers. Includes mint NH pair and block of four 323, mint blocks of
four 548-550, block of six and block of eight with "TOP" 833
NH, two NH 834 with plate numbers, C4 NH block of four,
used officials, US & Philippines FDC's, first flight covers in
an album, and a Harris album with mint and used Washington Franklins, used Kansas Nebraska, and mint postage, a
great deal of sale able items makes this lot well worth an attentive viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2060 Hm
U.S. Balance Selection. Interesting group with
mint and used Washington Franklins and other definitive,
but also includes such items as a used block of four 3373
and group of mint CSA with #1, 6, 11 & 11, 12, useful group,
examination encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2061 Hm
U.S. Back-Of-The-Book Balance. Useful balance of United States BOB with nice lot of used postage
dues, officials, private die proprietary stamps, some
Springer listed material, beer and tobacco stamps mint &
used ducks, revenues and a small group of CSA, more than
enough sale able material to make this lot worth your attention, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2062 Hm
U.S. 1¢ to 8¢ Columbians in Impressive Multiples (230/236). Wonderfully fresh assortment of attractive plate number strips and plate blocks, all with
exceptionally rich colors, include #230 x (2) bottom margin
imprint and plate # blocks of 6, a top margin strip/3, and 4
plate # strips/4, plus a top right corner margin block/6; #231
includes a choice hinged block/4, plus five imprint and plate
# strips/4; #232 includes a fresh mint block/4, plus two imprint and plate # strips/4; #234 and #235 in blocks/4; and
#236 with two blocks/4; an impressive stock lot for any eBay
dealer looking for good looking items that will sell well when
offered individually; mostly fine or better with a few better.
Scott $4,314 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2063 H
U.S. Mint Commemorative Lot, 1901-07. Includes 294 (x10), 295 (x3), 298, 299 and 329 (x3), couple of
faults, please preview, F.-V.F. Scott $514 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2064 HH/H
U.S. Coils Lot (452//497). Fresh clean lot of
coils, includes 443, 457, 458 including five line pairs, 495 &
497, get these while the gettin's good, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2065 HH/H
U.S. Fine Lot of Coils #390 to Date. Lot of real
and fake coils, fakes are not counted in cat total and are
available for reference only, a few of the fakes come with
Weiss certificates, nice lot for the specialist of collector in
need of reference material, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,300 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2066 HH
U.S. Better Mint Sheet Selection. Nice sheet
collection of better material, includes complete set of National Parks, 737, 772, 773, 774 (x2), 775 (x2), 776, 777
(x2), and many other, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2067 HH
U.S. Complete Sheet EFO's. Four complete
sheets in sheet file, includes #1036 with misperfed first two
rows, 1035 with large underinked section, and two sheets
misperfed 1735, interesting material, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2068 Hm
U.S. Miscellaneous Selection. A fabulous
group of United States material, includes group of carriers
and locals on pages, a couple of mint and used collections
1857-1973, group of stamps on display cards with PSE certificates, collection of BOB with some mint and used ducks,
and stack of display holders with some better US, a little
something for everyone, should be a few sleeping beauties
waiting for the lucky winner, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. Accumulations
2069 Hm)
U.S. Mint & Used Hodge Podge. Several thousand stamps in albums and in envelopes, while there appears to be mostly approval type material a closed look
reveals much better, a Scott National albums contains
some nice mint material including Washington Franklins,
551-565, Kansas less 666 and 669-673 Nebraska,
692-701, a Scott American album contains used 294-299,
Q1-Q12, C1-C6, good postage dues, quantities of some issues present, a lot of useful sale able material here, be sure
to inspect this one, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Dealers Stocks
2070 Hm
U.S.
Revenue
&
Back-Of-The-Book
Lollapalooza. Thousands of stamps in a large stock book,
each page displaying some treasure, there is no rhyme nor
reason to the order of presentation so we will try to give you
a taste of what is present, first page is Wines with a few
better, then R176, R257, RD329 and a R183, a page of miscellaneous, then RG127, R106, RC18 and RC20, RD201,
R129, RG126 and a R58a, and continues page after page
with revenues, telegrams, state revenues, proofs, saving
stamps and cut squares, a quick thumb through also reveals RD308, RG73, RG74, a page of wines
RE108-RE203, R698, R130, and much more, many
stamps are identified but it needs some elbow grease to unlock this group full potential, a holding that is easy to get excited about, you'll need plenty of time for this one, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2071 Hm)
U.S. Tail End of Philatelic Accumulation. Everything and anything can be expected in three large boxes,
mint and used singles, complete sheets, postal history and
stationery, some scattered better United States, small album of mint & used Apollo 11 sets, great project for a couple
of weekends, examination suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2072 m
U.S. Used Postal Card Accumulation,
1870-1970. Over three thousand used postal cards, incredible range of cancels and auxiliary markings, includes
brewery, temperance, advertising with a few illustrated,
RPO's, uprated, railroads, majority of material is pre WW2,
a few mixed condition as should be expected in so large a
lot, a pleasant way to spend a few evenings, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2073 HH/H
U.S. Vast Plate Number Single Lot. Thousand and thousands of plate number singles, 1898-2000, in
stockbook, glassines and pages, starts in the small bureaus
with many no gum or o.g., later is mostly lower values but includes items such as dozens of 855, National Parks, Prexies to the 50¢ value, Overrun Countries, C31 (x7), C46 (x9),
plus loads of other airmails and BOB, face alone is enormous, plan on spending some quality time with this one,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2074 HH/H
U.S. Coils, Pairs and Line Pairs Holding. 70+
mint items on approval pages, better includes 353 pair, 385,
394, 394 line pair, 396, 396 line pair, 413 pair, 413 line pair,
443 pair, 443 line pair, 444 line pair, 445, 457 pair, 458 line
pair, 491, 495 line pair, 599A pair, plus three stamps with
Weiss certificates, 387 (x2) & 395 and much more, excellent selection of these scarce items, F.-V.F. Scott $6,350
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2075 HH/H
U.S. Coils, Pairs and Line Pairs Holding. Excellent grouping of coils, pairs and strips on stock cards, includes material such as 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354,
355, 385, 386, 390, 391, 392, 394, 395, 396, 410, 411, 412,
413, 441, 442, 443, 444, & 447, fakes are for reference only
and not counted in total, tempting stock, please examine,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2076 m
U.S. Precancel Accumulation. A few thousand precancels stuffed in a box, includes definitives, commemoratives and even a small stockbook of postage dues,
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most appear to be separated by issues and city, great way
to augment one's precancel collection, please examine,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2077 H)
U.S. Washington Bicentennial Postal Envelope Lot. 25 complete mint sets plus extras, Very Fine.
Scott $725 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2078 HH/H
U.S. Mint Single and Plate Block Lot. Few
hundred plate blocks in glassines, all appear from the
1930's &1940's, includes #855, Overrun Countries and a
few airmails, worth taking a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

U.S. Dealers Stocks
2079 Hm
U.S. Dealer Stock, 1851-1960. A few thousand
stamps presented in six display books, includes better used
such as 69, 70, 71, 78, 96, 117, 228, 239, 240, 259, 276,
285-293, 311, 312, better mint includes 230 NH, 232, 235
NH, 236, 283, 287, 289, 323-327, 658-668, C1-C3, C4-C6,
C18, E1, E2, E6, J1, PR9, with meaty mint & used Washington Franklins, stock is already identified and priced and
ready for sale, spend some time on this grouping, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2080 m
U.S. Valuable Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1979.
Used stock of several thousand stamps residing in four
stockbooks, starts off with nice selection of 1851 1 & 3¢ material, then several examples of 69, six 70, seven 71 with
one cancelled by red circular grid, two 72, nice group of
Blackjacks, 1869's with five 117, three 119, Banknotes in
quantity, Columbians to 239, excellent Bureaus, Trans
Miss with three 291, eight 327, wonderful Washington
Franklins, and good airmails less the zepps, plenty of Special Deliveries, Postage Dues, Parcel Posts and officials,
offered intact with nothing checked for varieties or cancels,
as with any stock this large there are some condition issues,
but overall there are tons of sale able items, inspection is
suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2081 Hm
U.S. Mint & Used Cut Square Stock. An excellent selection of several hundred cut squares, many with full
corners, better mint unless noted includes U13 used, U33
used, U43 used, U44a used, U45, U71, U72, U73, U92,
U93, U94, U95 used, U105, U200, U210, U211, U246 used,
U320, U339 full corner, U341a full corner, U343, U345,
U476, and much much more, some mixed condition and
identification issues, but should supply dozens and dozens
of sale able lots, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2082 Hm
U.S. Revenue Dealer Stock. Few hundred
stamps in three counter books, includes R2b, R14c, R21c,
R27a, R40a, R50a, R61a, R72a, R77c, R87, R96c, R102c,
R121, R126, R128, R138, R150, R159, R180,R259, R711,
RB36, RB11c, RB16a, RD162, RE83, RO19, mint ducks
RW1, RW4, RW5, RW6, RW7, RW11, and this is but a
small portion of what is in store for the winning bidder, evaluation encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S. Face Value Lots
2083 HH/H
U.S. Mint Dealer Stock, 1893-1940. Tantalizing holding residing in a stock book, includes 230-237,
328-330, 285-286, 294-298, 573, 400A, Nebraska less the
3¢ and 10¢, Kansas less 1¢ and 10¢, C10a complete mint
booklet, C18 single and block of four with plate number,
RW1, nice selection of souvenir sheets, C18 on FDC, nice
group of plate blocks, and dozens of singles, a wonderful
chance to pick up some sale able material, very few condition issues, and a great deal is NH, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2084 HH/H
U.S. Mint Dealer Stock, 1893-1960. Excellent
opportunity to load up on nice US material, in five
stockbooks and two albums, first stockbook begins with two
#63, two 73, 117, 119, mint NH plate number block of eight
of 230, Columbians up to the 50¢ value, Pan Americans to
the 10¢ value, and through to the 1922 series, and ends
with a block of eight of CSA #11, second stockbook has
C1-C6 with duplicates, Special Deliveries with E3 (x2),
Q1-Q6, and finishes with blocks of six of O114 and O118,
with loads of plate number blocks and postage, mixed condition, this lot should see plenty of bidding, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2085 Hm)
U.S. Dealer Stock of Mint & Used Postal Stationery. Thousands of postal envelopes and cards in a
large box, with used items including illustrated ads, and
mint material, wonderful lot to sort through, please investigate, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2086 HH/H
U.S. Mint Dealer Stock, 1914-60. Clean intact
dealer stock of mint US, includes singles, blocks and plate
blocks, better includes Farleys, souvenir sheets and seventeen Baby Zepps including NH block of four, tons of useful
sale able material, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott $16,000
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S. Face Value Lots
2087 HH
U.S. Mint Face Value Selection, 1980s to
2000's. Comprising of many individual stamps, sets,
sheets, blocks, plate blocks and Booklets, filling many cartons, in albums, on pages and loose - just the way the collector accumulated it, unfortunately he didn't get to sort it
before his number came up, so now its up to you, includes
many better and premium items and unpicked, total face
value exceeds $17,000, a great opportunity for the licker
and sticker, F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2088 HH
U.S. Mint High Values - Face Value Selection,
1980s to 2000's. 50¢ values and on up to the $14 stamps,
excellent for stock, retail or for mailings, all compactly fit into
a larger glassine envelope with a total face value of almost
$4,500, F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2090 HH
U.S. Mint Unexploded Booklets, 1980s to
2000's. Selection of maybe a hundred or so, some duplication but still quite useful and unchecked for better ones and
varieties, face value is about $700, F.-V.F. lot (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2091 HH
U.S. Booklet Face Value Plus Lot. Excellent
face lot with most values 13¢ and upwards, includes a few
better panes and booklets, total face 1325.00, should help
ease some ones postage costs, please inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2092 HH
U.S. Face Lot Plus Plus. Extremely useful face
stock with many extras, includes complete sheets from
1¢-33¢ values with better such as 855, 29 mint souvenir
sets, sheet file folder with some better including 1193 (x6),
and a bag with better plate blocks, blocks and singles, you
can ease your postage costs and find some hidden gems at
the same time, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2093 HH
U.S. Useful Face Value Lot, 1940-98. Nice
clean lot of face, from 3¢ to 9.95 values, with thousands of
singles, blocks, plate blocks and booklet panes, a few
better items, mint postal stationery not counted, face value
is $2,500, great way to ease your postage costs, viewing
suggested for full appreciation, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2094 HH
U.S. Face Value Lot Plus, 1940-98. A tantalizing hoard of mint material, includes singles, blocks and
plate blocks with dozens of mint year sets, values range
from 3¢ to 9.95 values, with a few better singles and plate
blocks, lots of mint postal stationery not counted, approximately 2,500.00 face value, should be an excellent opportunity to lower your postage costs, please review, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2095 HH
U.S. Face Value Lot. Face value lot, made up
of singles, plate blocks and full sheets, 3¢-15¢ values, total
face $865, wonderful little postage cost helper, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2096 HH
U.S. Face Lot Plus, 1950-2000. Face value lot
in three Scott hingeless albums, values include 3¢ to $9.95,
also includes Liberty Series complete, Prominent Americans complete and most souvenir sheets, $700.00+ total
face value, if you need relief from postage costs here's your
chance, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
2097 HH
U.S. Face Value Lot. Neat little face lot, all in
full sheets, with values 4¢-8¢, total face value $530, a fortuitous bid will alleviate your postage costs, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2098 HH
U.S. Face Value Lot. Neat little face lot, mostly
full sheets and plate blocks, with values 3¢-13¢, total face
value $427, just in time to beat back the postal increase,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2089 HH
U.S. Postage. Approximately $1,200 in face
value, including 20¢, 22¢, 25¢ & 29¢ denominations; booklets, sheets, part sheets, blocks of four & singles, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Cover Collections
2099 HH
U.S. Zip Code & Mail Early Singles and
Blocks. Four cartons stuffed with singles, pairs and blocks,
fresh clean lot, values from 5¢-$1.00, includes some BOB,
face value $5,000.00+, excellent opportunity to ease your
postage costs, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2100 HH
U.S. Higher Value Face Lot. Face lot with
mostly higher values 32¢ to 37¢, in singles, blocks and
sheets, excellent way to beat back the higher postal costs,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S. Cover Collections
2101 )
U.S. Limited Edition “Cradle of Aviation Series” of 25 Different Aviation Accomplishments Covers. Around 950 of each, over 22,000 covers, each with
special cachet stamp and cancel appropriate to each
theme, substantial retail value and would prove most useful
for approval or internet sales, each cover is part of a limited
edition and is numbered, also includes plates for producing
the cachets, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2102 )
U.S. Naval Commission Covers with Photo
or Hand Painted Cachets. Approximately 280 hand
painted cachets and 50+ photo cachets on naval covers in
two albums, the first book includes ships welcomed to various countries, events, commissions, visits to various countries and islands, 1933-1941, then nice group of photo
cachets of ships crews, then photo cachets of ships with
USS Seawolf, USS Tambor, USS Sturgeon and USS
Thresher, second book stars with photo cachets of USS
Buck shakedown cruise, then hand painted cachets of various naval insignia for the Navy, this is a lot that could not be
duplicated at any price, please plan on sufficient time to
truly appreciate the beauty of these covers, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2103 )
U.S. & United Nations First Day Covers. Two
large plastic tubs filled with FDC's and the like, includes
1930-1950's US FDC's, and thousands and thousands of
United Nations FDC's from the 1950's to the present, many
in complete sets, also includes Souvenir Folders, mint postage, souvenir sheets, enormous catalog value, inspection
strongly suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2104 )
U.S. Wonderful Postal History Lot,
1857-1970. Nice selection of covers with ad covers such as
US Mail & Express Campbell's Stage Line illustrated cover
Traverse City MI, Home Shuttle Sewing Machine Co illustrated ad cover from Detroit MI, #98 on cover to Vienna
Austria, fancy blue square Chicago grid, nice group of 114's
on cover, CSA cover with letter, in fact, a lot that will entice
any postal history specialist, many postmarked from Michigan, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2105 )
U.S. Better Postal History. 22 better United
States covers, includes Detroit Michigan Territorial
stampless, Southport Wisconsin Territorial stampless, Fort
Schuyler cancel on #65, Fort Abercrombie Dakota Territo-
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rial on 65, Salt Lake City Utah Territorial on attorney ad
cover, Wells Fargo & Co imprint with Salt Lake City cancel,
Saint Paul MN territorial with blind embossed ad, Virginia
City Nevada Territorial on 65, three Kansas territorial, couple of nice Banknote covers, and #70 on cover to Liverpool,
excellent lot for the postal history specialist, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2106 )
U.S. Accumulation of 1977 Lindbergh Dual
Country, USA-France Double FDC. 13¢ Lindbergh
stamp and 1fr90¢ French airmail stamp each issued in
honor of Lindbergh's NY-Paris non-stop solo flight, with
Artcraft "Long Island Cradle of Aviation" cachet, should be
around 1000 covers, retailed at $4 a piece, an excellent
item for approvals, internet sales or retail, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2107 )
U.S. First Day Covers, 1920's, 1930's&
1940's. 300+ FDC's in binder and box, many cacheted, includes National Parks, Farley's, Army & Navy, Prexies and
Famous Americans, three different #855 Baseball, airmails
and both air post special deliveries, with some first flights
and event covers, worth a long look, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2108 )
U.S. Stampless Cover Postal History. 70+
covers, mostly New England and Eastern cities but with
Missouri, Alabama & Louisiana, nice range of rates and
auxiliary markings, includes City Dispatch on a New York
stampless, many with contents, a few mixed condition,
please inspect, many more nuggets to uncover, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2109 )
U.S. Collection of Cacheted Covers. A few
hundred covers, includes a very nice collection of USS
Nautilus and Triton covers and ephemera, FDC's US and
Canada, space covers, event covers, and flight covers including a 1948 around the world cover, a lot well worth several times our low estimate, examination is suggested,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2110 )
U.S. World War II Period Censored, Naval &
APO Covers, 1943-48. A few thousand covers offered intact, mostly censored and APO's but also includes naval
covers, patriotics and V-Mail, unchecked for better APO's
or cancels, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2111 )
U.S. FAM Flight Collection, 1937-41. 50+
Trans Atlantic and Trans Pacific covers, includes Hong
Kong to San Francisco, Macao To San Francisco, Macao to
Honolulu, Macao to Guam, Guam to Hong Kong, Fiji to
Canton Island, Portugal to Portuguese Guinea, Portugal to
Puerto Rico, all fresh, excellent lot for the FAM specialist,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2112 )
U.S. First Day and Cacheted Event Covers,
1950-2000. A couple of thousand first day covers in three
boxes, includes first day covers, first flight covers, various
event covers and sets, and plenty of souvenir pages,
should be something for everyone, please inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2113 )
U.S. First Day & Cacheted Event Covers Lot.
Few hundred covers, 1930's to 1950's, first days include
C25-C31, E17, E18, Overrun Countries complete in blocks
of four, Cachet Craft multicolor cacheted FDC's, numerous
first flights and Washington Bicentennial covers, a few
1930's FDC cacheted, should be more than enough to
make this lot worth an inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2120 Hm
U.S. Possessions, Collection. Wonderful collection of a few hundred stamps in Liberty Album and in
stockbook, includes mint unless noted Canal Zone includes
#1, 21, Cuba E2, DWI used 3, mint 11, Guam vertical pair 5,
Hawaii 34, Philippines used 212, and a used K10, includes
much BOB examples, with a stockbook of backup material,
should be worth a strong bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2114

2121 H
Hawaii, Mint Collection. Fresh clean mint Hawaii collection, better includes 34, 36, 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 63,
O1-O6, as nice a collection as you'll see, please review,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,588 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. 19th Century Cartes de Visite. 33 photo
cards including 3 handcolored & a tintype, 5 with 1¢, rest
with 2¢ revenues on reverse, various photographers imprints, a useful group for the specialist, inspect, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. and Foreign Collections
2115 )
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Accumulation. Several hundred covers, US and some foreign material from
stampless to 1980's, covers include ad with some illustrated, first day, cacheted event, mourning, naval, registered, picture postcard and stationery, nice group of C11's
on cover, RPO's, sports, and a correspondence from
1855-1867 between brothers in PA, nice lot, should yield
some better material, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2122 Hm)
Philippines Collection 1939-1970. Couple of
hundred stamps and covers in Scott green album and
binder, album starts with three pages of Canal Zone, then
Philippines includes with mint 1935 issue, Commonwealth
Anniversary issue, 1938-40 Anniversary reissue, 1945 Victory issue, then Republic issues to 1970, airmails includes
scattered BOB, mint 1928 London Orient Flight issue, Von
Gronau issue, Occupation stamps are mint and appear
complete, binder starts with 213 on cover and 214 on cover,
continues with 1935 and 1941 registered covers, there are
first days, commercial covers, first flights, and occupation
covers for a total of 125+ covers, few faults, please
examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

2117 m)
U.S. and Foreign, Used & Cover Lot. Group of
mostly used US, with commemoratives and airmails, plus
50+ covers and a genuine CSA 5 dollar bill, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2123 Hm
Puerto Rico, Exciting Collection of Revenues, 1882-1947. 150+ revenues and documents with revenues on pages, starts with six pages 1882-1896 Giro
revenues, then 1909 excise tax stamps with two blocks of
four, two property tax stamps, pair of cattle feed stamps,
$1-50 excise tax stamps, Internal Revenue stamps, tobacco stamps and strips, liquor tax stamps, and plate number blocks of six of excise tax stamps, should be worth
many times our low estimate, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Confederate Collections

United Nations Collections

2118 )
Confederacy, Postal History Lot. Lot of nine
fronts and one cover, all handstamped, includes #2, 6(x4),
10(x20 and 11(x30, postmarks include Montgomery AL,
Mobile AL, Vicksburg MS and Richmond VA, Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2124 HH
United Nations, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1951-2007. In 5 Davo deluxe albums. Contains
New York (including sheet 1 and flag sheets), Vienna and
Geneva. Also some extras like blocks of 4. Only a few unimportant stamps missing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2116 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, Miscellaneous Lot. Binder
with used Ireland, better US includes 113 mint, used K1,
K17-K18, interesting Canal Zone including group of 2¢ #32,
mostly inexpensive material, take a few minutes to peruse,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Possessions Collections
2119 Hm
U.S. Possessions, Dealer Stock. Excellent
stock of US Pacific Possessions with many souvenir sheets
in nine counter books, with tons of mint complete sets from
Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau, also includes useful Hawaii and Porto Rico along with some UN material, be
sure to give this lot a look over, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2125 HH
United Nations, Mint Sheet Accumulation.
Hundreds of mint sheets stored in dozens of mint sheet
files, for example six sheets each of 75-76, ten sheets each
of 110-111, five sheets of 162, nineteen sheets of 180, the
list goes on and on, should be the perfect lot for the investor/speculator, overall a very interesting stockpile of material, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2126 Hm
United Nations, Very Extensive Mint and
Used Stock, 1950-1990. In 6 books in a box, with New
York, Geneva and Vienna including 4 x souvenir sheets 1
New York MNH and 1x mint, flag sheets in quantity, complete sheets Vienna and Geneva etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2127 Hm)
United Nations & Unicef Collection. Several
hundred stamps, blocks and FDC's residing in nine albums,
includes souvenir sheets including #38, imprint blocks, singles and covers, a wonderful lot of this resurging area,
please spend some time reviewing, disappointment is not
an option, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

British Commonwealth Country Collections
2128 Hm
Antigua, Mint & Used Collection, 1862-1981.
Mounted in binder and some Scott album pages, better
noted (mint unless otherwise noted) include 1862 (1, used
with 1986 PF certificate), 1882-86 (13 & 17, used), followed
by 1903 (21-30), 1908-20 (31-38), 1921-29 (42-57),
1938-51 (84-95) & 1953-56 (107-21), and then by many
mint sets & souvenir sheets, collectors and dealers should
take a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2129 Hm
Australian States, Useful Mostly Used Accumulation. On 8½ by 11 stock cards, composed of Victoria
period South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia.
Starting with a F-VF lightly canceled South Australia number 1 there is plenty of sound high catalog value to be found
amongst the over 600 stamps to be found in this holding. As
expected from a lot composed only of Victoria classics the
condition can vary so expect to spend some serious viewing
time on this one but expect to be rewarded.
Estimate
$2,000 - 3,000
2130 m
Australian States: New South Wales, Extensive Cancel Collection. In 6 albums with 4 catalogs in box.
Collection is arranged alphabetically on blank pages and
contains many thousands of cancels, including better and
scarce material. In total around 2000 stamps (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2131 m
Australian States: Queensland, Extensive
Cancel Collection. In 3 stockbooks with catalogue of
Campbell. Approx. 940 stamps with hundreds of different
cancels. Nice lot for the specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2132 m
Australian States: Victoria, Extensive Collection of Number Cancels. With also the numeral cancel
catalogue of Freeman and White. Collection contains many
hundreds of stamps in 3 fat stockbook. Also much scarce
material and duplicates, in total around 850 stamps.
Unique! (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2133 H
Australia, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1913-1974. A phenomenal collection, mounted, surprisingly, on Scott International Album 2-sided pages. We'll tell
you what Kangaroos are here, because beyond them, virtually every other commemorative and regular issue is
here! And the 'Roos themselves are quite impressive; they
comprise 1st watermark ½d-5s, 2nd watermark 2d-1s, 3rd
watermark 2d-5s, 4th watermark 6d-2s and 5th watermark
6d-5s. The Back-of-the-Book issues are also pretty remarkable including, as they do, J34, J39-47, J50-61, J63-95,
M1-7 and O1-14. And finally, there are no “buts”, as you
might have expected; condition is uniformly F-VF, o.g., with
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NH beginning in the mid-1960s. All-in-all, quite an extraordinary collection. Scott $12,500. SG £7,500 ($12,080).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2134 HH
Australia, Assortment of Advertising Booklets, 1950s-70s. 90 unexploded and never hinged booklets in stock pages, and identified with Australian
Specialized Catalogue numbers, highlights include B31T &
B32T, B34 x2, B34T, B35-36 & B36a, also B44 x25, B44T
x4, B45 x17 & B45T x17 with different advertising backs or
interleaving pages, excellent opportunity for the specialized
collector or dealer, retail value about $4,500, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2135 m
Australia, Stock Page With Various Used Material. Including the 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2136 HH
Australia, Postage. Approximately $530 in
postage, including 30¢, 38¢, 39¢, 41¢, 43¢, 45¢, 65¢, 70¢,
80¢, 95¢, $1, $1.05, $1.20 & $2 denominations. We also
noted Australian Antarctic Territory stamps with $73 in face
value, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
2137 Hm
Australia and Related Areas, Stock. Hundreds of mint and used stamps presented in three counter
books, better mint includes 9, 17-18, 76, 142-144,
147-149,176-179, 221, J64-J70, J81-J83, J91-J95, better
used includes 1-4, 12, 39-43, 45-54, O1-:2, O6-O11,
Queensland 82, New South Wales 52a, South Australia 12,
18, 27, Tasmania 33, great range of postage dues, a few
condition issues, a useful and worthwhile group, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2138 Hm
Batum, Mostly Mint Assortment, 1919-20. A
nice range of 27 stamps presented in a display card with
some signed examples, including 1919 (1-6 & 13-20, mint),
plus 1919 (7-8, 34 & 38, used), and 1919 (21, 23, 39, 41,
43-46 & 50, mint), Very Fine. Scott $1,500. SG £1,500
($2,420) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2139 HH/H
Bermuda, Mint High Values 2/- to 10/-,
1938-1951. Fresh clean lot, without premiums for NH, unchecked for better perfs or shades, includes 123 (x28), 124
(x4), 125 (x6) and 126 (x9), excellent lot for the specialist,
F.-V.F. Scott $780.
Estimate $300 - 400
2140 H
Burma, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1937-1993. A truly impressive, intact collection on Minkus
specialty album pages; starts with the 1937 KGV Issue
complete (1-18, O1-14) and, among the regular issues and
commemoratives, there's virtually nothing missing until the
late 1970s. In addition, the Officials are complete, the Japanese Occupation issues are nearly so (including 2N1-9,
11-16, 19, 21, 24 & 26). There are even 27 different Peacock Overprints, though only five are signed (cat. $165). As
to condition, it's all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in the
early '60s. A marvelous lot of this rarely offered country.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2141 Hm
Canadian Provinces, Useful Accumulation.
Nice overall appearance although condition can be mixed
catalog value is well over $18,000 with a nice range of
sound value to be found including Scott Newfoundland 1
MNG, 11A OG (2), 25 used, 27a used, 30 (2) OG, 39 MNG,
61-74 MNG, 78-85 NH & OG, 172-82 NH pairs, 183-99 NH
& OG, 226-29 NH blocks 4 (2), C6-8 OG (2) and C12 MNG.
Viewing a must to appreciate the value to be found here.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2142 Hm
Canada, Massive Mostly Mint Stock. Identified on counter pages with a great deal of never hinged
value to be found including Scott 42, 58, 59, 70 (4), 92, 100,
105 2 blks4, 107 blk4, 109 bkk4, 110 (3), 112a (2), 122, 135,
140 blk4, 151 blk4, 153 blk4, 157, 176 blk4, 195b (2), 198,
249-62, 271 matched set of pl blks, 599 3 matched sets of pl
2 blks 4, C2 (2) & blk 4, C4 blk4, CL28, O268-73, OX3, plus
nice runs of early 20th century complete sets, semi-official
air mails and officials. Condition can vary, especially
amongst the 19th century, but with a total Scott value of
about $78,000 there is a lot of value to be found here for the
careful viewer. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2143 Hm
Canada & Newfoundland, Mint & Used Assortment, 1870s-1960s. In stock pages, including Canada 1870-89 Queen Victoria 1¢, 3¢, 5¢, 6¢ & 10¢
representation of shades and postmarks, followed by many
useful sets such (mint unless otherwise denoted) as 1897
Jubilee (50-60, plus $1 x2, one accompanied with 1982
Friedl Certificate signed by H. Bloch, also $2 & $4 examples), 1911-25 Admiral Issue (7¢ yellow x3, 7¢ red-brown
x3, 8¢, 10¢ plum x4, 10¢ blue x4, 20¢ olive green, 50¢ x3 &
$1 x2), 1928-29 Bluenose (158), 1942 $1 (O262, plate
block with official perfins), 1946 (273 block of four), Newfoundland 1857 (3, unused, no gum), 1933 (212-25) &
1931 (C8), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2144 Hm)
Canada, Collection, 1858-1986. Few hundred
stamps mounted in a Minkus album, better used includes
17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 59, 60, better mint includes
56, 133, 141-145, 158, 262, C2, also includes many perfin
officials and overprint officials, mostly complete from the
1950's to 1986 with dozens of extras, some condition issues, loaded with value, making this well worth checking
out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2145 H
Canada & Provinces, Collection. In a Scott album, including Canada 1859 issue (14-15 & 17-19, used),
1864 QV (20, used), 1868-76 QV (28-30, used), 1893 QV
(46-47, used), 1897 Jubilee (55 never hinged, 56-60 & 62,
used), followed by Maple Leaf (71-72) & Numeral issues
(83, mint), 1903-08 KEVII (91-95, used), 1925 Admiral 50¢
(120, never hinged), 1924 Admiral imperforates (136-38,
never hinged), plus airmails, special delivery, incl. E1, mint,
postage dues and officials, Newfoundland 1861-62 issue
(20, used), 1865 issue (25, used & 30, mint), 1887-96
Schooner (59 with bottom selvage, mint), 1920 surcharges
(128-30, mint), 1933 (212-25, mint), plus 1931 airmail issues (C6-8 & C9-11, mint), plus New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Island examples, well worth the time to
view, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2146 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Accumulation. A few hundred stamps in three counter books, with
better including Newfoundland used 1, mint 29, 36, 41, 43,
46, 49, 233-243, J1-J6, Nova Scotia mint 10, Canada mint
21, 30, 51 block of four, 53 block of four, C2, E1, E2, used
24, 37b, 45, 84, 100, 102, 123, 158, some mixed condition,
a clean unit with good value for the retail or internet dealer,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2147 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1960. Thousands of stamps housed in two albums and one stockbook, many better early issues, used
includes 16, 17, 19, 20, better mint includes some large and
small head Queens, Jubilees include 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
60, 89-93, 158, C2, with many other mint examples, much
used material and Provinces, duplication of some better
items, some condition issues on earlier material and a few
identification problems, however it all adds up to a money
maker that will reward some intrepid bidder, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2148 Hm
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, several hundred
stamps, 1859-1981, better mint includes Jubilees 50-56,
58, 79-83, 103, 119-120, 141-145, 160-161, 176, C1-C9,
used includes 17, 22, 24, 27, 26, 28, provinces are scattered, a very clean and attractive collection to use as a foundation for expansion or to break up for retail, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2149 Hm
Cape of Good Hope, Small But Valuable Mint
and Used Stock. Composed of, mint unless noted, Scott 1
used thin, 2a 3 used, 4 creased, 4 used (4), 5, 5 APS cert, 5
used, 5a, 5b light crease Holcombe cert, 6 used (2), 6a
used, 7a used light thin, 9 used thin, 12 used (3), 13 used,
17, 17b used, 18, 19 (2), 24 and 29. Overall nice appearance. Scott approximately $26,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2150 Hm)
Cape of Good Hope used assortment,
1853-1903. Mounted in several stock sheets with many
"Hope" seated duplicates, highlights include 1853 Perkins,
Bacon & Co. (1b & 2, blued paper), 1855-58 (3-6), 1861
Wood Blocks (7 & 9), 1863-64 (12-15), plus folded letter
cover with 1p rose on white paper (Scott 3) block of four, we
also noted 1853 1p (1), 1857 1p (3), 4p (4), 1sh (6), 1p & 4p
(12-13) pairs, and additional folded letter cover with 4p
stamp tied by triangular cancel, plus two 1901 censored
covers, XIX Century representation and a couple of faulty
examples with certificates, a great and useful assortment
for the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2151 m
Cape of Good Hope Assortment, 1853-64.
Group of 33 "Hope" Seated stamps, including 1853 4d
(Scott #2 x6, including light and dark blue shades), followed
by 1855-58 4d (4 x8), 1858 (5 & 6 x2), plus 4d pair (4),
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2152 H
Ceylon, Lovely All Mint Official Issue Collection. Assembled on a single Scott page, virtually complete,
comprised of O1-2, O4-7, O8-18 and O19-24. Fresh and
F-VF og, a lovely lot, ex Towson.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2153 Hm)
Cyprus, Mint & Used Collection, 1880-2010.
Presented in three Scott specialty albums, highlights (mint
unless otherwise noted) include 1880 QV (1-2, 4 & 7, used),
1881 QV (8, used), 1881 QV (11-13, used), 1882-84 QV
(19-25, used), 1884-86 QV (26, unused, no gum), 1903
KEVII (45, used), 1912 KGV (61-70, used), 1938 KGVI
(143-55, incl. £1 mint, other used), 1960 QEII (183-97 x2,
one mint, other used), 1962 (206-18, NH), 1963 (229-31,
mint), 1963 Scout souvenir sheet (226a, NH), plus many
other mostly mint sets in the modest range, we also noted
many registered covers sent to NJ in the 1970s-80s, including several with stamps of Turkish Cyprus, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2154 Hm
Fiji, Mint and Used Collection to 1981. On
blank album pages.
Estimate $300 - 400
2155 HH
Ghana, Extraordinary Comprehensive Collection, 1957-1990. As complete a collection as there
could exist, mounted in eight White Ace albums, all mint
NH, includes singles, gutter pairs, souvenir sheets and miniature sheets, presentation folder, imperfs and postal stationery, with all mint complete sets this would be the perfect
collection for a topical collector or dealer, high catalogue
value, please take time to peruse this lot, you will not rue the
time spent, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2156 Hm
Gold Coast, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Box with album, album pages, stock cards etc. Also some
material of other countries like Ceylon (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2157 Hm
Gold Coast, Mint and Used Collection,
1874-1914. On album page, including (Yvert no's): 4-8, 21,
32*, 35, 46*, 47*, 48, 66*, 79, etc., generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2158 Hm
Great Britain, Large Mostly Used Classic Accumulation. With catalog value of about $50,000 and generally mixed condition but plenty of sound material to be
found including, used unless noted, Scott 26, 28, 42 mint &
used, 48 plate 4 (3), 49 pl10 (2), 64 plate 10, 68 plate 19
mint, 96 (3), 105, 108 (3), 109, 118a mint, 140, 180, 213b
(2), 251 mint, 292-308 mint and O36 (2). Mounted and identified on approval pages makes for a easy view and one that
is well worth the time. Take a close look at this one.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2159 Hm
Great Britain. Mostly Used Collection,
1840-1951. In a Scott specialty album, highlights (used unless otherwise noted) include 1840 QV (1 & 2, each with
four margins clear, and red Maltese cross cancel), 1841 QV
(3-4, used), 1847-48 QV (5 x2 & 6 with barred numeral cancels), 1854 QV (7 with barred numeral cancels), 1854-55
QV (8-10), followed by several singles issued in the XIX
Century, including several better such as 1884 QV (108-09,
plus 110 x2), 1891 QV (124), also1902-11 KEVII (142),
1929 (209, mint) & 1934 Seahorses (222-24), F.-V.F. Scott
$23,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2160 Hm
Great Britain, Dealer Stock. Expansive stock
of a few hundred stamps in three counter books, better
used includes #1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 19, 28, 37, 40, 42, 52, 53, 57,
60, 65, 69, 71, 73, 94-95, 107, 109, 127-141, 173a, 175a,
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O18, better mint includes 101, 132, 286-289, Great Britain
in Morocco 24, and many other sets, singles and booklets, a
joy to inspect, expect big dividends, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2161 )
Great Britain, FDC Collection, 1937-1994. In
9 albums, from 1970 onwards almost complete, including
many phosphor sets. Also presentation packs almost complete (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2162 m
Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection,
1841-2003. In Davo album. Nicely filled with nice classic
material and from 1935 onwards almost complete (no phosphor) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2163 m
Great Britain, Ireland & Channel Islands,
Well Filled Used Collection, 1841-2003. In 3 Davo albums. Much material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2164 Hm
Great Britain, Mostly Used Assortment,
1840-1951. Interesting lot in stock pages, including many
better used such as 1840 Penny Black (1 with red Maltese
cross cancel), 1913 (173-75), 1919 (179, five vertical pairs
and several singles & 180 x21), 1929 UPU (209), 1934
Seahorses (222-24 x5) & 1951 (286-89, mint), we also
noted many 2s6d Seahorses (222) examples tied on registered cover fragments, and 1934 (224, block of four),
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2165 HH
Great Britain, Higher Value Face Lot. Hundreds of Great Britain commemorative and definitive sets,
includes block of four and single of #1476 10£, plenty of
mint postal cards, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2166 H
Great Britain, Booklet Accumulation,
1900s-50s. About seventy complete, never hinged & unexploded booklets in glassine envelopes, highlights noted include 1904 KEVII (SG BA1), 1935 Silver Jubilee (BB16 x2),
1936 (BC2 x2 & BC4), 1954 (H7), plus many other unchecked, and issued in the 1940s-50s period, a great opportunity for the dealer or specialized collector, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2167 Hm
Great Britain, Mint and Used Collection,
1841-1997. In Davo album. Collection from 1972 onwards
almost complete MNH. High cat. value, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2168 Hm
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection,
1841-1974. In Scott specialty album with XIX Century representation in used condition, and including many singles in
the $50 to $100 range with several higher such as Scott 81,
83, 85, 94-95, 98, 103-05, 107, 111-22, 126, also 1934
Seahorses (222-24), postage dues, and some offices in
Morocco & Turkey examples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2169 Hm
Great Britain and New Zealand, Stock Book.
Contains much MNH material of Great Britain in part
sheets, with much face value (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2170 HH
Great Britain, Face Value Lot. Box of commemorative sets, mint postal cards, 1971 to 2000, excellent
face lot sure to please, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2171 m
Great Britain, Collection of 125 Penny Reds
and Blues, Perforated, 1858 Issue. Ideal for the specialist, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2172 HH
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Complete
Booklet Face Value Lot. Over 1000 complete booklets,
face value exceeds £1,180, unchecked for better varieties,
examination encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2173 Hm
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mint & Used
Collection. Former in Stanley Gibbons album, and including 1840 (Scott 1 with four clear margins and red Maltese
cross cancel), plus many other singles & sets in the modest
range, latter in Minkus album Guernsey & Jersey mostly
never hinged sets issued in the 1969-84 period, plus some
Scotland regional examples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2174 HH
Guyana, Mint NH Collection 1967-1994. Few
hundred stamps, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets
mounted in two albums, starts with nice selection of 1966
overprints, then proceeds to 1994, with dozens of sheetlets
and S/S's in the 1990 to 1994 period, with plenty of topical
sets and sheets this should be an easy sell at our low estimate, don't let this one get away, plan on spending some
time inspecting this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2175 m
Hong Kong, Stockbook With Mostly Classic
Used. Many stamps, high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2176 Hm
Hong Kong, Mostly Used Collection,
1860s-1980s. Mounted on pages, including a XIX Century
representation, followed by several early XX Century issues such as 1903-11 Edward VII, 1912-22 KGV, 1938-48
KGVI & QEII, plus several modern sets, part sets & singles
up to $50, a useful lot from a popular collecting area, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2177 Hm
India, Desirable Mostly Mint Collection,
1953-2008. In three well filled Lindner hingeless albums
and additional Palo Alto album with high degree of completion for the period, and some better sets & singles such as
Gandhi 1948 10r never hinged stamp (206) & Korean Custodial Unit 1953 (M44-55), frankly a nice collection of this
popular country, inspection invited, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2178 H
India,
Highly
Desirable
collection,
1866-1960. Official & Military issues arranged on Scott album pages, including 1883-97 QV (O27-32), 1902-09
KEVII (O37-44), 1909 KEVII (O47-51), 1912-13 KGV
(O52-65), 1925 KGV (O67-71), 1926 (O73-77), 1926-35
KGV (O78-92), 1937-39 KGVI (O97-103), also 1953 Korea
Custodial Unit set, 1954 International Commission in
Indo-China (Cambodia, Laos & Viet Nam sets), a picture is
worth a thousand words, check photos on our website,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2179 Hm
India, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-1985.
Mounted on Harris album pages with some earlies, followed
by some better such as 1895 (52, used), 1900 (59 block of
four), 1926 (124, mint), 1948 Gandhi (203-06, used), plus
Cochin, Charkhari, Gwalior, Jaipur, Hyderabad, Patiala,
Travancore examples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2180 m
India, Bangladesh and Pakistan, Used Collection/Stock. In 2 stockbooks.
Estimate $300 - 400
2181 Hm
India & States, Dealer Stock 1870-1990. A
few hundred stamps in three counter book, better used includes 15a, 25, Char Khari 23A, Cochin 61, O81-O86,
Kishangarh 57, with better mint such as 129-134, 142-148
(x2) plus blocks of four, 172A-178, 203-205, 222, C1-C6,
M44-M55 (x2), O151-O160, Jaipur 49-57, with many more
convention states and feudatory states, a fresh clean lot of
the ever popular counter, some mixed condition, much is
NH so extra care is needed in viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2182 Hm
India & States, Revenue Stamped Paper assortment. Interesting grouping, including India provisional issues of Court Fee revenues in strips of five on
paper, and valuable Kishangarh stamps on twelve documents made in the 1898-1928 period, plus group of documents on revenue stamped paper from Auwa (11), Budu
(8), Budsu (1), Chanoud (4), Khairwan (3), Kmejarla (10)
Pokmran (5), Jasnagar (5), Jalimvilas (1), also four 1920s
Promisory Notes, also group of Piploda State revenue
stamped paper used in 1933, viewing recommended,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2183 )
Indian States, Cover/Postal Stationery Collection. An impressive collection of around 500 covers/cards, mostly postal stationery items Queen Victoria to
George VI with a wide range of cancellations, additional
frankings, official of India, Jind, Patiala, Gwalior, Jaipur, in
box. Spectacular lot! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2184 )
Indian States, Postal Card Accumulation.
Box with approximately 500 old postal cards, mostly
Gwalior and Patiala. Very nice lot, ideal for the cancel collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2185 )
Ireland, Provincial Postal History Exhibition
Collection, 1758-1883. Tracing the development of the
postal system in the area, and generally presented in chronological order in two binders; first starting with several covers showing straight line town name stamps (Kinsale,
Dingle, Kilkenny, Borkane, N-Port-C-Tip), including abbreviated names, followed by 1797 Soldier's folded letter paying the special 1d rate, plus 1799 Officer's folded letter
paying the full postal rate, then by several covers exhibiting
town name stamps, incorporating the mileage to Dublin to
assist in calculating the postal rate (Sligo 102 x2, Sligo 103,
Six M BR 102, Drumsna 73, Buttevant 122, Cork 124, Kilkenny 57, Gorey 46, Ckonshannon 74 & Wexford 74); also
1838 charity letter to Dublin charged the concessionary 2d
rate, 1836 Derry/ Penny Post folded letter, Folded letter
with "Free/D" handstamp only applied on letters passing
through Dublin, three folded letters with large-diameter
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double-arc datestamps that were introduced after 1831.
We also noted a 1814 ship letter from Curacao to London,
showing "Cove/ Ship Letter" two-line handstamp in the first
year of its recorded use, 1864 envelope with "signet ring"
datestamp used at Newtownards, 1828 Scroll type
"Post-Paid" used at Ballymoney, 1834 Consignee's letter
paying concessionary rate, plus several folded letters with
"Paid" marks with town names (Sligo x3, including one with
too late straight-line, Coleraine, Ballymena, Belfast, Cork
&Trallee), 1839 folded cover paying the uniform 4d rate,
and operated until January 9, 1840, second binder starting
with three folded letters with Peny black adhesives, including one with a vertical pair, followed by 1840 Mulready letter
sheet, 1841 folded letter cover with three 2d Blue examples, and then by several examples franked with Queen
Victoria stamps, plus some with receiving house number
handstamps and several other with interesting markings indicating uniform penny rate, postage due, diamond
obliterators, spoons, duplexes and variations, too late
marks, circular & hooded datestamps. Interesting and
attractive holding offered intact, please see our website for
illustrations of the entire collection, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2186 Hm
Ireland, Mint & Used Collection and Stock.
Former mounted in Minkus binder with sets issued in the
1929-74 period, and including several useful never hinged
sets such as 1929 (80-82), 1933-45 (121-23), 1941
(118-19), 1940-70 (J5-14), 1948-65 (C1-7), latter two
stockbooks with mostly mint or never hinged duplicated
sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2187 Hm
Jamaica, Mint & Used Assortment,
1860s-1970s. Mounted in Lighthouse stock pages, starting
with nice representation of XIX Century mostly used stamps
with barred numeral cancels, and then followed by some
better examples such as 1920-21 KGV (80-87), 1938-51
KGVI (125-28, incl. 2s x3, 5s & 10s x2) & 1949 KGVI (141),
also official, war tax stamps, plus sets issued in the
1960s-70s period, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2188 Hm
Malay States, Straits Settlements and Borneo, Mint and Used Stock. In 4 stockbooks. Nice lot with
much older material (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2189 Hm
Malta, Mint and Used Collection, 1860-2000.
In Schaubek album. Collection is well filled and contains
better material like (Yvert no's): 1(*), 3*, 11, 51, 79*, 80*,
99*, 103-116*/o, 154-169*/o, 178-192**, postage dues
1-10*, 11-20*, etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2190 m
Malta, Used Collection, 1885-1974. Folder
with blank album pages.
Estimate $300 - 400
2191 Hm
Mauritius, Mixed Mint and Used Selection of
Mostly Classics. Composed of, used unless noted, Scott
5b & e worn impressions, 14B one with small tear, 15, 16
mint small thin and used, 17, 19 mostly OG with sealed tear,
29 unused, 35 unused, 50 unused, 51-53 unused, 55-57
unused and 225-28 NH blks4 (3). Faults as noted otherwise
overall nice appearance, viewing a must. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2192 m
New Zealand, Postal-Fiscals Assortment,
1924-29. Group of 23 different denominations for high values, and mostly with Stamp Duties Dept. circular
datestamps: 2s, 2s6d, 3s, 5s, 6s, 9s, 10s, 12s6d, £1, 35s,
£2, £2 10, £4, £4 10, £5, £6, £7, £20, £25, £30, £40, £45 &
£50, incl. five examples with private perfins, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2193 HH
New Zealand, Dealer Stock & Assortment.
Including many plate blocks (regular issues) & semipostal
sheetlets issued in the 1969-82 period, mounted in display
pages and identified with Scott numbers with catalogue
value approaching $3,000. We also noted several post office presentation packs from the 1980s, plus several modern booklets & stamps in glassine envelopes,
recommended for dealer, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2194 m
New Zealand and Papua New Guinea, Used
Stock. In 2 dealer booklets. Contains much classic material and many better stamps. High cat. value (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2195 Hm
New Zealand, Mint and Used Collection,
1873-1975. In Stanley Gibbons album, with nice classic
material, some MNH Health sheetlets etc. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2196 m
Niue, Mostly Used Collection, 1967-2004. In
blank album, with much material, including many souvenir
sheets and thematic sets.
Estimate $600 - 800
2197 HH/Hm Pakistan, Accumulation, 1947-95. Grand
stock of several hundred in three counter books, better mint
includes 1-19, 24-43, 47-54, Q10-Q13, O21-O26,
O27-O31, with many singles and sets in multiples and duplication, in fact one book is all overstock, a exceptional
group to give you a leg up on the competition for this area,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2198 H
Pakistan, Mint Collection, 1947-1996. Very
nearly complete for the period on Minkus specialty album
pages; includes #1-19, 24-43 (10r is perf. 12 #41b), 47-54
(NH), O1-26 (NH) and Bahawalpur 2-15 (NH), plus just
about everything else except for some 1990s issues and
some Officials; condition is F-VF throughout and mostly
NH. A great lot. Scott $1,300. SG £750 to 1970 ($1,210)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2199 Hm
Palestine, Mostly Mint Collection, 1918-42.
Nicely mounted in pages, including 1918 (1-2, used), 1918
(3, used & 3a, unused), 1918-19 (4-14, mint), 1920 Jerusalem I (15-25, incl. 16d, 17d & 19e, perf. 15x14), 1920-21 Jerusalem II (15a-19a, mint & 20a-22a, used), 1921
Jerusalem III (15c-25c, used), 1921 London I (37-47, mint),
1922 London II (48-62, mint, plus some used perforation
varieties), 1927-42 Pictorials up to £1 & 1923-41 postage
dues sets, great starter collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2200 Hm
Papua, Stock 1901-1994. Couple of hundred
mostly mint stamps in a counter book, with better mint such
as 48, 122-136 (x3), 139-148 (x2), 209-220, C10-C15,
O11-O12, with dozens of other complete mint sets, very few
issue conditions, a wonderful lot with a great many sale able
items, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2201 H
Papua New Guinea, Mint Collection,
1901-97. Mounted in a Safe hingeless album and some
Scott album pages, better noted on Scott pages include
1901-05 Lakatoi (1-8), 1906 Large overprint (11-17), 1907
Small overprint (19-26), 1907-08 Small Papua (28-33),
1910 Large Papua (41-48) & 1910 (49 with watermark sideways), 1916-31 (60-73), 1932 (94-109), followed by many
sets issued in the 1952-97 period, a pleasure to see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2202 Hm
St. Kitts-Nevis, Mint & Used Collection. Arranged on Scott album pages, including several better mint
such as 1903 Columbus & Medicinal Spring (1-10),
1920-22 KGV (24-35) & 1923 Caravel in Old Road (52-64),
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2203 m
South Africa, Massive Used Accumulation,
1910-40. An enormous, gigantic, impossible lot of used in
quantities, and when we say quantities, we mean really big
quantities, 3 removal boxes full with this material, gold diggers lot with probably hundreds of thousands of stamps including many pairs!!!!!! Unpicked by us on types, shades
and/or varieties. Will keep you busy a few hours to sort this
lot!!!! (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2204 Hm
South Africa, Specialized Collection of Commemoratives, 1947-60. In 4 blank albums. Contains part
sheet, plate flaws, cancels, plate numbers, etc., nice lot,
much material (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2205 Hm
South Africa, Mint and Used Collection,
1910-88. In 2 albums on blank pages. Contains a nice classic material and also some good pairs. Also much modern
MNH material.
Estimate $250 - 350
2206 m
South Africa, Used Collection. On album
pages, mainly plate faults and some postage dues (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2207 H/(H)
Tobago, Mint Selection, 1879-1896. 16 different comprising #1-4, 8-13, 25-28 & 30-31; several better
are without gum or regummed, otherwise virtually all are
fresh, bright and F-VF. SG £2,007 ($3,230) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2208 Hm)
Zimbabwe, 1st Issue Group, 1980. Album
with MNH sets and some FDC's and the 1st postage due
set (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2209 Hm
British Africa, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Box with 1 Davo album and 5 stockbooks with MNH, mint
and used material of S. Africa and some British colonies.
Contains very much material of S. Africa, including many
MNH souvenir sheets till 2000, some homelands, some
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Rhodesia, Nyassaland, much S. West Africa, Namibia etc.
Very nice lot, very much material, ideal for bourse or eBay.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2210 Hm
British Africa, Excellent Mint and Used
Stock. Including, used unless noted, Scott Natal 11 pair,
New Republic 18a mint, Southern Rhodesia 1 min imprint gutter block 4, Egypt J12 mint, South Africa 14 mint.
Condition varies throughout so a careful review is called for.
Scott catalog value of well over $8,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2211 H
British Africa, Mint Collection of Early To
1939. In International album with many fresh singles & part
sets, better noted include British East Africa 1890-94
(27-30), Cape of Good Hope 1902-04(69), Gambia 1922
(102-13, plus extra 1s interesting example with shifted center impression), Lagos 1882-85 (14 & 20) & 1904 (45), Natal
1908-09 (91-92), Niger Coast Protectorate 1894 (46-48),
Somaliland Protectorate 1935 (77-80), plus several other
sets, part sets & singles up to $12, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2212 Hm
British America, Useful Stock. Identified and
mounted mainly on counter pages including, used unless
noted, Scott Antigua 2 mint, 4a, 6 mint, Bahamas 2, 8, 11
mint (2), 11b mint, Barbados 13 (2), 47 mint, 63a mint (3),
Bermuda 7, 127a, British Honduras 26, Grenada 10 mint
(2), 15a, 32b mint, Jamaica 3 mint, 29 mint, MR9c mint (3),
Leeward Islands 15 mint, Montserrat 4 mint, Nevis 8
mint, 12 mint (2), 28 mint, St Helena 1 mint, 13 mint, 20
mint, 21 mint, St Lucia 1 mint (2), 2 mint blk 4, 5 mint (2), 9
mint, 21 mint, 40 with split surcharge, St Vincent 4 mint, 6,
7 mint and used, 9, 23, Trinidad 9b, 27 mint and Turks Islands 9 mint. Massive catalog value does not include many
unlisted items makes for a useful lot that even with most of
the classics being in mixed condition still leaves a lot crying
out for a proper viewing.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2213 H
British America, Mint Collection To About
1950. Presented in an International album, we noted the
following highlights: Antigua 1921-27 (42//62), Bahamas
1906-11 (44-46) & 1918 (MR4), Barbados 1904-05 (90,
92-93 & 97), Bermuda 1936-40 (105-14), British Guiana
1913-15 (178-87), 1934 (221-22) & 1938-45 (234-41), British Honduras 1938 (115-26), Cayman Islands 1938-43
(100-10), Dominica 1938 (97-110), Falkland Islands
1938-46 (84-96), Jamaica 1906-10 (43-44) & 1938-51
(116-28), plus many Grenada, Leeward Islands,
Montserrat, Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Tobago, Trinidad-Tobago & Turks Islands useful sets, part sets and singles, definitely worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2214 Hm
British Asia, Excellent Small Mint and Used a
Stock with Strength in Central Asia. Including, mint unless noted, Scott Ceylon 4, 11 used (2), 12 used, 22 used,
India 203-06. Numerous minor faults noted especially
amongst the classics so a careful review called for.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2215 Hm)
British Commonwealth, a Small Safety Deposit Clearing of Stamps and Postal History. “Small is
beautiful”. A wonderful range of material housed in over 2
dozen stockcards, representing a small safety deposit that
has just been cleared in its entirety - no description can do
justice to this very diverse and fascinating range of material.
However we noted for example, Great Britain and the iconic
£1 lilac plate brown watermark anchor well centred, lightly
used cat £15,750 as such, SG #136, signed twice on reverse, highly attractive with Folkstone cds July 27th 1883
postmark, good colour, good perfs, possible very minor
crease ironed out, mentioned for accuracy's sake only.
Then a familiar item of postal history of GB, a very attractive
8d rate, formed by 4x 1840 2d blues, each one 4 margined,
all with Maltese cross with 3 of the 4 also neatly tied by red
ship letter crown oval hand postmark, September 11th
1840. The cover is sent to New York having originated from
Great Malvern, Worcestershire England. Very beautiful,
one of the earliest covers bearing the first postage stamps
of the world, as incoming mail to the US, the cover probably
has been improved in our opinion, not detracting from its exceptional scarcity. Also seen, a good-looking pair of the two
2/6d QV high value pair with perfin, cds cancels, crayon on
left hand stamp and much more good GB. Then on to Hong
Kong with the key top value EDV11 the $10 slate and orange with concentric circle registered cancels juxtaposed
with receiving red cancel at top, watermark crown CA
SG#76 cat £425. More BC with British Bechuanaland key
19th century high value the £5 purple QV, SG type 5 #21,
cat £1,700 watermark orbs, postally used with light bared
oval 55 cancel, superb. Also seen, some India with partial
booklet of 1/2 anna red 1915 Madras War Fund with 18 examples out of a potential 24, of which 16 are in regular booklet panes of 4 and then a pair. Just to see a single 1/2 anna
Madras War Fund is good, yet a 3/4 filled booklet in pristine
condition extraordinary. Then further postal history with India 1/2 anna blue, internal usage from Madras to
Clatacenmund, a company letter with double oval purple
"Faciolle & Co" strike to left, with Madras postmark Dec
10th 1870 to left of stamp and blue rectangular STAMPED
postmark juxtaposted over stamp, accompanied by fancy
TOO LATE, resulting in its delivery on Dec 12th with cds
double concentric circle arrival mark, etc, etc. These are
just but a few of the choice items here in this impressive
holding, not to mention the equally impressive non-GB/ British Commonwealth items such as Hungary blocks of 4 zeppelins complete mint, never hinged, Thrid Reich 1935 trains
complete to 40pf purple mint, much Spain and Colonies,
etc, etc. Unfortunately we simply do not have the time or
space to give most items any description, as they deserve.
Please therefore study the scans carefully to get a flavor of
this remarkable holding. An outstanding group.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2216 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock. In display pages, identified by Scott number, and
housed in twenty-three counterbooks, including many
better (mint unless otherwise noted) such as Aitutaki
(31-47), British Honduras (30-31), Cook Islands (206-17),
Fiji (45 pair, used) & (162), Leeward Islands (113-14) &
(133-47 x2), Nauru (17-27), New Hebrides (J1-3), New
Zealand (97) (147-48) & (185-98, used), Niue (73-75,
used), Norfolk Island (1-18) (13-18) (23-24) & (29-41),
North Borneo (208-22) & (N16-26 blocks of four), Pitcairn
Islands (20-28) & (72-84), Sarawak (135-50, 152 & 154),
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plus many other saleable British Commonwealth sets in the
$20 to $40 range with several better, a holding that deserves your attention, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2217 H
British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock,
1888-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
postal stationery in 11 stockbooks, mostly mint, includes
Aden 16-27a, Bahamas, British Guiana 210-222, British
Honduras 84 NH, wonderful mint Bermuda with many early
blocks including 109, Canada panes if eight of War Saving
stamps, Ceylon, Dominica 97-110, excellent India, Malaya,
Montserrat 92-103, Sierra Leone 64-76, very little mixed
condition, a very good meaty lot, spilling over with complete
mint sets, it will be worth every minute spent viewing it,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2218 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Assortment. A useful lot with many highlights (mint unless otherwise noted) such as Australia 1949-50 (218-21), 1938
(179), 1966-71 (414-17), Bermuda 1920 (71-79) &
1938-51 (118-28), British Antarctic Territory 1963
(13-15), British Solomon Islands 1914-23 (41, used), Cyprus 1948 (158-59), Falkland Islands 1938-46 (84-96),
1948 (99-100) & 1960 (128-42), Nyasaland Protectorate
1938-44 (54-67), be sure to see, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2219 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Collection. In 4 albums. Contains Great Britain 1953-1970
and also Australia, Bahamas, New Zealand, Canada etc.
Also contains better material, such as Bahawalpur 1948
mint (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2220 Hm
British Commonwealth, Miscellany. Inhabiting nine albums or stockbooks, includes Channel Islands,
Australia, stockbook of souvenir sheets, Great Britain
1955-1970, album of Malta, Victory omniset, Fiji collection,
and many more S/S's and stamps mint and used from Malaya, Singapore and New Zealand, a nice lot to spend a
weekend with, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2221 Hm
British Commonwealth, Miscellaneous Accumulation. Folder with various MNH, mint and used material, also some old covers/cards (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2222 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Accumulation,
1970-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets displayed in 22 stockbooks, includes early Qatar, dozens of
complete sets from Falkland Islands, St. Helena, Cayman
Islands, Channel Islands, Great Britain, Bermuda, 1973
Hong Kong definitives in pairs and blocks, in fact the face
alone is enormous, a lot that will definitely pay dividends,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2223 Hm
British Commonwealth, Small Mint and
Used Collections. Includes better Cape of Good Hope, 6,
Tanganyika, Trinidad, British New Guinea, Victoria, British
Honduras etc. On stockcard (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2224 HH
British Commonwealth, Mint NH Modern
Collection. Excellent mint collection, 1975-1988, mounted
in five albums, includes but not limited to Channel Islands,
Cocos Islands, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, Gibraltar, India, Ireland, Malaysia, Malta, Montserrat, Nevis,
New Zealand, Niue, Norfolk Island, Papua New Guinea,
Penrhyn Island, Tokelau Islands and Tristan da Cunha,
mostly in complete sets, includes excellent topicals such as
flowers, native costumes, reptiles, ships, stamps on
stamps, trains, and explorers, don't pass up this chance if
you are a collector or dealer in British Commonwealth, a
sure fire winner, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2225 Hm
British
Commonwealth,
Collection,
1853-1970. Several hundred stamps presented in a Scott
International album, with nice early Mauritius, Montserrat,
Nyasaland Protectorate, Pitcairn Islands, and Zanzibar,
there is also stamps and sets from just about every Commonwealth nation with plenty of hidden gems, with a little elbow grease should show a nice profit, please peruse,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2226 Hm
British
Commonwealth,
Collection,
1855-1970. Hundred of stamps residing in four Scott Specialty albums, best countries are Burma, Ceylon, Dominica,
Hong Kong, New Zealand, Samoa and Sarawak, but most
countries are well represented, there are quite a few complete and partial mint sets to be reaped including omnibus
sets, should be a winner for an internet dealer, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2227 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint Selection,
1924-70. Several hundred stamps on pages or in
stockpages, an excellent lot with many better sets and singles, includes Antigua 84-95, Bahamas 27-31, Cyprus
125-135, Falkland Island Dependencies 1L28-1L33,
Falkland Islands 99-100, Grenada 114-123, Pitcairn Islands 11-12, this should be a no brainer, please review,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,000+ (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2228 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Small Mint Collection. With some better stamps and some souvenir sheets
of Arabic States. SG £1,100 ($1,770) (Owner's) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2229 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Modern Collection.
Also some souvenir sheets. In stockbook.
Estimate $350 - 500
2230 HH
British Commonwealth, Face Value Lot. In
20+ stockbooks, new issue lot counted as face, includes
Antigua, Channel Islands, Barbados, Bermuda, Cayman
Islands, Dominica, Great Britain, Montserrat, Seychelles,
Turks & Caicos and others, with singles, souvenir sheets
and booklets, better sets from Falkland Islands, Great Britain, huge amount of Bermuda, face value $1,500-2,000, a
great opportunity, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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2231 HH
British Commonwealth, Modern Commemoratives. Approximately a thousand stamps and souvenir
sheets, mostly British Commonwealth Omnibus issues, includes 1974 Sir Winston Churchill 100th Birthday, 1981
Royal Wedding, 1982 Princess Diana 21st Birthday, 1982
Royal Visit, 1983 Commonwealth Day, 1985 85th Birthday
of Queen Mother, 1986 Royal Wedding Prince Andrew,
1986 QEII 60th Birthday, 1990 90th Birthday of Queen
Mom, plus others, excellent way to acquire this many sets,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2232 Hm
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Stock.
Housed in several binders and stockbooks with many sets,
part sets & souvenir sheets in the $5 to $20 range, including
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika (110-17), Singapore 1972
(153-56 x2), 1975 (242a x2), 1977 (287a), Tristan Da
Cunha 1965 (71-84), plus many modern sets in the modest
range, worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2233 HH
British Commonwealth, Selection of
"Smaller Country" QEII Never Hinged Collections.
Neatly assembled on Scott pages, including Sabah 1-16,
BIOT 1-15, 16=33, British Antarctic Territories 1-15, 16-23,
25-38, 39-42 and lots more. Nice lot, F.-V.F., ex Towson.
Estimate $250 - 350
2234 Hm)
British Commonwealth, New Issue Lot. Interesting lot, besides many commemorative sets includes
block of four Bermuda 732, Fiji 93-106, Hong Kong definitive sets, even antique tobacco cards, great group at our
low estimate, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2235 Hm
British Europe, Delightful Little Accumulation. Including, used unless noted, Scott Cyprus 8 pl201
mint, 8 pl208, 11 mint, 26a, Malta 3b mint, plus nice runs of
Ireland complete sets. Condition can be a bit varied so careful viewing is called for. Scott $8,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2236 Hm
British Europe, Mostly Mint Collection To
About 1943. Mounted on album pages with better (mint unless otherwise noted) including Great Britain 1902-11
(116, 131-32 & 138), 1934-36 (210-20), plus Great Britain
Offices in Turkish Empire (13-14), Malta 1903-04 (21-23 &
25-26), 1904-06 (28-36), 1922 (98-111) & 1938-43
(191//205), also some Cyprus, Gibraltar & Ireland useful examples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2237 H
British Omnibus Issues, Mint Collection,
1935-73. In a Scott specialty album, including British Commonwealth sets issued to commemorate 1935 Jubilee,
1937 Coronation, 1945-46 Peace & Victory, 1948 Silver
Wedding, 1948 Olympics, 1949 UPU, 1953 Coronation,
1963 Freedom from hunger, 1963 Red Cross, 1966 Churchill and several others, viewing welcomed, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2238 H
British Omnibus Issues, 1935 King George V
Silver Jubilee Issues Complete. Nice clean hinged set,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2239 Hm
British Pacific, Useful Mostly Used Stock. Including, used unless noted, Scott South Australia 9, Tasmania 2, 11a mint, AR7, AR64, Western Australia 16,
Australia 95a, 365-79 NH, New Zealand 14, Niue 32 Mint
on De La Rue paper, Samoa 7b and Solomon Islands 1-4
mint. Although condition can be mixed appearance is overall good; there is good value to be found by a serious
viewer. Scott approximately $45,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2240 Hm
British West Indies, Mostly Mint Collection.
Mounted in two thick Scott albums, and including many sets
& part sets issued in the 1950s-70s period from Antigua,
Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Honduras, Cayman
Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, St.
Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad & Tobago,
Turks & Caicos & Virgin Islands, viewing invited, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Foreign Cover Collections
2241 )
Denmark, 4 Covers, 1937-1938. Stamps with
private overprints of a philatelic club. Nice addition to your
collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2248 )
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, Postal
History Grouping, 1853-69. An attractive group of fifteen
folded letter covers and envelope, former including eight
single frankings, six double frankings & triple franking, latter
registered with mixed franking, highly recommended for
collector, F.-V.F.; each signed Bolaffi (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2249 )
Italy, Cover Collection by Town, 1866-1889.
Approximately 1,800 covers mounted in ten Scott albums,
most with number cancellations, very little duplication of
cancels, mostly to reflect different municipal markings, with
some interesting stamp combinations and usages, also included is a Vaccari catalogue, many covers are priced up to
75€, collection was formed over a 50 year period and is truly
a labor of love, don't let this one get away, bid early, bid
often, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2250 )
Italy, Airmail Cover Collection, 1917-1935.
Fantastic collection of 34 airmail covers/cards, with a wide
range of often better frankings, cancels, Zeppelins, combined frankings like Vatican/Italy/Malta cover, Rhodes
mixed with Italy, Vatican, San Marino, many rare covers
and destinations, in stockbook. Fantastic and mouth watering lot! (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2242 H)
German Area, Postal Stationery Collection
to 2009. Box with hundreds of mostly mint postal cards.
Nice assortment with many modern cards, including face
value.
Estimate $600 - 800
2243 H)
German Area, Postal Stationery Collection.
Box with 9 small albums with approximately 800 mint illustrated postal cards, including many complete sets (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2244 )
Germany, Covers Addressed to Joseph
Goebbels, Nazi Propaganda Minister. Interesting group
of 14 covers franked with Hitler stamps, posted in 1944 and
addressed to Dr. Goebbels in Berlin, including two with full
letters enclosed, plus an additional cover with German Labor Front identification for Hans Mebes, an interesting holding that deserves your attention, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Please Visit Our Web Site!

2245 )
German WWI Occupation of Belgium, Accumulation of Covers. Group of 110+ covers from WW1
German occupation of Belgium, many different cities and
towns, excellent opportunity for the German and/or cover
specialist, review is strongly suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.

2246 )
Germany: Federal Republic, Postal Cards
and Covers, 1954-1993. Nice collection of approximately.
90 postal cards and covers in Schaubek album with blank
pages. Much unusual material with good descriptions (in
Dutch) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.

2247 )
Israel, Interim Cover Collection, 1948. Fabulous collection of around 380 covers/cards with a great variety of franking, including registered and express-covers, in
albums. Very valuable and impressive collection!! (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2251 )
Monaco, One of a Kind Postal History Collection. An outstanding collection of several dozen items
nearly all from pre-philatelic to the 1920s, making this an
exceptionally attractive range, housed in one packed volume, with the one later exception being Rainer/Grace signatures on cover. There is a wonderful range of single
frankings on the first Charles III issues of 1885 with two superb covers each on the 25cts green (#6), 40cts slate on
rose (#7) and scarce 75cts black on rose (#8), with total
Scott retail $3,800 on these six items alone and all in exceptional quality. Then the 1891/1921 Albert I issues with excellent commercial usages with highlights including the 1fr
black on yellow single franking on beautiful cover to Bavaria
(#26, listed but unpriced in Scott for single franking), followed by a highly unusual mixed franking of five different Albert values to 15cts applied en route from Germany to
Belgium on slightly battered 10pf red "reichspost" letter
card with additional stamps of Germany (placed to seal the
card) and Belgium (on reverse) accompanied by cds cancels of 1898 from Germany, Monaco and Belgium - a genuine franking with manuscript cancels on the German and
Monaco denominations and endorsement in the same
hand (which may shed some light on this extraordinary usage). The Albert I frankings continue with tricolor 5cts green
stationery envelope with 40cts and 50cts registered to
Berlin 1896, another 1fr black on yellow with 2x 5cts green
registered to Austria, the 25cts blue pair (#21) with
interpanneau number 4 alone on registered and censored
cover to Switzerland 1918, also the 25cts green (#20) single usage on illustrated cover of the Hotel Metropole, followed by attractive small philatelic cover with ten different
values including 1fr and 5fr dark green, as well as a good
range of 1891/1921 issues used to uprate postal stationery
including "taxe reduite" surcharges. Among the latter is also
the scarce surcharge on 15cts carmine envelope. Other
good postal stationery includes the 1890 Charles III 15cts
carmine on greenish blue envelope commercially uprated
with Albert issues in 1914 to Germany, Prince Louis II 40cts
blue postcard uprated with 25cts red on yellow
interpanneau number 7 pair and 1928 Louis II 90cts red
used to Milan, as well as Austria 10h pink used from Monaco in 1905 and 1925 1ct arms newspaper wrapper used
to Kenya. Another good area is postage due covers, with
first issues including 10cts rose (#J3), key 10cts brown on
uprated Hungarian letter card (#J4), the 20cts bister strip of
3 (#J6), the 30cts blue (#J7) on two covers including registered from Tunisia, the 50cts brown x2 on redirected cover
1908 (#J9), 50cts green (#J10), etc, etc. Postal history collections of this caliber are hardly ever available on the market today and many of the items here are particularly scarce
and valuable, the majority on decades-old auction cards
with realisations then of over $100 each. a highly
recommended viewing.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2252 )
Netherlands, First Day Cover Collection,
1950-1982. Complete collection of unaddressed covers
complete from E1 to E204, all in nice and fresh condition,
several covers either not completely genuine or professionally gummed out address, but also many rare covers originally unaddressed, in Davo album. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2253 )
Netherlands, FDC's, 1953-2007. Almost complete collection in 10 FDC albums in box. Collection starts at
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number E15 and runs till E562. From E106 onwards without
address. Also some special FDC's present, including Mooi
Nederland FDC's (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2254 )
Netherlands, Stampless Cover Group From
Zwolle. Box with approximately 100 unfranked covers with
Zwolle town cancels (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2255 )
Netherlands, Picture Post Cards, 1950-1970.
Shoe box with approximately 250 picture post cards with
various long cancels. Nice unusual material (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2256 )
Netherlands, Local Post Covers. Box with approximately 785 postal covers of various local posts in the
Netherlands. Nice assortment.
Estimate $400 - 600
2257 )
Netherlands, FDC's from the 1950's. Box with
addressed FDC's, mostly good quality. NVPH approximately €1,250 ($1,660) (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2258 )
Netherlands, First Day Covers 1977-1982.
Approximately 200 first day covers, about 50+ different,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2259 )
Netherlands and Colonies, Airmail Cover
Collection. Very charming and colorful collection of 105
airmail covers and cards, very many with better frankings,
stamps with etching numbers on sheet margin, special
flights, registered, interrupted perfs, forwarded mail etc.
etc. (part of the covers have been stuck before on reverse)
in album and stockbook. Very impressive collection with
many scarce items (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2260 )
Netherlands Colonies, FDC's. Three FDC albums with a collection FDC's of Netherlands New Guinea,
Curacao/Antilles and Surinam, including better (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2261 )
Poland, Groszy Overprints on Cover. Phenomenal holding of approximately 3500 covers, superior
selection and one of the most fantastic hoards of this area
that may well exist, and certainly the basis for a study of this
most interesting and rich historical period. The lot is sorted
on city cancels and would have a retail value many multiples of our conservative estimate, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2262 )
Poland, Postal History 1953-1988. A couple
of hundred Poland covers, includes commercial, first day
covers and postal stationery, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2263 )
Russia,
Postal
History
Collection,
1874-1913. Approximately 118 items, including postal
cards and some envelopes and picture postcards, addressed mostly to domestic destinations, viewing suggested, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2264 HH
Albania, Europa Souvenir Sheets, 1992. Accumulation of 17, Very Fine. Michel €1,275 ($1,700) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2265 P
Argentina, Proofs Collection. Folder with
over 200 proofs, mostly imperforate material, many in
blocks of 4 and includes some color trials and photographic
proofs, a most tantalizing and valuable selection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2266 Hm
Argentina,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1858-1976. Presented in Scott specialty album, starting
with XIX Century representation, followed by several better
(used unless noted) such as 1891 20p (88 with "Muestra"
overprint), and then by some sets with high values showing
reminder's perfins, also 1930 (387-90), 1931 (399-405),
1935 souvenir sheet (452, mint), 1939 UPU & Philatelic Exposition souvenir sheets (block of four, two horizontal pairs
& vertical pair, mint), and then by many sets in the modest
range, plus 1944 National Anthem semipostal sheets
(B10-11, mint), 1930 airmails (C25 & C27-28, mint), officials, ministerial stamps and some Buenos Aires &
Corrientes examples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2267

Argentina, Reference Collection of Forgeries. Folder with a reference collection of the well known
so-called Hamburg forgeries. Hundreds of stamps and
blocks of 4, that would catalog a kings ransom if genuine, an
excellent holding for reference (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2268 Hm
Argentina, Collection, 1858-1976. Collection
in two albums, includes mint & used 1-3, with counterfeits
for reference, 7d used, page of counterfeits and Spiro forgeries, 13 mint & used, then mint and used sets, pairs, blocks
of four, with dozens of varieties, a few souvenir sheets, mint
B1-B5, nice range of officials, and a small group of
Corrientes, wonderful lot for the specialist or general retail
dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2269 HH
Argentina, Small Mint N.H. Collection. On
stock page.
Estimate $200 - 300
2270 Hm
Austria, Mint Collection, 1860-2001. In 3
Lighthouse hingeless albums. Collection contains much
better material like (Michel no's): 50-62*, 63-66*, 67-68*,
69-83*, 105-118*, 139-156*, 418-424*, 433-441*,
447-467*, 468-487*, 498-511*, 512-517*518-523*,
524-529*, 530-543*, 545-550*, 551-554*, 555A*, 557-562*,
563-566*, 567-587*, 591-596*, 984-987* etc. Nice collection, high cat. value! (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2271 Hm
Austria, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-2008. In 2 Davo albums. Collection is very well filled
with regular issues, commemoratives, good airmail, postage dues etc. Nice collection, high cat. value (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2272 Hm
Austria, Mostly Mint Collection, 1935-60.
Mounted on pages, including many better sets such as
1936 (380), 1931 (B87-92), 1931 (B93-98), 1932
(B100-105), 1932 (B132-37), 1933 (B106-09), 1933 (B110
& B111a), 1933 (B112-17) plus 1925-30 (C23-31), 1935
(C46) & 1950-53 (C57 & C59-60), F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2273 Hm
Austria, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-1980. In Schaubek album. Nicely filled collection with
some better material like (Michel no's): 156, 418-424*,
433-441*, 442-446*, 494-497*, 512-517*, 524-529*,
591-596*, 598-612*, 616*, 617-622*, 878-884**,
929-932**, 960-963*, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value!
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2274 Hm
Austria, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-1950. Somewhat specialised collection in blank album, with different perfs, papers, colors and some plate
flaws. Also some Austrian territories (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2275 Hm
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1998.
Mounted in Scott album, and starting with a used representation of XIX Century stamps, followed by many sets, including some better such as 1945 (405-23), plus Germany
1m, 2m, 3m & 5m Hitler stamps with "Osterreich" overprints
mentioned and priced in Scott, we also noted semipostals,
airmails, postage dues, Bosnia-Herzegovina and some offices abroad examples, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2276 Hm
Austria, Mint and Used Collection. One
man's collection well filled with 1000s of stamps mint and
used including #2 with Prague cancel on seemingly buff paper with the other values to 9kr all with 4 large margins, followed by a good range of 19th century with different
whiskers types, some very attractive postmarks for the specialist to enjoy and research here, through to the 20th century with 2x superb used 1848/1908 10kr emperor high
value and reasonably comprehensive 20th century thereafter through to eurozone, including various semi-postals
with 1951 voters emancipation, through to a good range of
postage dues, military occupations, newspapers, ending
with cinderella, some of which we have never seen before.
A good lot that gets better on each inspection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2277 Hm
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1985.
In Scott specialty album and springback album, starting
with 1849 issue and several other sets issued in the XIX
Century, followed by many attractive sets & souvenir sheets
such as 1924 souvenir sheet (171), 1925 (172-84), 1933
(B144-50), 1934 (B156-62), 1935 souvenir sheet (B169),
1936 souvenir sheet (B178), 1936 souvenir sheet (B179),
1948 souvenir sheet (B458a), 1954 (B561-66), also airmails, officials, parcel post stamps & postage dues in
springback album, ideal for a dealer to replace stocks or for
collector, looking for an excellent foundation, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2278 Hm
Belgium, Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1962. Lovely collection In two nicely filled stockbooks
with nice back of the book (railroad stamps, telegraph, service etc.). (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2279 Hm)
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1977.
Mounted in a Minkus album, and starting with valuable XIX
Century used representation (1-2, 4-5 & 6-8), followed by
1865-83 issues and 1879 parcel post stamps, we also
noted many saleable XX Century sets, singles & souvenir
sheets (mint unless otherwise noted) such as 1915-20 Albert (121, used), 1919-20 (134-37), 1925 Kings Leopold &
Albert (198-211), 1928 Orval (B69-77), 1930 Antwerp
(221a), 1931-32 Anti-tuberculosis (B107-13 & (B125-31),
1933-34 Tuberculosis Society (B144-50), 1936 Borgerhout
& Charleroi souvenir sheets (B178-79), 1947 first day covers (CB4a-12a), plus several other sets such as 1952 UPU
(435-45), 1954 Bruges (B561-66) & 1960 World Refugee
souvenir sheet, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2280 Hm
Belgium, Mostly Mint Collection, 1949-98.
Mounted in two Lighthouse hingeless albums with many
saleable and desirable sets, singles & souvenir sheets,
starting with 1952 (435-45, used), plus 1950 (B480-84, incl.
B482a), 1951 (B492-502), 1951 (B503-10), 1949 (C12),
1952 (B513a, souvenir sheet), 1952 (B514), 1952
(B515-20 & B521-22), 1954 (B561-66), 1957 (B605a, souvenir sheet) & 1960 (B662a, sheet of 3), plus many other
sets in the $10 to $20 range, viewing invited, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2281 Hm
Belgium, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-1890. On album pages, including telegram stamps,
postage due, newspaper stamps, and some Belgian Congo
such as no. 5.
Estimate $350 - 500
2282 Hm
Belgium,
Mostly
Mint
Collection,
1850s-1950's. In a nicely filled Minkus album, begins with
some XIX Century used examples, and then followed by
several better mint examples such as 1936 (B178 & B179,
souvenir sheets), 1937 (B199, souvenir sheet), 1939
(B241-48), 1949 (B468-76), 1950 (B480-84, incl. 482a souvenir sheet), 1953 (B544-46 & B547-54), 1957 (B605a,
souvenir sheet). We also noted a few Belgium Congo sets
& singles such as 1939 (B27-31), useful for dealer or collector looking to fill spaces., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2283 m
Bolivia, a Highly Specialised 19th Century
Postmark Collection. An important collection of 19th century cancels, many 100s of stamps neatly organised on
quadrille album pages. This reflects over 20 years of collecting these issues, specifically for the beauty of the cancels, quality is far better than normally encountered and
some of the album pages are simply stunning. Starting off
with the more obvious Paz straight lines including red and
blue, followed by leaf and similar wedge cancels, again in
different colors through to various cds including Santa Cruz
in oval as well as concentric cancel and of course the early
straight line cancels on the 1870s issue etc. A similar pattern unfolds on the 1897s including high value 2 bol superb
used (Scott #54) and many others from that series. Then
the collection goes back to various segment cancels on the
Coat of Arms types, geometric, crosses, lozenges, diamonds, straight line, ovals, etc. Many pages are replete
with material with no room left. There is so much here for the
specialist to enjoy, especially bearing in mind the tip top
condition. Other parts of the collection include a section for
specialised postmarks for various different towns and vil-
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lages, eg Arequipa, Cochabamba,Cotagiata, Oruro with
many different types of cancels though to bisect, Panza,
Potosi again through to bisect, Poupo, Sorata, Store,
Sucre,Tririja, Tupiza, Uyuni, Yacuiba to name but a few.
Some of the many fancy cancels are also on bisects on
piece, there are also very attractive negative cancels,
certificado cancels, Bolivia used abroad, ambulante, etc. A
truly lovely range of postmarks, the likes of which are hardly
ever available today offered as a collection. An opportunity
not to be missed for the specialist.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2284 Hm
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Mint and Used Collection. Virtually complete collection mint and used,
housed on old album pages, clearly collected several decades ago. Excellent representation especially of the
1879/92 first definitives, a similar pattern with turn of the
century definitives as well. There are 100s of stamps here,
including many varieties and permutations for the specialist
to enjoy, a recommended viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600
2285 Hm
Brazil, Mint & Used Collection, 1844-1979. In
a well-filled Scott specialty album, and starting with
"inclinados" & "verticais" examples, followed by Dom Pedro
perforated and rouletted sets, incl. some with fancy cancels, and then by small & large heads, plus some other XIX
Century issues and many sets & souvenir sheets up to $25
issued in the 1930-79 period, we also noted semipostals,
airmails, postage dues and newspaper examples, a collector's collection offered as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2286 H
Brazil, Mint Collection, 1866-1970. Mounted
in Schaubek album, better noted include 1876 (67),
1878-79 (68-70), followed by several better XX Century
sets such as 1920-22 (218-30 & 231-34), 1929 (302-11),
plus 1927 (C1-16), 1929-30 (C22-24), 1930 (C25-28), 1932
(C29-30), plus many other sets in the $10 to $20 range, we
also noted several souvenir sheets issued in the 1943-70
period, plus some officials & postage dues, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2287 H/(H)
Brazil, Mint Selection, 1844-1888. 48 different
comprising #8, 9, 23, 24, 37, 38, 53-78, 82-85, 86-88, 90b
and 91-98 (two shades of 93); several with no gum or
regummed but otherwise generally F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2288 m)
Brazil,
Interesting
Used
Collection,
1850-1970. In a Scott album, starting with 1850 "Verticais"
(Scott 21 x6, including vertical pair, 23 x17, including block
of four & two vertical pairs, 24 x8, including vertical pair, 25
x4, including vertical pair & 26-28), followed by 1866-79
Dom Pedro issues (53-60, 61-67 & 68-77), then by small &
large heads and many other XIX Century stamps. We also
noted semipostals, officials, newspaper, postal tax stamps,
several souvenir cards such as one issued to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Santos Dumont's flight around
the Eiffel tower, plus some covers, a truly collector's collection offered intact as received, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2289 Hm
Brazil, Mostly Used Collection, 1843-1975. In
a two Scott albums and some loose album pages, we noted
several (used unless denoted) better such as 1843 (2),
1844-46 (7-9), 1866 (53-60), plus many XX Century sets in
the modest range, plus back of the book examples. We also
noted fourteen souvenir cards issued to commemorate
Santos Dumont flight in Paris, depicting interesting varieties such as albino printing, and 1943 souvenir sheet (C53
x10, incl. complete sheet of six), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2290 Hm
Brazil, Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1972.
Mounted in a Minkus album with majority of sets & singles in
the modest range. However we noted some better such as
1866-79 (83-60, 61-67, 68-75 & 77 with elusive fancy cancels), a nice starter collection that worth viewing, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2291 Hm
Cambodia, Mint and Used Collection,
1951-1974. Contains nice items such as (Yvert no's): 1-17,
18-21* (2x), 22-41*, 57-62*, airmail 1-9 *, 10-14 */o, souvenir sheet 4*, 5*, 6*, 7*, 8*, 9*, 10*, etc. Also some Khmer issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2292 HH/H
Cambodia, Laos & Viet Nam, Mint Selection,
1951-1974. Mint & used residing in six stockbooks, Cambodia begins with 1-17, 18-37, 53-58, C1-C9, Laos contains
25-26 (x2), 27-29 (x2), most of the souvenir sheets and airmails to 1974 with well centered NH C13, then Viet Nam
with 1-13, 30-35, 39-50, 290A pane of five, M3, then a few
pages of North Viet Nam from 1970, a wonderful lot that
needs careful perusal with all the NH material, winning bidder is sure to enjoy this holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2293 Hm)
Chile, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1965.
Presented in two albums, starting with interesting and useful representation of Columbus early issues printed in London & Santiago, including several diagonal bisects tied to
cover fragments, plus some forgeries useful as reference,
followed by 1867 & 1877 Columbus perforated and
rouletted issues, and then by some XX Century issues in
the modest range, we also noted some officials, postage
dues and revenue stamps authorized for postal use, and as
a bonus ten covers dispatched in the 1912-19 period, and
showing railroad postmarks, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2294 Hm
Chile, Mostly Used Collection, 1853-1990. In
blank Importa album. Also some Brazil.
Estimate $300 - 400
2295 Hm
Chile, Nice Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1918. On album pages, with better material.
Estimate $250 - 350

2297 H
Croatia, Mint Collection. Impressive collection housed on old fashioned album leaves including the
scarce Storm Trooper miniature sheet, as well as the
Feldpost overprint in red, Zumstein #1, also seldom seen,
mint never hinged, signed on reverse, accompanied by a
certificate from Dr Rommers. Another interesting part is the
special printing of 1944 presentation pack for the
Wohltaetigkeitsblock, numbered 974 of a limited edition, all
with the imperf miniature sheets of soldiers at war, presumably for the German market as the packs introduction is in
German, not Croatian! A fascinating collection especially
for the last years of independent Croatia before integration
with Jugoslavia. A thoroughly recommended viewing for the
specialist, some unusual material here.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2298 m
Croatia & Jugoslavia, Used Collection.
Mounted in an old-time album, Croatia section (1941-45)
include 1941 (1-8, used), 1941 (9-23, used), followed by
other used sets & 1941-43 tete-beche pairs, also a nice
semipostal section with many sets & souvenir sheets such
as 1942 (B11-12, used), we also noted 1944 sheetlets of
eight (B65-68, used) and 1944 Storm Division set (B73-75,
used), followed by 1944 Kotor (Michel 1 to 6 with circular
datestamps), and then by 1918-57 Jugoslavia sets in the
modest range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2299 Hm
Cuba, Outstanding Collection, 19th Century
and Early 20th Century. An excellent range of material
particularly for the 19th century with many scarce items, including the very early years of the 20th century. This was
formed in the 1960s and is housed on old fashioned quadrille album pages. There are many 100s of items, much of
which would make an individual lot in its own right. For example, there is considerable emphasis on cancels with 19th
century imperf four margined used in Trinidad, similar perf
issues 1879s/1880s with perfect French paquebot cancels
both octagonal and circular, Puerto Rico cross fancy cancel, colored cancels, lozenge L.M. local cancels, Cuba
used in Spain etc etc. Further studies include various mint
blocks of 4 of the imperfs, through to US administration,
also good GB used in Cuba including the blue stars in oval
cancel on a penny red through to high values 10d and 1/with lozenge C61 cancels, etc. Other areas include, essays, misplaced overprints, partial printings, USA stamps
used in Puerto Rico as well as military stations in Cuba,
French stamps with anchor cancels used in Cuba etc. Phenomenal in scope, ending with a good range of Habilitado
por la Nacion overprint issues, accompanied by reference,
various proofs etc and much more material simply not listed
in Scott making this a very special collection. This collection
is remarkable in its scope and diversity, please study the
scans to get a flavor of what is here, you will not be
disappointed.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2296 HHa
Colombia, Mint Sheet and Part Sheet Accumulation. Including Scadta, in a folder. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2300 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Specialised Collection,
Early Issues Only Including Much Postal History. Impressive collection with a studious approach to the early issues, particularly the Hradcany, Carrier Pigeon and
Freedom Breaking Chains issues. There are many hundreds of stamps, displayed in two albums with Lindner
pages adapted to fit the collector's needs. As far as we
could see every cover here appears to be entirely commercial with particularly attractive items including the 25h lilac
Freedom and 100h brown Hradcany on advertising cover
with “postage ministerially enabled” cachet, registered with
Doporuceno handstamp, as well as covers with printed and
handstamped hammer and pick emblem of miners' association, illustrated advertising cover for stove makers. Then
in the second album the early 1920s issues with plate varieties identified, including the “white hand” on 20h red freedom strip of five on advertiser's cover, followed by the 60h
blue single usage on advertising cover for Unie Printers
with ornamented company name on orange background,
as well as lots of further multiples on cover with types A and
B in pairs on registered covers, etc, etc. A most attractive
collection, the likes of which would be hard to find again today, loaded with many important covers in their own right,
yet also a treasure trove for those interested in the platings
of these issues.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2301 m
Czechoslovakia, Extensive Mostly Used Collection, 1918-1992. In 4 albums plus FDCs. Collection is
well filled with better material like (Michel no's): 192-194A*,
209-211*, 212-215*, souvenir sheet 7**, 8II, 12*, 12, 13,
16A**, 16A, 16B**, 16B, 18A, 18B, minisheets 681, 847,
855, 924, 1054, etc. Also nice run of '50s FDC's. Michel approximately €6,000 ($7,980) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2302 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Mint and Used Collection,
1918-1976. In 3 well filled albums, including many better
sets and souvenir sheets. Very high catalog value (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2303 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Mint and Used Collection,
1918-1991. In 2 large Yvert albums. Well filled collection
with very much material, including many souvenir sheets
and also some nice covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2304 H
Denmark, Mint Face Value Selection, 1980s
to 2000's. Comprising of many individual stamps, sets and
Booklets, compactly fitting into several larger glassine envelopes, with a face value of DKr 25,450 which is equivalent
to US $ 4,500 (at the time of going to press), useful, F.-V.F.
lot.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2305 Hm
Denmark, Mint and Used Collection,
1851-1988. With very fresh and powerful classic part including 1854: 2sk to 16sk + extra 2sk mint hinged, 1858:
8sk, 1864: 2sk to 16sk, 1870/71: 2sk to 48sk + extra's including 16sk mint hinged, 1902/6: 10 ore to 100 ore mint set
(no 25o), 1905/12 to 100 ore including shades, 1915: 5kr
Post Office fresh mint, 1924 set used + se-tenant in blocs of
4, 1925/6 the scarce airmail set hinged, postfaerge overprints, later largely mint never hinged and complete, in 2
Estett albums. GOOD COLLECTION! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2306 Hm
Denmark and Finland, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-2000. In well filled Kabe album, and contains
much better material including regulars, commemoratives,
airmail, officials, postage dues, Finland early issues, auto
parcel post stamps, East Karelia complete etc. Nice collection, high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2307 H
Denmark, Mint Face Value Selection, 1980s
to 2000's. Comprising of many individual stamps, sets and
Booklets, compactly fitting into two larger glassine envelopes, with a face value of DKr 9,767.25 which is equivalent
to US $ 1,700 + (at the time of going to press), useful,
F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2308 Hm
Denmark & Danish West Indies, Collection,
1855-1960. Mounted on Scott specialty album pages,
better Denmark includes 1851 (2 with target cancel),
1854-57 (3-6, used), followed by Coat of Arms used representation, and some better XX Century; 1912 (79 & 81,
mint), 1912 (82, used), 1915 (136-37, mint), 1918 (145-54,
used), plus mostly mint semipostals, airmails 1925-29
(C1-5, used), postage dues, parcel post, newspaper
stamps & officials. We also noted some Danish West Indies examples, incl. 18776 (8-9, used), worth inspecting,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2309 E
Denmark, Imperforate Essays Collection,
1930s-40s. Extremely interesting and rarely offered, comprising 40 different examples in eight different designs, including examples submitted by Anderzen, Thorvaldsen,
Klaebel, Henrichsen, Outze & Lanzo, viewing a pleasure,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2310 HH
Dubai, Comprehensive Collection to 1972.
Carefully assembled on Scott pages, complete, less a odd
cheap value or so, with all the better included such as 1-17,
53-66, 67-79, 80-89, 108a, 134-43, C1-8, plus footnote
listed souvenir sheets, unlisted imperfs and more. Fresh, a
nice lot, Very Fine, ex Towson.
Estimate $300 - 400
2311

Ecuador, Classics, an Important Reference
Collection, Imperfs Only. For the specialist looking for the
Coat of Arms 1865/72 unwatermarked on quadrille and
wove papers with blocks of 4 for the official 19th century reprints of 1893, essentially disclosing the specific errors or
differences in position as would be on the originals, accompanied by little arrows pointing out all the subtle differences
for all denominations well written up, including the half real
blue on different papers white and colored, through to the 1
real both buff and yellow (#3 and #4) again showing the various constant varieties, as well as inconsistencies in the actual positions within the sheet and of course both white and
blue papers including the latter with blue lines on reverse.
Further studies include the 1 real green #4, with a similar
pattern including misplaced clichés as well as distinctly different shades not listed in Scott etc, ending in the high values 4 reales red and 4 reales red brown with a total of over
20 different blocks virtually all in pristine condition. A very
impressive collection with much scholarship and certainly
difficult to replace today, if not impossible as some of these
are far scarcer than the originals. A much recommended
collection for the specialist.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2312 Hm
Ecuador, Interesting Mint & Used Collection,
1865-1958. Presented in four albums, starting with
1865-72 Coat of Arms issue, incl. some Fournier forgeries,
followed by several XIX Century issues with some unusual
varieties such as 1892 President Flores 2¢ vertical pair, imperforate between, 50¢ horizontal pair, imperforate between & 5s block of four trial color proof in green, also some
1881-92 bisects tied on cover fragments, 1895 Rocafuerte
& 1896 Coat of Arms reprints useful for comparison, plus
many useful mint sets issued in the 1920-58 period: 1920
(223-42), 1930 (304-16), 1935 (331-38), 1939 (377-81),
and others such as 1929 (C8-15), 1930 (C32-34), 1935
(C35-38) & 1937-46 (C51-56), also postal tax, revenue
stamps authorized for postage & telegraph examples. Nice
Official section with issued sets, reprints and several interesting stampless covers sent in the 1930s-40s to the U.S.,
a desirable and attractive holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2313 Hma
Egypt, Mint Sheets and Part Sheets,
1945-1959. Box with 6 sheet folders, including some Palestine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2314 Hm
Egypt & United Arab Republic, Collection.
Mostly mint and mounted on album pages, including Monarchy singles & sets such as 1867 (8 & 13), 1879-1902 (39
& 41), 1914 (50-56), 1925 (105-107), 1926 (118-20), 1932
(148 & 166), 1933 (172-76), 1934 (177-88), 1939-46 (240)
& 1952 (302-16), plus 1926 (C1-2), followed by Egypt Republic sets such as 1953 (322-40 & 343-60) & (C67-77A),
then by United Arab Republic 1958-71 issues, plus Occupation of Palestine 1948 (N1-19) & 1954-56 (N39-56), a
useful holding with many desirable sets, definitely worth
viewing and bidding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2315 H
Egypt-United Arab Republic, Mostly Never
Hinged Collection, 1958-74. Mounted in Schaubek album, including issues for use in Egypt, Palestine & Syria,
highly complete and loaded with a large number of sets,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2316 Hm
Ethiopia & Liberia, Collection. In Scott specialty album, Ethiopia (1894-1995) section starting with
1894 issue, and depicting several fresh sets up to $20, and
issued in the 1919-43 period (120-34, 165-74 & 200-209),
followed by semipostal & airmail mostly mint sections, Liberia (1866-1978) section with some earlies, and value
concentrated in the XX Century: 1906 (101-13), 1918
(163-75), 1918 (B3-15) & 1941 (C27-36), plus some postage dues & officials, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2317 HH/H
Ethiopia, Mint Collection, 1894-1969. Fresh
bright mint examples throughout, better includes 8-14,
43-49, 56, 101-107, 108,115, 258-262, 284, 327-335,
C18-C20 and N1-N7, condition is much better than usually
found, close inspection is suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $4,400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2318 Hm
Finland, Mint and Used Collection,
1860-1956. Parallel collections in two stockbooks which
contains much good classic material, including many duplicates, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2319 Hm
Finland, Mint and Used Collection,
1860-1995. In Schaubek album, with better material like
(Michel no's): 4, 8, 9, 161* (Zeppelin), 164-166*, 169*,
199-201*, 217-220*, Karelia 1-27*, 28, North Ingermanland
1-5*, 8-14* etc (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2320 Hm
Finland, Mint and Used Collection,
1866-1985. In nicely filled Davo album, useful and an excellent starter collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2321 Hm
Finland, Mint and Used Collection,
1866-1960. In Stender album. Collection is reasonably well
filled and partly double collected, I. Estimate $400 - 600
2322 Hm
France, Mint and Used Collection,
1860-1997. In 3 Lindner albums. Collection contains good
material like (Yvert no's): 76, 95* (2x), 96*, 112-115*, 122,
123*, 124-128*, 131*, 133*, 136*, 152*, 153*, 154, 155*,
156*, 169*, 182**, 207*, 208*, 256**, 257A* (signed
Calves), 261**, 262B* (signed Calves), 269*, 321,
354-355*, airmail 1-2 on FDC, 14*, 15 (2x), 29*, souvenir
sheet 1*, 2**, etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value!
(photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2323 Hm
France, Virtually Complete Collection,
1849-1996. An astounding France collection in three Scott
Specialty albums, one for regular issues, one for semi postals and one for airmails and BOB, regular issues includes
used 1-8 (#8 with Behr certificate), 37, 38-48 (#47 with certificate), 49 mint, mint souvenir sheets 226, 241 & 329, semi
postals are complete with B3-B7 used, then mint B8-B10,
B17-B19, B27, and complete mint & used to 1996, third volume starts with C1 used, C2 mint, C14 mint, C15 & C17
used, postage dues with J2 used, J8 mint, J11-J24 mint &
used, newspaper stamps P1 used, P3-P5 mint & used, then
some better French Offices, all in all a rare chance to acquire such a extensive collection, some mixed condition
and there may be a identification issue here and there, but
overall a most agreeable lot that will please any bidder,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2324 Hm
France, Valuable Mint & Used Collection,
1849-1956. Presented in a Scott specialty album with many
mint fresh sets, starting with a nice selection of early examples such as 1849-50 Ceres (Scott 1-2, 2b, 7 & 9, used),
1852 President Napoleon (10, used), 1853-60 Emperor Napoleon (17 & 21, used), followed by 1862-71 Napoleon III
(30-32, mint & 37 x2, used and exhibiting distinctive
shades), and then by 1870-71 Bordeaux (38-48, plus 45a &
47b, used). We also noted a mint and used Peace & Commerce representation with several desirable examples
such as 1876-78 (65-66, 77, 79, 83 & 92b) & 1879-90 (100
& 108), 1900-29 Liberty & Peace (116-32, mint), 1906-37
Sower sets, 1923-26 Pasteur set, 1923 Bordeaux Congress (197, used), 1929 Le Havre Exposition (246, mint),
1937 PEXIP sheet (329, mint), plus 1918 Red Cross (B11,
mint), 1922 semipostal surcharges (B12-19, mint), 1937
Samothrace (B66-67), 1927 First Airmail (C1-2, mint), 1936
Banknote (C15 x2, mint & used), 1954 (C29-32, never
hinged), 1859-70 postage dues (J1, used) & 1882-92
(J18-21, used), viewing of this very respectable collection
recommended for full appreciation, F.-V.F. Scott $35,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2325 Hm
France, Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1969. Nice collection in two albums, with much classic material and some better stamps like 1918 15c+15c
Red Cross, 1937 Louvre, etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2326 Hm
France, Mint & Used Collection 1849-1980.
Several hundred stamps residing in a Scott Specialty album, better mint includes 414 NH, 624, B6-B8, B20-23,
B27, B28-B30, B31-B33, B34, B35-B37, B48-B53, C2,
C22, better used includes 10, 37, 47, 348, B11, B19, B38,
B66-B67, C17, along with a smattering of BOB and colonies, mixed condition on the earlier but a clean collection
that will yield dozens of sale able lots, high catalog value,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2327 Hm
France, Mostly Mint Assortment. Presented
in display cards with desirable sets & singles (mint unless
otherwise noted) such as 1927 (B24-26), 1928 (B28-30),
1928 (B27), 1929(B31-33), 1930 (B35-37), 1931 (B38) &
1931 (B39-41), 1936 (C14 x2, used), 1936 (C15, lightly
used), 1954 (C29-32 x2, NH), plus French Post Offices in
Jerusalem (Yvert 2-3, each signed Brun), Very Fine. Scott
$2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2328 Hm
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1980.
In two Scott specialty albums; first with classics and XIX
Century used representation, we noted a large amount of
mint singles & sets from 1937 onwards; second with a useful semipostal section with many desirable sets (mint unless otherwise noted) such as 1918 (B11), 1922(B12-19),
1930 (B35-37), 1937 (B66-67, used), 1954 (B285-90),
1955 (B294-99), plus airmails, postage dues and some official stamps, a good holding for the collector or dealer,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2329 Hm
France & Offices Abroad, Collection. Mint
and used, mounted on Harris album pages, including early
XIX Century used representation, followed by Peace &
Commerce issues, and then by many saleable sets in the
$10 to $20 range with some higher such as 1918 (B11),
1930 (B34, used), 1935 (B43), 1937 (B66-67, used) & 1955
(B294-99, mint), we also noted Offices in China, Egypt &
Turkish Empire examples, ideal lot for a dealer to break
down, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2330 Hm
France & Offices Abroad, Dealer Stock,
1850-1970. A few hundred stamps in two counter books,
mint and used, better used includes 13, 19 (x2), 22, 23, 24,
41, 53b, 67, 83 (x2), 96, 126, C23-C27, J18, better mint includes 1100, B147a, B157a, also includes some offices, a
few condition issues, an easy view and strongly recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2331 Hm
France, Mint and Used Collection. Many hundreds of stamps housed in a Schaubek album, strong in the
20th century with mostly mint post-WWII including much
never hinged. In the 19th century there is a range of Napoleon and Ceres heads and extensive Peace and Commerce numerals, Sowers and Mersons with lots of shades,
then useful early 20th century including semi-postals
through to better series of the 1950s including 1954 and
1955 Personalities semi-postals complete mint, continuing
virtually complete. Uncataloged and no doubt with sleepers
present, please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2332 P
France, Proofs. 2 album pages with mint
proofs. Nice small lot, nice material (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2333 HH
France, Assortment, 1930s-70s.
In two
stockbooks and some stockbook pages with fresh sets, part
sets & singles in the $5 to $10 range with several better
such as 1940 (B97-100, B101-02 & B104-07), 1941
(B117-28), 1943 (B157a) & 1951 (B258-63), we also noted
Art stamps & Europa topical examples, take a look, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2334 HH
France, ATM Stamps. Two blank albums with
mint never hinged ATM stamps, including many "00" prints
(Specimens). Very nice and seldom offered. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2335 Hm
France & Colonies, Useful Well Filled Album
to About 1970. Loaded with complete mint sets, many
never hinged like Scott C29-32. A clean fresh collection of
many, many hundreds that is loaded with value, viewing invited and you owe yourself a quick visit to this one.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2336 Hm
France & Colonies, Mostly Mint Assortment.
Recommended for the internet dealer, and including many
better mint such as France 1936 (C16-17), 1949 (C23-26),
plus 1928 (B27) & 1937 (B66-67 x2), French Southern &
Antarctic Territory 1966-69 (26 & 28), 1963 (C4), 1965
(C8) & 1969 (C17), French Polynesia 1953 (C21), 1968
(C48) & 1973 (C98), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2337 Hm
France & Monaco, Collection. France section
with classics representation, and value concentrated in
many mint sets issued in the 1937-75 period, including
semipostals, plus some airmails & postage dues, Monaco
section starting with 1880s examples, followed by many
sets in the modest range to 1988, including semipostals,
plus some airmails & postage dues, a good holding with
plenty of saleable sets & souvenir sheets, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2338 Hm
French Colonies, Dealer Stock. Many hundreds of mint and used stamps in five counter books, better
countries and highlights include Reunion mint 25, B1, used
52, French Andorra mint C38-C40, used C4a, Cilicia mint
60, New Hebrides mint J1, French Polynesia mint 8, 15, 58,
72-75, 123, 133, 134, 199-202 (x2), 258-260, 296-299,
C34-C36, French Equatorial Africa used 24, 25, 26, C9,
mint 104, 121, B4-B8, B10-B11, C11, C16, along with
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, French Sudan,
French West Africa, Comoro Islands, Guadeloupe, Indo
China, Madagascar, Martinique, Niger, Somali Coast, Ivory
Coast, a few condition issues, high catalog value, viewing
advised and leave plenty of time for it, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2339 Hm
French Colonies, Powerful, Nearly All Mint
Collection. Strongest in French Africa, neatly assembled
on Scott pages. We note an absolute wealth of premium
sets such as mint Mauritania 1-17, 18-54, J1-8, Middle
Congo 1-22, 23-50, 65-88, J1-22, extensive French West
Africa, Chad 1-18, 19-50, J1-22, Latakia 1-22, C1-11, J1-2,
Ubangi-Shari 1-22, 23-40, Upper Senegal and Niger com-
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plete, Moheli 1-16, Grand Comoro 1-19, plus Comoro
nearly complete to 1975, St. Marie De Madagascar 1-13,
Senegambia 1-13, Alaouites 1-15, C1-12, C17-19, C20-21,
J1-10, Alexandretta 1-12, 13-17, C1-8, J1-6, excellent
Togo, Tunisia 1-7, 23-26, B3-11, B12-19, B20-36, B37-46,
B54-73 and much, much more. Wonderful, clean lot of popular material, fresh and F-VF, inspection invited, ex
Towson.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2346 Hm
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Selection. Couple of hundred stamps in a counterbook, many
$25-$75 singles and sets, better mint includes 1, 27a, 34,
35, 57, 58, 216A, 238-241, B4-B8, C25, C35-C36, J6-J9,
J58-J66, better used includes 18, with a great deal of NH
material this is a phenomenal opportunity to acquire prime
stamps from a very popular area, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2340 Hm
French Colonies, Nice Fresh Mint and Used
Collections. Homemade album with several different
countries including Chinese Offices, good Togo until after
independance with sheetlets, Tunisia with good classics,
postage dues + much after independance with sheetlets,
Vietnam, Wallis & Futuna including better (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2347 HH/H
German Area, High-Quality Mostly Never
Hinged Collection. Mounted in seven albums, a quick
look revealed many desirable items such as German Reich
1933-36 (415-31), 1934 (B59-67), 1935 Ostropa sheet
(B68), 1935 (B69-78) & 1934 (C46-56), Federal Republic
1949 (665-66, 667-68 & B309), 1949 (B310-14), 1950
(B314-15), 1951 (B316-17, B318-19 & B320-23), 1952
(B327-30) & 1954-60 (702-21) and Berlin 1948 (9N1-20),
1949 (9N35-41, 9N42-60 & 9N64-67), 1949 (9NB1-3 set &
9NB3a souvenir sheet, latter with 1984 Schlegel BPP certificate), plus a DDR collection highly complete to 1970s, and
including some better souvenir sheets such as 1953 Marx
(144a & 146a perf. & imperf.). Also as a bonus a large group
of first day souvenir pages with stamps issued in the
1950s-70s period, condition is mostly Very Fine, we think
that the collection offered here will satisfy the most pernickety collector. (photo on web site). Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2341 Hm
French Africa, Mostly Mint Collection. In
three Scott Specialty albums with many sets & singles in the
$20 to $40 range, and with several higher (mint unless otherwise noted) such as Algeria (33-67), Anjouan (19), Benin
(5 used, 17 & 33-45, mint), Cameroun (279), Dahomey
(22-28), Diego Suarez (6 -7 x2, used), French Congo (30),
French Equatorial Africa (33-72), French Morocco (26-37,
38-54 & 55-71), French Sudan (16 & 18), Gabon (3, 31-32
mint & 8 used), Ivory Coast (17, 18-20, 84-91 & 96-111),
Madagascar (12 unused, without gun as issued and signed
Calves, plus 19-22 used), Mauritania (16), Niger (29//72),
Nossi-Be (J2), Obock (12-13 mint & 29 used), Reunion (3 &
8 used, 29-33 & 178-222), Senegal (50 used), Somali
Coast (25 & 33F used), Togo (176-92), Upper Senegal &
Niger (15-17), really attractive, excellent for continuation or
to be broken down for sale, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2342 H
French Africa, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1960s-70s. In a Scott album, including many sets
from Malagasy Republic, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger,
Rwanda & Senegal in the modest range, and including several better such as Mali 1960 (C2-4 & C5-8), 1961 (C12-14),
1965 (C25-28), Mauritania 1961 (C14-16), 1964 (C29-31),
Morocco 1956 (8-12), Senegal 1960-63 (C26-30), plus
many other sets & singles in the $5 to $10 range, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2343 Hm
French Morocco, Local Post Stock. In
stockbook. Contains Yvert 1A (3x), 47 (approxy. 270x), 98
(approximately. 50x), 99 (approximately. 55x), 100 (8x),
101 (8x) etc. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2344 Hm)
French Polynesia, Mint & Used Collection.
Mounted on Harris album pages, including many desirable
and saleable sets & singles such as 1953 (C21), 1958
(C24-27), 1965 (C33 & C37), 1969 (C54), 1970 (C63-67),
1972 (C89-93), 1973 (C94 & C100-102 & C104), plus many
other sets and some covers, a nice holding that will probe
rewarding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2345 Hm
French Colonies: Martinique, Mostly Mint
Collection. Mounted on album pages, including 1886 (1,
mint), 1891-92 (26-28, used), 1908-30 (62-98), 1922-25
(108-13), 1924-27 (120-28) & 1927 (J15-25, plus some
other sets, viewing will be quick, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2348 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In fifteen Scott albums, German States section with Baden, Bavaria & Wurttemberg representations, German Empire
starting with 1872 Eagle issues, followed by early XX Century issues, Inflation & Third Reich periods, including
semipostals, WWII occupations and picture postcards,
Berlin (1948-87) with many useful sets such as 9N1-20,
9N61-63 & 9N70-79, plus many first day covers, Federal
Republic (1949-99) with most early sets and a wealth of
picture postcards & first day covers, DDR (1949-87) section
with key sets & souvenir sheets, German Colonies representation, an excellent foundation collection with many
desirable sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2349 Hm
German Area, Strong Collection. A very good
well filled, mint and used, collection from the 19th century
starting from States, then German Empire through to the
Third-Reich, as well as WWII occupations, followed by allied occupations, ending with West Germany through to the
2000s. Beginning with Bavaria with a range of imperf numerals including impressive pairs and strip of three, the perf
arms including the 18kr red with the good watermark used,
through to King Ludwig III high values used, leading on to
Thurn and Taxis with unusual extra material again in the
Southern District through to the German Empire with 18 different eagles, leading up to crammed pages of early 20th
century and inflation issues including Germania se-tenants,
on to the Third Reich with regular zeppelins complete and
Polar flight 1mk used, trains, costumes, buildings, boats,
etc. all to the 40pf purples etc. Then the Olympic souvenir
sheets mint, Hitler souvenir sheets with the two roulette
types mint, the overprints on automobiles complete used,
etc. culminating to West Germany including 1949/1952 the
helpers of mankind semi-postals completed used etc, as
well as back of the book with classic revenues, locals etc. A
delightful collection, completely uncataloged, please
inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2350 Hm
German Area, Mint and Used Collection.
1000s of stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in 2 well
filled albums, mint and used, including German States with
Thurn and Taxis, various Prussian imperfs onwards, lots of
Hamburg especially non-Scott listed as well as regular,
Wurttemberg, Bavaria inc imperfs, similarly Baden with 2x
#1, also Saxony with some high values, etc etc. Then German territories seen including a good range of contemporaneously used airmails of Saar such as #CB1, as well as the
1950 200fr Dove of Peace, mint Stagecoach and plenty of
other earlier semi-postals, Volkshilfe to 10fr, etc. Then
Danzig including better airmails with lots of postally used
definitive stamps, this collector clearly had a good eye for
that category rather than cancelled by favor. Also the post
WW2 era strong with good Berlin, key red overprint 1m
used, both UPU and Goethe complete, the bells to the left,
right and center again all compete. A similar pattern with
West Germany including with a good range of the better late
1940s early 1950s, through to the modern era, Eurozone.
Also German Empire of course in the second album with 20
shields, followed by the pfennige and pfennigs complete to
the 50pf including different shades, then lots of Germanias,
the Reichsposts both peacetime and war time printings and
page after page of the Weimar Republic, through to Third
Reich and good semi-postals with Wagner complete and
lots of other good series complete to the 40pf purples, as
well as an excellent range of allied occupations well worth
spending time on with a Michel. The collection ends with
German colonies including post offices in China, various
different overprints to high values and further good material
with POs in Morocco and Turkey, also to high values etc.
The final pages of the collection ends with various
zusammendrucke and material not even listed in Michel.
This collection gets better and better on each inspection,
requiring time to appreciate the depth of what is here,
thoroughly recommended for a dealer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2351 Hm
German Area, Mostly Mint Collection,
1870-1985. Mounted in thirteen Lindner hingeless albums,
including German Reich (1933-45) collection, incl. some
se-tenant pairs and strips from booklet panes, Federal Republic (1949-2000) collection, plus Berlin (1949-81) collection, also Bohemia-Moravia, General Government, Saar
& Danzig representations, useful collection without considering the expensive albums in which is displayed, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2352 Hm
German Area, Mint and Used Collection,
1872-1964. Nicely filled collection in Norma album with
better material like (Michel no's): German Reich 407-409*,
562-564*, 695-697*, Bundespost 111-112, 113-115*, 116,
117-120*, 121-122, 139-140, 141-142, 143-146, 173-176*,
Berlin 1-20*, 21-34, 35-41, 64-67, 68-70*, 71*, 72-73*,
75-79, 82-86, 87, 88-90, 101-105, etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2353 Hm
German Area, Mint and Used Collection,
1871-1950. Nicely filled collection in Davo album with some
better material like (Michel no's): German Reich 457
(Polarfahrt) on piece, Soviet Zone souvenir sheet 6** (Goethe), Baden 28-37, 38-41**, 46**, 50-52**, S/S 1A**, 1B**,
Wurttemberg 36, 37, etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2354 Hm
German Area, Mint and Used Se-Tenant
Group. In Kabe album, with better material like (Michel
no's): German Reich KZ8, KZ15*, S48, S84*, S109*, S110,
S111*, S112, S114, W22, W47, W48, W49, W50, W55,
W57, W58, SK19, SK20, Bundespost WZ7, WZ9, WZ12,
WZ13, S38, S40, S42, S44, S50 (!), etc. Nice collection,
high cat. value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2355 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Collection.
Mounted on Harris album pages, starting with German
States representation, followed by German Empire XIX &
XX Centuries issues, incl. several useful items such as
1933 (C44-45), and then by German Offices in China &
Turkish Empire examples, we also noted Federal Republic,
Berlin, Soviet Zone, French Occupation Zones & DDR sets,
part sets, singles & souvenir sheets, should be viewed,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2356 Hm
German Area, Extensive Mostly Mint Collection. Four fat Schaubek albums jam-packed with nice material of German Reich, Bundespost, Berlin and DDR,
including better (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2357 Hm
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In two
Davo albums, first starting with Germany 1871-72 Eagles,
followed by some XIX Century issues, and value concentrated in the 1926-37 period, including several highlights
(mint unless noted) such as 1926-29 semipostals (B15-18,
B23-27 & B28-32), 1928 Zeppelin (C37), plus 1935 Ostropa
used sets, 1936 Olympic souvenir sheets, 1937 Brown Ribbon sheet (B105), second album with useful Federal Republic & Berlin issues, including Berlin black & red
overprints complete, plus Soviet Zone & DDR representations. We also noted a binder with Hindenburg se-tenant &
gutter pairs from booklets, and also a speck study of Scott
653, with many identified varieties, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2358 Hm
German Area, Collection, 1840-948. A several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott Specialty album,
fairly comprehensive collection in scope, starts with nice
display of states, then Kaiser yachts for the various colonies, good Danzig, Memel, Saar, occupied countries, then
Germany with better mint includes B69-B78, better used including 11, B69-B78, C35-C37, slightly mixed condition
amongst the early used, mint is generally sound, inspection
of this very agreeable collection will be worthwhile, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2359 Hm
German Area, Accumulation. Several thousand stamps in three Scott green albums and two
stockbooks and on pages, states are mostly Bavaria, lots of
early Empire, with plenty of semi postals, airmails and BOB,
and a album of DDR, some duplication but of better as well
as common material, mixed condition, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2360 Hm
German States, An Impressive Collection. A
neat, mostly used collection housed in a Schaubek album
with 100s of items. The collection starts with Baden, then
Bavaria including numerals such as 9kr blue green with interesting s.o.n. 202 cogwheel cancel, also the 12kr perf
coat of arms mint with small faults nevertheless scarce, the
1875 arms complete used to 18kr with the key 7kr ultra and
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10kr yellow very attractive examples, leading on to Luitpold
series with used to 3m vermilion and mint never hinged
5mk, 10mk and 20mk, imperfs complete used, "volkstaat"
overprints complete mint never hinged and used,
'"freistaat" imperfs complete used, 1920 genius series complete used, etc. Then useful Bremen followed by Hamburg
1859 imperfs with denominations to 9s yellow, similarly the
perf issues to 9s superb cds, followed by Hannover including 1853 3pf unused, fractional values with networks, the
1860 1/2gr black used with violet cancels, etc, Lubeck eagles, North German Confederation rouletted 18kr bister superb used and the 1869 30gr blue pen cancelled,
Oldenburg with imperfs deserving further research, Saxony
with a complete first page including a repaired #1 unused,
possibly used cleaned and would benefit from a certificate
and valued by us accordingly, through to #2 signed and
then the Kings to 10ngr blue high value used. Also much
Thurn and Taxis including the 1859 30kr orange used, etc,
through to extensive Wurttemberg with often the mint never
hinged etc etc. While we recognise that there will be the inevitable reference items present, they are very few and far
between. This is offered intact as received with huge potential and the distinct probability of many sleepers present,
especially when a Michel is used. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2361 Hm
German States, Collection. Intriguing collection of German States, fresh bright colors, with better mint
Bavaria 10(x2), 53, Bremen 1A, 2 (x2), 3 (x3), 5, 7 (x2), 11
(x2), 12, 13 (x2), Brunswick 5, 7, 18, 21, Hamburg 1, 2, 4, 9,
Hanover 18, 26, Lubeck 11, Mecklenburg Schwerin 1 (x2),
6 (x3), 8, Mecklenburg Strelitz 1 (x3), 3 (x2), 4 (x2),
Oldenburg 12, 16 (x5), Prussia 1 (x4), 8, 12, Saxony 2,
Wurttemberg 15, 17, 20, 30, 36a, 43, 45, Thurn and Taxis
Northern District 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 (x2), 10, 11, 12, Southern
District 42 (x2), 43, 44, 45, 48, enormous catalog value, with
many identified forgeries, reprints and reference material,
the perfect lot for the budding German States philatelist,
F.-V.F. Scott $27,747 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2362 Hm
German States, Collection. Fresh bright collection of German States on Scott pages, with better mint
Baden #24, Bavaria 46, Bremen 1, 2, 3, 4, Brunswick 5,
Hamburg 1, Hanover 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, Lubeck 11,
Mecklenburg Schwerin 1, 2, 3, Prussia 23-27, Saxony 14,
Schleswig Holstein 1, Wurttemberg 48, O7-O11,
O109-O118, huge catalog value, worth inspecting by the
specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $10,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2363 Hm
German States: Baden and Bavaria, Mint and
Used Collection. On Yvert album pages, with much better
material, including a nice unused Bavaria #1 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2364 m
German States: Baden, Small Collection of
Cancels, 1851-1868. On album pages, including (cat.
Michel) no. 1-4, 5-7, 8, 9-12, 13-15, 17-20. More than 100
pieces (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2365 Hm
German States: Württemberg, Collection,
1851-1920. In blank Schaubek album, with nice classic
material and approximately 160 covers (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2366 Hm
Germany and Trieste, Ex-Investment Lot.
Mint never hinged better issues in massive quantities, all
ex-Afinsa material (you remember, the Spanish investment
firm?) with in part sheets: Reich 244c (all signed), 253aZ,
290Z and 295Z, Italy-Triest with A-2b, 4a, A20-e and A-4ab,
still on the original cards as supplied. Michel €1,700,000
($2,261,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2367 Hm
Germany, Mint Postage Dues, 1903-1942. On
album pages, mainly MNH, with better sets, including (cat.
Michel) no. 9-14, 57-64, 132-143, 144-154,155-165,
166-177 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2368 Hm
Germany, 19th Century Locals, an Old Time
Accumulation. A very interesting range of material both
mint and used of several 100s of stamps, housed in a very
battered stockbook. A quick count between 700-800
stamps, difficult to know exactly as it is stacked stamp on
stamp, revealing a little of each. As far as we can see this is
a representation “A-Z”, ie Altona to Zwickau, no area has
excessive duplication and the overwhelming majority is one
of a kind and from what we can tell, in complete series. To
give you an idea of the diversity present, we have noticed
Ayolda, Bergedorf, Bochum, Bockenheim, Brunswick,
Dresden, Essen, Goerlitz, Hamburg, Leipzig, Luebeck,
Magdaburg, Mainz, Mannheim, Pforzheim, Rostock,
Strasburg, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden and many others. Some of
the designs are particularly attractive and well executed for
example the rhomboid Mercury embossing types of
Bochum, the triangular Bergedorf, the monarchial arms of
Essen, the country scenes of old time Frankfurt, the ships of
Luebeck, the Cologne ornate frame types adopted from the
Great Britain 1887 definitive issues, the horse and rider
types of Elberfeld etc etc. All of these local stamps types
have been seen selling on Ebay for prices $10-$20++ each!
This is a must-sell instruction and therefore highly recommended for a dealer. Ideal for either stamp show or internet
marketing, please view, much more here than described.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2369 H
German Colonies, Powerful, Highly Complete Mint Collection. A beautiful, clean and valuable mint
collection, absolutely loaded with premium items such as
Offices in China Scott 1-6, 24-36A complete, 37-46, 47-56,
Cameroons 1-6, 7-19, 20-25, Togo 1-6, 7-19, 20-23, German East Africa 1-5, 6-10, 11-21, 22-29, 31-41, N17-29,
NB1-9, Morocco 1-6, 7-19, 20-29, 31-32, 33-44, 45-57, Turkey 1-3, 5-6, 8-1213-24, 25-30, 31-42, 43-54, 55-59, German South West Africa 1-6 including the Rare 25pf and
50pf values, 7-12, 13-25, 26-34, and much more. Fresh and
generally F-VF or better. A wonderful lot, don't miss this
one! ex Towson.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2370 Hm
German Colonies, Better Mint and Used Issues. Fantastic lot of better items and/or rarities including
many values in strips of 5 from the bottom left sheet margin
with the country name imprint, registered cover with 5 Mark
Caroline Islands (top left corner stamp with sheet margin),
China several overprint sets, GRI, CEF and TOGO Anglo-French Occupation overprints with better values and
types, also 2 complete stamp booklets of Cameroun and
German East Africa, in stockbook. Very interesting and
valuable lot (photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2371 Hm
German Colonies, Incredible Accumulation
of Postal Cards & Envelopes. Approximately 600 pieces
of mint & used postal stationery, includes items from offices
in China, Morocco and Turkey, colonies such as South
West Africa, Camerouns, Kiautschou, Marshall Islands,
New Guinea, Samoa and Togo, about half of the material is
used, some commercially, with some better postmarks,
some paid reply cards, most addressed to Germany but few
to Austria, Belgium England and Switzerland, better includes Caroline Island to Saipan card, Kiautschou card with
hand painted color illustration on reverse, uprated 5p
Kiautschou card, Southwest Africa card to Lagos, and a
Cameroun reply card to Shanghai, also includes a Michel
catalog of German postal stationery, truly a once in a lifetime opportunity, F.-V.F. Scott $7,500 (Owner's) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2372 H
German Occupations, Mint Collection.
Fresh with outstanding color, almost complete set, should
be inspected, you'll never find another set this nice, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2373 Hm
Germany: Saar, Mint and Used Collection,
1920-1934. On Kabe album pages, with much better material (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2374 Hm
German Occupations, Very Powerful Mint
and Used Collection, 1939-1945. With many key stamps
and sets, many signed by the proper experts, including
Kurland set on cover with cert, Pleskau sheetlet with Madonna and Child mint n.h. including variety, Macedonia, 'wir
sind frei' overprints, Vilnius, Pernau, EESTI, Walony Legion
including sheetlets, Inselpost overprint, war forgeries, Serbia including sheetlets, Montenegro, Zara including many
signed and expensive stamps, Laibach etc. etc. on album
pages and stockcards, in album and stockbook. Very valuable collection with massive catalogue value. Includes
many rare issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

2379 HH
Germany: Soviet Zone: West Saxony, Complete Collection, 1945-1946. With all Scott listed varieties
and some duplicates including extra 14NB16c, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2380 Hm
German Democratic Republic, Extensive
Mint and Used Stock. In 7 fat stockbooks in a box. Much
material, no souvenir sheets.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2381 m
German Democratic Republic, Trade Union
Revenue Collection, 1959-89. Membership subscriptions
were paid monthly by revenue stamps known as
"Beitragsmarken" in booklets, and this collection includes
many booklet pages with stamps & talons, plus many
"solidaritat" singles in used condition. An esoteric collecting
area that started after the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2382 HH/H
German Democratic Republic, Mint Collection, 1948-1990. Several hundred mint stamps housed in
eight Lindner hingeless albums, earlier hinged, later NH,
with a few souvenir sheets, dozens of complete sets, perfect for the topical dealer, please examine, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2383 HH
German Democratic Republic, First Issues
Collection, 1949-1950, 32 in Complete Sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2384 m
Germany: Berlin, Complete Used Collection,
1948-1990. In deluxe Kabe album, with much better material like (Michel no's): 1/20, 21-34 (1 and 2 Mark signed
Schlegel), 35-41, 61-63, 68-70 (signed Schlegel), souvenir
sheet 1 (certificate Grabowski), etc. Very nice collection,
very high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2375 Hm
German World War II Occupation Issues,
Small Dealer's Stock. On stock cards, including Laibach,
Serbia etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2385 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Complete Used Collection,
1948-1990. In 2 albums and containing all of the expensive
sets like black overprints (high values Schlegel signed),
Red Overprints (2 Mark signed), UPU, Wagner, souvenir
sheet 1 (Schlegel signed), etc. Nice collection, high catalog
value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2376 Hm
German Occupation of Serbia, Used Collection, 1940-1945. Collection in a Folder with stockpages
containing many CTO issues, excellent items. Michel
€16,000 as used ($21,280) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2386 m
Germany: Berlin, Beautiful Used Collection,
1948-1990. In mainly very fine condition, only missing a few
stamps (17/20, Block 1), in de luxe stockbook. Michel
€5,450+ ($7,250) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2377 m
German Occupation of Serbia, Complete
Mostly Used Collection, 1941-1943. Collection is complete including postage dues and souvenir sheets on Lighthouse pages in folder, used stamps are not signed (and
without guarantee) and are being offered as-is. Michel
€2,000 ($2,660) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2387 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Mint Never Hinged Stock,
1960-1990. In fat stockbook. Also MNH and used French
Zones. Michel approximately €4,900 ($6,520) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2378 H
Germany World War II Feldpost, 1942-1945.
Nice lot including (Michel no's): 5* (Tunis), 7* (Crete), 8*
(Rhodes, signed), 8A(*) (with certificate, cat. value €15,000
for MNH), 13* (U-Boot, signed), etc. Very high cat. value
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2388 m
Germany: Saar, Complete Used Collection,
1947-1959. In Lindner album. Collection contains all the
expensive sets and souvenir sheets (like the Flood Relief
sheets), but the cancels are not expertised. Michel approximately €10,000 ($13,300) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2389 HH
Germany: French Zone: Württemberg, Collection of 52 Complete, 1947-1949 (8N1-8NB11), F.-V.F.
Scott $475.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2390 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, Complete Mint
Collection, 1949-2005. Almost all mint never hinged, in 5
luxe Michel albums, with all the good material, including the
Post Horn set MNH, partly Schlegel signed (2, 8, 15, 25, 30
and 60 pfennig hinged) and approximately 280 euros face
value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2391 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, Complete Mint
Never Hinged Collection, 1949-1989. In 2 stockbooks in
mostly good quality. Michel €6,500+ ($8,640) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2392 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, Berlin and Saar,
Extensive Mint and Used Stock. In 6 stock books in a
box, with better early material (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2393 m
Germany: Federal Republic, Very Extensive
Mostly Used Stock. In 6 fat stockbooks in box. Contains
mostly material from the 1970's and 80's, gigantic amount
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2394 HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Year books,
1984-1999. Box without 1990-1994, 1997 double. Michel
€1,315 ($1,750).
Estimate $300 - 400
2395 Hm
Greece, Stock Book With Mint and Used,
1861-1974. Contains over 100 large Hermes heads, including signed material and many better stamps. Very high
cat. value!.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2396 Hm
Greece, Mint and Used Collection,
1861-1955. On album pages, with Hermes heads and
many better stamp. Also nice Greek territories (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2397 Hm
Greece, Impressive Specialized Mint and
Used Collection. Mainly of Dedeagatch/Thrace, 1 volume
only the Greece 1912 overprints including the postage dues
with hundreds of varieties, other volume with the other issues, types (overprint) varieties, cancellations and covers.
Lifework of collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2398 Hm
Greece, Impressive Mint and Used Collection, 1861-1980. Later also mint never hinged, with very
strong classics including Hermes heads extensive (also
better values!), 1896 Olympiad set to 10dr (no 5dr), 1901 to
5dr, 1902 to 2dr, 1911 to 25dr, many overprints 1916/23,
1927 to 25dr, airmails, postage dues and better Territories,
in Scott album. Massive cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2399 Hm
Greece and Italy, Mint and Used Collection,
1851-1951. Including Greece several Hermes heads
imperf and perf, 1930 set to 25 drachma mint (25dr and
50dr mint never hinged!), Italy including States, 1863 set to
2 lire used, 1901/11: 40c brown and 50c violet mint (cat.
value 1000 euro!!), also some Fiume and Italian territories,
in album.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

some postage dues, we noted 1940 Greek Youth Organization scarce set (427-36, used), view to appreciate, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2401 Hm
Greece,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1860s-1980s. Presented in a Scott album, starting with
many Hermes Head examples with duplication in used condition, followed by several early XX Century issues, and
then by some better mint singles & sets such as 1959
(639-48) & 1961 (708-15), plus many other sets issued in
the 1960s-70s period, also semipostals, airmails, postage
dues, postal tax & occupation stamps, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2402 Hm
Greece, Dealer's Stock. Two dealer booklets
with a mostly used stock Greece. Contains very much material including many better stamps. Very much material,
very high cat. value! (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2403 m
Greece,
Hermes
Heads
Assortment,
1860s-80s (10//58). Over 200 used stamps in stock book
and some glassine envelopes, we noted about one hundred 20L pale rose examples issued in 1882, including distinctive shades and many different circular datestamps;
small faults should be expected, generally F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2404 Hm
Greece: Crete, Mint and Used Collection,
1898-1910. On album pages, including early definitives,
postage dues, English Offices in Heraklion, Russian Offices etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2405 Hm
Greenland, Mint and Used Collection,
1938-2010. Nice collection with much better material in
Lighthouse hingeless album and includes the main early issues, also Pakke Porto. Nice collection, high cat. value!.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2406 Hm
Greenland, Mint and Used Collection,
1915-1999. Collection in Lighthouse hingeless album. contains 9 Pakke Porto stamps, definitives 1945 MNH, overprint set 1945 mint hinged etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2407 Hm
Greenland, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1938-2008. Presented in Scott specialty album, better including 1938-46 (1-9, never hinged), 1945 (10-18, used),
1945 (19-27, mint), plus many other sets for the period, including semipostals and several useful parcel post stamps
(Q1, Q4 & Q6-8, mint), viewing will be quick and a pleasure
to the eye., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2408 H
Guatemala, Mint & Used Collection,
1871-1969. Collection of a few hundred mint & used
stamps mounted on Scott pages, no rarities present, just
lots of complete sets and a few varieties, great collection for
beginner, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2400 Hm
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1986.
Mounted on Harris album pages, starting with some XIX
Century examples, and value concentrated in the XX Century issues, including airmails, regulars, semipostals and
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2409 S
Haiti, Archival Holding. Over 500 mint never
hinged specimen stamps, housed in 2 volumes, highly attractive regular and back of the book issues, often with only
1 sheet of specimens printed in the first place, making these
particularly tough to find today. This represents a run of
printings starting with the 1890 president Augustin Simon
portraits (#52/66), followed by the postage dues of 1898
(#J1/J4), again with further printings intended for the
handstamps of 1902, as well as the 1906 postage dues
(#J10/J13). Then the 1906/13 pictorials series of 20 with
distinct shades on the different printing runs, as well as a
complete series of 12 imperfs on a 1908 printing, the presidents with centers in black including a 1914 "exterieur" type
series of 13 that were never released due to theft in transit
from the printers! There are many more series here into the
1950s including the airposts from the first issues onwards,
all in the same mint never hinged pristine quality as printed.
The colors are hardly exposed to light and there are often 2
series with subtle differences of the overprints, etc. Ideal for
a specialised collector or any dealer of this area, as this has
great potential to be broken down and sold item for item,
very profitably, on eBay.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2410 Hm
Haiti, Vast & Valuable Collection 1881-1995.
Few thousand stamps mounted in three albums and a
stockbook, the main collection is on Novus Debut pages,
with better mint includes 1881 to 1890 issues, 110-124,
C4A, with many imperfs and souvenir sheets, then there
are 2 albums and a stockbook with used material including
some forgeries, along with some unlisted material and
better cancels, appears complete, a rare opportunity,
please plan on spending some time examining this holding,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2411 m
Honduras and Uruguay, Mostly Used Collection, 1858-1969. Collection in large Yvert album containing
better material including early classics, nice airmail and officials etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2412 HH/H
Hungary, Mainly Mint Never Hinged Collector Accumulation, 1872-1989. Many sets (heavily duplicated) including better sets and sheetlets, imperfs, classic
part used, housed in 4 stockbooks + box full with large
quantity of envelopes with mint sets and sheetlets, in big
box. Nice sorting lot with massive cat. value!.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2413 Hm
Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1919-70. In
a well-filled Minkus album, starting with 1871-72 Franz
Josef Lithographed & Engraved used sets (1-12), followed
by other XIX Century sets, and then by many desirable XX
Century sets, singles & souvenir sheets such as 1914
semipostal (B18-34), 1924-25 Sports (B80-87), 1927-30
(C12-23), 1931 (C24-25, each tied on cover fragment),
1933 (C26-34, used), 1934 Philatelic Exhibition sheet
(486), 1938 Eucharistic Congress sheet (B94), 1942 Red
Cross imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets, 1947 Roosevelt perforated sheets, 1948 (CB1D-2), 1949 Stamp Day
sheet of four & 1949 UPU sheet of four (C81), plus 1919-20
occupation issues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2414 Hm
Hungary, Mint and Used Collection,
1871-1960. Partly duplicated collection in 2 Schaubek al-
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bums, well filled with better material including souvenir
sheets. Nice collection, high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2415 Hm
Hungary, Mint and Used Collection,
1871-1971. In fat Schaubek album. Collection is almost
complete and so contains much better material including
souvenir sheets High cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2416 Hm
Hungary, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1985.
Mounted in a Harris album with vast majority of sets, part
sets, singles & souvenir sheets in the modest range, starting with a mostly used representation of XIX Century
stamps, and followed by several highlights such as 1925
(B80-87), 1934 (486, souvenir sheet), 1945 Roosevelt
sheets, 1948 (CB1D, souvenir sheet) & 1951 (C95, souvenir sheet), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2417 HH
Hungary, Imperforate Blocks, Pairs & Singles, Dealer Stock (1203//2508). On presentation pages
with duplication, including (1203-09 x7) (1388) (1607-14
horizontal pairs) (1647-58 x3) (1669-77 horizontal pairs)
(1695-1703 x3) & (1872-78 blocks of four x2), highly recommended for internet dealer, Very Fine. Scott $1,860 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2418 Hm
Hungary, Mint and Used Collection. Somewhat beaten-up album binder, nevertheless thousands of
stamps, as far as we can see all one of a kind, mint and
used, from the first Franz Josef issues onwards, differentiating the various 19th/early 20th century definitives all the
way through to the modern era, with occasional non-Scott
listed material noticed including imperfs, as well as a good
range of semi-postals, also airmails of the 1920s/1930s, followed by French occupation, Romanian occupation for the
first Debrecen issue, as well as Temesvar and the first
Transylvania issues right up to Serbian occupation etc. A
most worthwhile collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2419 Hm
Iceland, Mint & Used Collection, 1873-2008.
In a Scott specialty album with high degree of completion,
and including several better (mint unless otherwise noted)
such as 1930 Parliament (152-66), 1940 (232-35), plus
semipostal & airmails 1930 (C4-8) & 1931 (C9-11), we also
noted officials such as 1930 (O53-67), a very useful collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2420 Hm
Iceland, Mint and Used Collection,
1873-1995. In 2 Lindner albums and also a Lindner album
with various MNH souvenir sheets of Scandinavia.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2421 HH
Indonesia, Mint Accumulation, 1960-2000.
Three stockbooks with a mint never hinged stock of souvenir sheets and some sets of Indonesia 1960-2000. Mostly
approximately 10 x present. Michel €7,400+ ($9,840)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2422 HH
Indonesia, Dealer's Stock of Souvenir
Sheets, 1997-1998. Box with Zonnebloem MS 5T and
1772 T (1997) 150 X and MS 6T and 1863 T (1998) 300 X.
Michel €11,250 ($14,960) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2423 H
Indonesia, Complete Mint Collection,
1948-1969. In old album. Some mixed quality, but with all
the better sets like overprint set 1949, Temple set 1949,
RIS overprints, RIAU overprints etc. Michel approximately
€3,400 ($4,520) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

ance of this rare stamp. Then a good range of the 1881/82
suns, the 1882/84 Nasr-ed-Din complete used (#53/59),
the 1885/87 "officiel" surcharges complete used (#66/71)
save the 8cts on 50cts gray mint, the 1891s and 1894s complete used (#81/100), the 50k top value also mint (#100),
the 1899 ornament overprints including 4k gray mint
(#132), the 1899s complete used (#136/151), followed by
turn of the century surcharges including #169/171 mint, the
latter signed, the 1902 "provisoire 1319" overprints including on A25 types complete used and a few unused
(#235/239, Scott retail $1,800), the red lion overprints with
both types of the 50 krans used (#257, 290, Scott retail
$1,200), 5k on 5k ocher unused (#308), blue lion overprints
complete (#321/340), etc. Then a good range of early officials including first series complete mint (#O5/O7) and service overprint on magenta 3t surcharge mint (#O28 var),
1906 2 chais on 2k ultra used with double overprint (#420),
the 1907/09 Shah Qajar series complete mint never hinged
save the 4k yellow shade (#428/438, 440/445), the 1918
10k on 5k mint and used (#603), the '1335' overprints complete used (#603A/606), etc., through to excellent airposts
with the first series complete including the top three values
used and each signed (#C1/C16), as well as errors including 1928/29 "10" missing in upper left stamp on block of four
signed (#C26a) and magnificent corner blocks of four of the
2ch blue and black (#C52) and 5kr red and black (#C64)
both showing missing overprints se-tenant with normal, not
listed in Scott, plus a range of double overprints, also unlisted. The collection continues virtually complete including
1930 airposts complete including 3t mint signed (#C50), the
1935 airposts complete mint (#C51/C67), the 1935 "postes
Iraniennes" overprints first series complete this time used
(#795/809) and much, much more. A very exciting collection for the specialist with the distinct probability of further
finds, especially among the challenging earlier issues, as
there is far more here than described. Please leave time for
a thorough inspection, page for page, you will not be
disappointed.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2424 Hm
Indonesia, Varieties. Fantastic stock of mainly
the first overprints, but virtually all toned, most of the known
varieties of the INDONESIA overprints in quantities including better like the 15 sen with retouched I (16x), also RIS
overprints on perfs including better, gutter pairs etc. in
stockbook (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2425 HH/H
Indonesia, Mint Collection, 1948-1973. Well
filled album including Ris-overprints mint (sign Okker)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2426 Hm
Iran, a Beautiful Collection. An exceptional
collection with 100s of items, all one of a kind mint and used.
Starting with the 1870s lion unused and then the 1875
rouletted lions complete, followed by the 1876 lions with the
4s vermilion unused and an attractive group of the 1878
Lions (#34#37, Scott retail $900), all with signatures including superb used examples of the 1k red on yellow, 5k violet
and 5k gold, the latter with especially large margins all
round. Next are the Nasser-eddin Shah Qajar issues complete used, followed by the 1881 "officiel" overprints complete used, through to the better overprints of the turn of the
century including the 1901 12ch on 1k red mint and used
(#169), 1902 "provisoire 1319" series complete used
(#173/188, Scott retail $1000) and on square "postes
persanes" issues including mint 3cts, 5cts and 12cts
(#237/239, Scott retail $1000), etc. Then follows the lion
handstamps follow with the 50 krans red and blue type II
(#290, Scott retail $600) and the same overprint in blue on
high values complete to 100 tomans. Other highlights include "P.L. Teheran", 1903 to 1906 issues virtually complete including extremely scarce "2 chais" surcharge 1909
Coats of Arms complete (#448/463) with genuine mint 20k
and 30k interesting non-Scott listed "service interieur" overprints, the "Relais" overprints complete used and all signed
(#516/523, Scott retail $1400), then a good showing of the
1922 "Controle" overprints mint, with 13 different denominations with the 10kr, 20kr and 30kr, again all with signatures (#660/662 etc. Scott retail $2000+), 1926 Pahlavi
overprint 5kr mint with scarce per 12½ x 12 signed, etc. A
real opportunity to buy a carefully assembled lifetime's
work, with many great items in an old fashioned collection. It
is truly unusual to see a Persian Empire collection of this
high standard and is rarely seen today with so much of it
expertized, offered intact as received.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2427 Hm
Iran, Important Collection Formed Many Decades Ago. One well filled album with many hundreds of
stamps from the classics through to the 1960s. The collection, mint and used, begins with more than a dozen lions
such as the 2s green mint (#2), 1s gray black used with superb. cds in purple, signed twice (#15), the 1k rose mint
(#19, Scott retail $750), the 4k yellow used with generous
margins (#20) and the 1878 5k red bronze, again with purple cancel, signed (#38, Scott retail $1,750), there is an almost imperceptible small pin-hole mentioned for accuracy's
sake only, not at all detracting from the attractive appear-
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2428 Hm
Iran, Collection, 1942-1976. Few hundred
stamps in a Scott Specialty album, better used includes
907-909, C50, with better mint 947-948, 1015-1019,
1042-1046, 1047, 1052-1053, 1074-1076, C12, C29,
Q36-Q46, a nice way to start this popular country, please investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2429 Hm
Iran, Dealer Stock, 1876-1956. A very useful
accumulation in three counterbooks, better mint includes
50-52, 53 (x2), 59, 70, 119, 176, 178, 180, 250-252, 256,
361-362, 610-616, 621, 686-695 (x2), 697-702, 707-720,
Q19-Q35, better used includes 90-100, 223, 238, 363,
O41-O57, an overall interesting assemblage of issues, with
reference material mixed in, careful inspection is highly recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2430 Hm
Iran, Mint and Used Collection, Classic To
Modern. In 2 stock books, including officials and parcel
post (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2431 Hm
Iran, Collection of Mint and Used Classic
Stamps, 1880-1930. A stockbook of part sheets, also postage due, parcel post, and overprints (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2432 Hm)
Iraq, Dealer Stock 1941-1980. Many hundreds
of singles, souvenir sheets and covers, better mint includes
110-129, 127a, 141B, 317-332, 509 imperf, 608-612, 781
(x3), 1405-1408, C22-C26 (x2), C26, O123-O142,
O148A-O161A, O166-O177, not many flaws, good catalog
value, an overall respectable stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2433 Hm
Israel, Mainly Mint Never Hinged Collector
Estate, 1948-1992. Including better early issues (some
short tabs), later mint never hinged in quantities including
many of the sheetlets up to 5/6x present, housed in 7 albums/stock books + some loose, in big box.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2434 Hm
Israel, Mint and Used Collection, 1948-1973.
In 2 albums including better early stamps plus 2 albums
with covers and FDC's.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

(55, NH), F.-V.F. Scott $490. Bale 16,47,59; $690 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2439 Hm
Italy, Mint and Used Stock, 1860-1970. In fat
stockbook. Very many stamps, mixed condition. Sassone
€35,000 ($46,550) (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2440 Hm
Italy, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1945-1959. In fresh condition with all the good and expensive issues like 1945/48 definitive set to 100L including the
scarce 30L, 1948 Catharina, 1948 definitive set to 100L,
1949 Romana, ERP, 1950 Radio Conference, 1951 sports
etc. Also very powerful parcel post including 1946 set to
20L, 1946/53 set to 500L(!!), 1953/56 Concessione scarce
set to 110L in both watermarks, postage dues including
1947/54 scarce set to 500L etc. in stockbook. Massive cat.
value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2435 Hm
Israel, Specialised Revenues Collection. A
notable collection of approximately 500 revenues including
many on documents, methodically organized and written-up according to Wallerstein. The various Departments
start in 1948 including consular service and fees, extensive
income tax by the different printings including proof imperf
pairs in black and 1952s in mint never hinged blocks of four
to the 5000p, as well as errors with missing central value
color including progressive error strip of 5 on the 10a green
and brown, through to the 1979 7th income tax series with
inverted centers on the 10a and 20a. Then radio license issues including inter-panneau blocks of four mint never
hinged, accounting tax with many used multiples, through
the different series, followed by postal savings, Jewish National Fund and other forerunners etc. Then to a similarly
well-researched section on the overprints for various occupied areas on different series of the general revenues, as
well as medical services fee stamps for the West Bank etc.
There is also an impressive array of dozens of documents
bearing revenues with combination frankings, stamped paper, etc, even Palestine Ottoman public debt etc. making a
useful accompaniment to these specialised issues. There
is much material here seldom seen and this is a
recommended viewing.
Estimate $600 - 800

2441 Hm
Italy, Small Somewhat Specialised Collection, 1863-1903.
Also some various material on
stockcards. Contains better material, nice postage dues
etc. High cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2436 Hm
Israel, Collection and Literature Lot. Stuffed
in two boxes, includes bound copies of The Israel Philatelist
vol 1-23, The Holy Land Philatelist vol 1-7, assorted catalogs, unused pages, first day covers and two White Ace albums with mint & used stamps, covers and postal
stationery up to 1980, a great foundation for a collector,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2446 Hm
Italy & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection.
Presented in three Scott specialty albums with duplication
and many mint desirable sets & singles such as Italy 1890
(58-63), 1911 (119-22), 1923 (165-69), 1930
(248-56),1932 (268-79 & 280-89), 1934 (324-28), plus
semipostals and better airmails such as 1932 Garibaldi,
1933 Zeppelin, 1933 Triptychs and several others, we also
noted pneumatic post stamps, special delivery, postage
dues, parcel post examples & occupation stamps, plus
Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Fiume, Italian Somaliland, Italian Offices Abroad, Libya, Tripolitania & San Marino representations, viewing is a pleasure, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2437 Hm)
Israel, Collection 1948-1988. Few hundred
stamps, blocks and FDC's mounted in four albums, begins
with used first coin issue, then mint, used and FDC of 1948
Jewish New Year set, on continues onward to 1988 in like
manner, missing the expensive sets and rarities the volume
should still make this an attractive lot to the beginner collector or to the internet dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2438 HH/H
Israel, Commemoratives, 1949-52 (15,25,55).
Three key items, comprising 1949 20m Flag plate block
with few perf. separations (15, NH), 1949-50 500p Camel
with tab (25, lightly hinged) & 1952 1000p Menora with tab
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2442 Hm
Italy, Small Used Collection of "Estero"
Overprints and Albania. On stock card, includes Italy with
overprint "estero" (cat. Sassone) 1, 2, 3, 5-8, 9 (2x), 10,
12-14, 15-17, Albania no. 1-3, Durazzo no. 2, 3, 4 en 7,
Scutari, and Valona no. 3, 6 and 7. Sassone €4,850+
($6,450) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2443 Hm
Italy, “Estero” Overprints. Folder with a small
mint (1 stamp used) collection. High cat. value! (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2444 Hm
Italy, Small Stockbook. With various material,
including better stamps.
Estimate $300 - 400
2445 Hm
Italy, Stock Page With Better Mint N.H.
Stamps. With better items from early 1930's to 1950's, cat.
values to about $100. Michel approximately €1,020
($1,360) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

2447 Hm
Italy & Colonies, Nice Mint and Used Collector Accumulation. Includes better and expensive Italian
States, Italy from earlies used in quantities including better
stamps, San Marino and Vatican, also nice part Italian Colonies including better Eritrea and Somalia, housed in 3
stockbooks + quantities of envelopes (including much mint
n.h.!), in box. Nice sorting lot!.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2448 Hm
Italy & Colonies, Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
In display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in
six counterbooks with many better mint sets & singles such
as Italy 1890 (58-63), 1911 (120 x2 & 121), 1912 (124-25),
1935 (347 & 353-54), plus 1934 (C64-65), 1934 (C73-78) &
1935 (C79-83), San Marino (490) & 1931 (C5 & C10), also
Aegean Islands, Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Libya, Oltre Giuba, Roman States, Sardinia, Tuscany & Two Sicilies examples in
the $5 to $40 range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2449 Hm
Italy & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection,
1862-1990. In 4 albums. Nicely filled collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2450 Hm
Italy & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection.
Mounted in a Minkus album, and including many high quality mint sets such as Italy 1932 Famous Men (268-79),
1932 Garibaldi (280-89 & C35-39), 1923 Fascist Oath
(B17-19), 1933 Graf Zeppelin (C42-47), 1936 Quintus
Horatius (C84-88), plus Aegean Islands, Lombardy-Venetia, Papal States and Italian Social Republic
representation, we also noted Saseno 1923 (1-8) and
Fiume sets & singles issued in the 1918-24 period, view to
appreciate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2451 Hm
Italian Social Republic, Impressive Mint
Never Hinged Lot, 1944. Showing different types of overprints including in complete sheets with e.g. Sassone
491Gen, 492Rom, VerI en VerII (Verona), 493Rom,
494Rom, 494Gen, Rom etc. in stockbook. Sassone
€98,500 ++ ($131,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2452 Hm)
Italy: A.M.G., The Ultimate Collection. Several hundred stamps and covers housed in seven binders
and on pages, the depth and breath of this collection is
amazing, begins with AMG- Germany with both sets of gum
types, with different shades, errors including complete
sheets, both printings of the London Printing with eighteen
reconstructed sheets, then the Brunswick Printings with varieties, shades and reconstructed sheets, then full sheets of
the Washington Printing, next binder contains AMG Sicily
set, with errors, ink, paper and gum varieties, AMG -Bari issues, AMG-Naples issues with varieties, and AMG-VG issues, third binder has AMG-France issues, with full sheets,
the second issue, errors with inverted overprints, reconstructed sheets, fourth volume contains AMG-FTT fiscal
stamps, revenues, industrial-commercial tax stamps including gutter pairs, platings of Trieste Industry & Commerce Fiscal stamps, fifth binder contains the scarce and
valuable AMG-FTT parcel post overprints, including used
on cover and on documents, and a selection of overprinted
postal stationery, sixth binder contains City of Trieste fiscal
issues including Court of Justice issues, administrative issues, AMG-FTT Rome overprint gutter pairs, with gutter
pairs of Holy Year Commemorative issue, Unesco Conference issue gutter pairs, 1950 Trieste Fair Issue, Arts Academy Anniversary gutter pair, 1952 Italy at Work issue with
specialized study, Letter of Exchange stamps, and Stock
Transfer stamps, final binder has 150+ covers, commercial
and FDC's, and finally there is AMG Naples, AMG Bari,
AMG-Austria, AMG-France, and AMG Germany issues on
pages, and this is just a quick overview of the collection,
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there are dozens of items not mentioned, enormous catalog
value, a collection worthy of Trieste's most meticulous
aficionado, plan on a couple of hours to review this exciting
lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2453 Hm)
Italy: A.M.G., Powerful, Seven Volume Specialized Collection. An interesting and unusual collection
comprised of select areas only, neatly assembled on Joe
Bush Pages in 7 binders. Includes several binders of specialized stationery, replete with many errors and varieties,
including PC 6a, 7a-b, 8a, 13b & d, LS8b, plus scarce
FDC's of regular issues, Airs, Dues and Special Deliveries,
gutter pairs etc. We also note 3 volumes of AMG stamps by
Washington, London and Brunswick printing, reconstructed and full sheets, paper and printing varieties etc. Finally, a wonderful 1 volume revenue stamp collection is
included, with literally every space filled from the general issues through City of Trieste urgency tax stamps. Lovely
group of specialized collections, F-VF, specialist's delight.,
ex Towson.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2454 Hm
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Better Stamps Mint
Never Hinged in Quantities. Including Sassone A-b(100),
4a(20), A4-ab(10) and A20e(35). Sassone €17,100
($22,740) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2455 Hm
Italian Colonies and Occupations, Nice Mint
and Used Collection. Including Triest A and B, many Zara
overprints including better and on postage due, Libya airmail set, Oltre Giuba better values, Aosta overprints etc. in
album.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2456 Hma
Italian Colonies, Fiscal Issues, ca. 1940.
Large folder with 9 MNH complete sheets of non-issued fiscal stamps. Sheets contain gutter pairs and are in good
condition.
Estimate $600 - 800
2457 Hm
Japan, Mint & Used Stock. 1914-1980. Excellent stock of mint and used singles, miniature sheets and
souvenir sheets, better mint includes 283a S/S, 323a (x2),
453a, 463a, 504a S/S (x2), 519, 575a S/S, 580b, 582a,
625a, 703, C39-C42, with dozens of 10.00-30.00 items, an
exceptional opportunity to acquire a large clean stock of this
popular country, some mixed condition, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2458 Hm
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1876-1964. In
a Scott album, and starting with XIX Century used representation, followed by several better several definitives,
commemoratives and National Parks sets. We also noted
some better such as 1947 (400a, se-tenant block of four),
1948 (422, mint), 1949 (479, used), 1929-34 (C3-7, used) &
1950 (C10-13, used), plus some offices in China examples,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2459 HH
Japan, Accumulation of Sheets, 1962-72.
With some duplication, Very Fine. Scott approximately
$1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2460 Hm
Japan, Small Stockbook With Better Material. Including some sport sets. Michel approximately
€1,200 ($1,600) (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
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2461 H
Japan, Mostly Modern Addressed and Unaddressed First Day Cover Lot. Of about 500, most appear
from 1940's - 1960's period, the vast majority with colorful
cachets.
Estimate $250 - 350
2462 Hm
Laos, Accumulation of Complete Sheets,
1961 Pathet-Lao Issue. Little box with complete sheets of
revolutionary issues Pathet-Lao 1961. In total approximately 4150 stamps. Michel 1,2,3,5; €15,500 ($20,620).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2463 Hm
Libya, Unified Kingdom, 1951, Assortment
of Sets (102-34). Attractive holding, comprising 1951 issue
for use in Tripolitania (102-11, used, incl. 24mal on 50m tied
on cover fragment), 1951 issue for use in Fezzan (112-21,
each tied on cover fragment by Fezzan Mar. 31, 1952 circular datestamp) & 1951 issue for use in Cyrenaica (122-34,
mint), F.-V.F. Scott $1,220 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2464 Hm
Liechtenstein, Mint & Used Collection,
1912-86. Mounted on Harris album pages with highlights
including 1912 Prince Johann (1-3, used), 1921 Views
(62-67, used), 1930 Airmails (C1-6, mint), 1931 Zeppelin
(C7-8, each tied on cover fragment), 1936 Zeppelin
(C15-16, mint), plus scarce 1932 Officials set (O1-8, used),
a useful holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2465 Hma
Liechtenstein, Mint and Used Collection,
1966-1996. In blocks of 4 in 2 Safe albums. Much material
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2466 Hm
Luxembourg, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1975. Collection in a stock book. containing classic
material (mixed quality) and also better stamps1930's
semi-postals, 1956 Europa, etc. Also many duplicates
present. Michel €7,800 ($10,370).
Estimate $600 - 800
2467 m
Luxembourg, Small Used Collection,
1852-1880. On album pages, including early classics and
officials.
Estimate $300 - 400
2468 Hm
Luxembourg, Mostly Used Collection. In a
binder, starting with XIX Century representation, and followed by many sets issued in the 1910s-50s period, better
(used unless noted) include 1914-17 (97-111), 1928
(B30-34), 1929 (B35-39), 1931 (B45-49), 1934 (B60-65),
1935 (B65K), 1935 (B67-72), 1937 (B79-84), plus many
singles, sets & part sets in the modest range, viewing recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2469 Hm
Mexico, Mixed Mint and Used Accumulation.
Of many hundreds mounted on album pages with a nice
range of useful mint value including 1940's mint sets as well
as a few better mint like 828 and C107. Generally clean and
F-VF, with viewing suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2470 m
Monaco, Small Used Classics Collection. Includes (cat. Yvert) no's 1-10, 11-16, 18-21. On stock card,
in folder (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2471 Hm
Monaco, Mint and Used Collection,
1885-1932. On Yvert album pages, with nice material, including postage dues.
Estimate $500 - 750
2472 HHa
Monaco, Dealer Stock, 1988-94. Blocks of
four in display cards with Scott numbers, Very Fine. Scott
approximately $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2473 HH/H
Mongolia, Mint Collection, 1932-1979. Several hundred mint stamps and souvenir sheets mounted on
Minkus pages, includes long runs of mint NH sets from
1959-1979, the collection being virtually complete for that
20 year period, some scattered sets and stamps pre-1959,
generally NH, a colorful group with many topical sets,
please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2474 Hm
Montenegro, Almost Complete From Classics Through To Both Italian and German Occupations. An important stamp and postal history collection.
This represents a very comprehensive range of classics,
with hardly any empty spaces, from the first issues of 1874
onwards through to the early 20th century, followed by an
extensive range of the occupations. The latter was bought
intact through the estate of the Egen family, the
Ortskommandantur of Cetinje, Montenegro under German
occupation with scarce stamps accompanied by letters,
photographs and documents, spanning a period from 1943
to his death in action in November 1944. Probably the best
item is a cover addressed to Egen himself franked by the
1943 "Nationaler Verwaltungsausschuss" overprints 50cts
brown, 1L ultra and 2L rose pair sent from Njegusi 16.1.44
to Cetinje with arrival postmarks 19.1.44 and 19.1.45 with
the latter error of date crossed out in blue crayon. These issues are only cataloged in Michel as a set on cover, however since covers values of any denominations are so
seldom found on cover as here, a recent certificate was obtained by the expert for Montenegro Dr Brunel and now accompanies this very scarce cover, probably unique. There
are dozens of more stamps, on piece, including some Italian occupation overprints, as well as further 1943 German
issues with the overprints on King Peter heads, including
the 10L and 20L ultra both with two examples and with constant varieties such as the italic "i" in "Militaer" on 1L surcharge, also the broken "a" in "Verwaltung" on upper
stamps in pairs of the 2L and 5L surcharges respectively,
etc. These are followed by the large pictorial types including
the 25cts pair, the 1.25L with 50cts together on piece together with the rare 5L red on orange used, plus 2L pair and
the 1L and 5L airposts etc - there are only a handful in existence of the 5L red on orange used. There is also much important collateral here with primary sources reflecting the
last days of the war for Montenegro. This collection of
stamps, postal history and collateral must be studied
unhurriedly to appreciate this absorbing lot. Do not miss
viewing and enjoying this opportunity.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2475 Hm
Montenegro, Extraordinary Revenues Collection. Montenegro with about 300 stamps, starting in
1881 through to the WWI Austrian occupations and on to
the WWII Italian occupations. Highlights include Prince
Nicholas type general revenues series of 17 denominations
all categorised by the six different perf varieties. Then the
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colorful larger general revenues with 15 denominations of
1904, the 1907 50k mint and used and 1910 series of 9
nearly complete mint never hinged and the 6p and 10p also
used etc. Further Prince Nicholas types this time with 1909
commemorative overprints, the new coat of arms design of
1912 including the Austrian occupations with 1916/18
"militar-verwaltung in Montenegro" overprints high and center both on issues with and without watermarks, leading on
to the 1942 "Governatorato del Montenegro" lire surcharges on local issues for the Italian occupation. Also
present are studies of the unissued types of Prince Nicholas in exile, WWI, with and without "free Montenegro" overprints and the postage dues, as well as the 1905
"constitution" overprints with many kinds of errors on singles and blocks of four,categorised by a table written out by
the collector listing the differet types. An eye-catching, well
researched collection of these often hard to find revenues,
a collection the likes of which is seldom seen on the market
today. Try to find these again in collection format. Please
study the scans to appreciate the depth of what is here.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2476 Hm
Montenegro, Specialised Holding of Errors
and Varieties. A fascinating volume, packed with scarce
and unusual material, virtually all on original auction cards
and loaded with eye-catching material. Just a sample of the
items we noted includes the 1907 Prince Nicholas 5p green
major perforation errors in pairs, the 1909 1p ocher spectacular block of 25 used with double vertical perforations on
one row, then lots of postage dues including mint 1894 1n
rose perf 10½ horizontal pair with double vertical perforations, the 1905 5h orange overprint inverted signed by
Velickovic BPP, various major overprint shifts on five different denominations of the 1905s, then the Constitution overprint on 25h orange and rosine with block of 9 showing
double overprint, one albino, again accompanied by
Velickovic certificate and full double overprint block of four
also with Velickovic cert. There is also an interesting example of the non-Scott listed 1917 2p brown imperf for the government in exile in Italy, showing blue Slobodna Cerna
Gora overprint, double reading up and down, mint never
hinged etc. Ideal for the specialist dealer or collection, well
worth spending time on.
Estimate $600 - 800
2477 Hm
Nepal, Very Extensive Mint and Used Collection, 1881-1990. Includes better classics with paper varieties, tête-bêche pairs, covers, sheetlets, also some (heavy)
duplication, in album + stockbook. Seldom offered! (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2478 Hm
Nepal, Mint and Used Collection, 1881-1985.
Starting with more than 30 stamps of first designs
1881-1906, special part Shiva Mahadeva issues
1907-1941. Also airmail, officials and overprints. On album
pages and in printed album. Also a folder with more than 65
sheets/ part sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2479 Hm
Nepal,
Fairly
Complete
Collection,
1881-1995. Mainly mint collection on Minkus specialty album pages; starts with a nice showing of mint and used
First Issues, then beginning in 1929, virtually nothing is
missing (a couple values are used); condition is clean and
F-VF throughout and mostly never hinged. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2480 m
Netherlands, Collection of Small Round
Cancels. Very powerful and valuable collection with so
many different good cancels, no duplicates, collected on
different values, per county (province) with descriptions in
16 homemade albums, many stamps in the range of 30 to
80 euro, also many more expensive like Nijehorne, Nes,
Hollum, Hemrik, Cornjum, Oude Schoot, Groote Lindt,
Leiden-Woerden, Amsterd:Enkhuizen etc. etc. Little bit
mixed condition, but mainly good and many beautiful cancels present. Only cancels calculated in catalog value,
stamps not counted. Beautiful collection to continue. NVPH
approximately €82,500 ($109,720) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2481 m
Netherlands, Fantastic Collection of 1st Issue. In stockbook which includes half round franco with
much better ex. (98 pieces), including Doesborgh B on no.
3, Bergen on piece Zoom on pair no. 2, Monnikendam on
no. 1, Wormerveer on no. 1, Venlo B on no. 2 and 3 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2482 Hm
Netherlands, Fantastic Specialized Collection, ca 1864-1900. Collection on album pages in folder
containing many nice covers with many scarce cancels,
mint and used stamps, special cancels (long cancel
Murmerwoude complete on no. 17), complete newspaper
wrapping, plate flaws, specimen, tête-bêche etc.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2483 Hm
Netherlands, Almost Complete Mint and
Used Collection, 1852-1999. In 4 Davo deluxe albums,
with all the good stamps like including many high value classics and early modern, also back of the book: airmail, syncopated used complete (without no. 32), postage dues
complete (including 67a-68b*), internment 1-2*, postbewijs
used complete, marine insurance mint complete, service
complete, telegraph complete (without no. 7) etc. Nice collection, very high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2484 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1995. A few more modern unimportant stamps missing, otherwise including all key stamps in overall fine condition, beautiful 1852: 15c orange with cancel "Bergen on
piece Zoom' type A, 3rd issue specialised with types, perfs
and many pairs, also some airmails + a fine mint set of the
Marine insurance, in Davo album. Very high cat. value.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2485 m
Netherlands, Collection of Used Coil
Stamps. Stockbook with only definitive stamps in strips of
6. Never seen before, absolutely unique. NVPH €6,000 as
mint ($7,980) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2486 Hm
Netherlands, Postage Dues. Mint and used
collection secondary plate faults of the postage dues 13-26
and 29-30. All well documented with also some colonies.
Nice collection with a very high cat. value! (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2487 H
Netherlands, Mint Collection, 1852-1985.
Well filled, mint collection with much better material in unfortunately mixed condition in Davo album (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2488 m
Netherlands, Collection of Small Round
Cancellations of South Holland. In binder. Approximately 82 on post cards, covers and 27 stamps, including
Abbenbroek 1894 on no. 35, Benthuizen 1899 on no.33,
s'Gravendeel 1897 on no. 35, s'Gravendeel 1903 on no. 51,
Goudriaan 1904 on no. 51, Rijnsaterwoude 1907 on no. 51,
Nieuwehoorn 1898 on no. 31, Heerjansdam 1903 on no.
51, Oostvoorne 1895 on no. 37, also IJsselmonde,
Heinenoord, Katendrecht, Lisse, Kralingsche Veer, Hoog
Blokland and many others (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2489 m
Netherlands, Collection of Gummi Cancels.
Stock book with a very nice collection of 440 gummi cancellations, on parcel post pieces. Very scarce material, seldom
offered in this quantity, for the specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2490 HHa
Netherlands, Mint Collection, 1940-1964.
MNH collection of blocks of 4 in 2 Lindner albums includes
many corner margin blocks, printers marks and some plate
flaws. Nice quality, high catalog. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2491 Hm
Netherlands, Duplicated Mint and Used Collection, 1972-1999. In 8 binders, including many blocks of
4, with a high face value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2492 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1959. In Davo cristal album. Well filled collection including classics, better 20th century, airmail, etc. NVPH
€4,727 ($6,290) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2499 HH/H
Netherlands, Mostly Mint Collection,
1872-2008. In 3 deluxe Importa Juweel albums, almost
complete from 1960 onwards and also contains some older
mostly used material. Face value €600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2500 m
Netherlands, Mostly Used Collection,
1852-1940. In Davo cristal album, classics to modern.
NVPH €3,403 ($4,530) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2501 HH
Netherlands,
Presentation
Packs,
1983-2011. Beautiful complete collection of the Dutch presentation packs (postzegelmapjes) to the very recent and
hard to get issues, in 11 albums. Face value alone (without
surcharge or the cost of the folders) over €840 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2502 HH
Netherlands,
Presentation
Packs,
1983-2011. Beautiful complete collection of the Dutch presentation packs (postzegelmapjes) to the very recent and
hard to get issues, in 11 albums. Face value alone (without
surcharge or the cost of the folders) over €840 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2503 m
Netherlands, Collection of Numeral Cancels.
Stockbook with approximately 250 numeral cancels on
1872 Issue, with better stamps and more expensive perfs.
Some examples: 5 on no. 29, 42 on 24E, 44 on 29, 46 on
24E, 76 on 22K, 220 on 23, 221, 222, 228 on 20, 230 on 20,
234 (2x), 244, 244 on 27, 245, 248, etc. High cat. value
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2493 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1924-1987. Collection in Abria album and stockbook containing better material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2504 Hm
Netherlands, Plate Numbers Group, 1923 Issue. Folder containing album pages with a collection of
plate numbers of the 1923 Jubilee set from 2.5 cents to 35
cents. Contains both mint and used material and also different perfs (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2494 Hm
Netherlands, Proofs of the Berger-Levrault
Issue. 20 individual proofs, also block of 4, strip of 4, block
of 12 and pair. Very scarce material, high cat. value! (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2505 HH
Netherlands, PTT Presentation Packs,
1982-2009. 7 albums with a complete collection from nos. 1
to 406. Face value €750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2495 m
Netherlands, Mostly Used Collection,
1852-1955. In two albums, with nice classic material, including 49, Guilloche MNH (356-373) and 43 covers, including FDC E13, 15, 16, 23 etc. Nice collection, good
quality (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2506 m
Netherlands, Specialized Used Collection,
1864-1869. Album pages containing various perfs, proofs,
no. 5 on cover, imperforate etc. Nice lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2496 HH
Netherlands, Prestige Booklets. Box with a
duplicated collection of prestige booklets Nos. 1-19, also 14
private booklets, all 2x, including Feyenoord, PSV, Frans
Bauer, Jetix 1,2,3 etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2497 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1940. Very nice collection in an album with better material, classics to modern, officials 1-8 etc. NVPH €4,636
($6,170) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2498 m
Netherlands, Mostly Used Collection,
1852-1940. In Davo cristal album, with better material including classics, officials etc. NVPH €4,958 ($6,590) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2507 Hm
Netherlands, mint and used collection,
1852-1940. In Davo album, with better material like 3, 12,
44, 49, etc. NVPH €3,768 ($5,010) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2508 m
Netherlands, Small Used Collection,
1852-1890. On 2 album pages, including N.V.P.H. nos.
1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13-18, 19-29, etc. Also telegraph set (without
25 cent) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2509 m
Netherlands, Nearly Complete Used Collection, 1945-1999. In 2 Lighthouse albums, with many additional items like Amphilex sheetlets 1967, stamp booklets,
sheets of 10 and other useful material (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2510 m
Netherlands, Small Round Cancels Accumulation. Two albums packed with approximately 2000
stamps, contains mostly cancels of the larger cities (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2520 m
Netherlands, Cancels Accumulation. Two
stock books with large round cancels of secondary post offices and long bar cancels (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2511 Hm
Netherlands, Small Specialized Collection,
1867 Issue. Folder with album pages, including nice cancels (such as Texel), different types and perfs. In total 60
stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2521 Hm
Netherlands, mint & used collection,
1944-2008. Highly complete for the period, in three Lighthouse hingeless albums, starting with mostly used regular
& semipostal sets issued in the 1944-65 period, and mint or
never hinged issues from 1966 onwards, we noted 1951
(C13-14, used), and several modern booklets, a good
starter collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2512 m
Netherlands, Collection of Train Cancels.
Stockbook with 107 stamps and 47 postal cards. Nice assortment with much scarce material (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2513 m
Netherlands, Collection of Used Sheet Margin Inscriptions, 1899-1999. Stock book with plate numbers, printers marks, etc. Many singles and blocks of 4
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2514 m
Netherlands, Collection of Bar Cancels. Alphabetically sorted in 2 books, with also 1 book with Amsterdam “kortebalk” and 1 book with stamps on pieces
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2515 m
Netherlands, Collection of Fiscal Cancels.
Folder with approximately 800 cancel strikes of various cities of the Netherlands, sorted per province. Also some
commerce chambers cancels. Unusual lot (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2516 m
Netherlands, Collection of Large Round
Cancels. Stock book with approximately 550 stamps and
62 covers and cards. Most of the cards are sent to the Firma
Waaning Tilly in Haarlem, producers of the
'Haarlemmerolie' (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2517 m
Netherlands, Used Collection, 1852-1940. In
Davo album, with nos. 3, 6, 49, 105, to name just a few.
NVPH €2,623 ($3,490) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2518 Hm
Netherlands and Belgium, Mounted Accumulation. The Netherlands is in three volumes, one a collection and the other two a duplicated accumulation, with
nice runs of complete sets with value in the 1960's plus
booklets. The Belgium is in a single volume collection of
mixed mint and used sets and singles. Condition can be
mixed at times otherwise overall clean and F-VF, viewing
invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2519 Hm
Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection,
1852-1944. In a Davo album, starting with XIX Century
used representation, and including some better such as
1852 (1-3), 1864 (4-6), 1867 (7-12), 1869-71 (17-22),
1872-88 (23-33), followed by several better mint part sets &
sets such as 1898-1921 (71-73 & 81-82), 1913 (90-99),
1919 (102-03), 1924-26 (147-48 & 150-60), 1925-30
(161-62), 1926-39 (184-93), plus several other useful sets
in the $20 to $40 range, such as 1928 (B25-32), 1932
(B54-57), 1935 (B77-80), 1935 (B81) & 1935 (B82-85).,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2522 H
Netherlands, Modern Thematic Collections.
8 special Edel albums with thematic modern collections,
like the wedding of Willem Alexander and Maxima (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2523 Hm
Netherlands, Cinderellas. Stock book with
over 1400 MNH cinderellas of Steden Schoon of Netherlands. Many duplicates.
Estimate $300 - 400
2524

Netherlands, Collection of Gummi Cancels.
Folder with approximately 30 Veth stamps on pieces with
gummi cancels. Nice lot, scarce material (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
s

2525 m
Netherlands, Postman Cancels Group. Also
long- and new years cancels, on single stamps, postcards
and on piece. In 2 stockbooks (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2526 m
Netherlands, Collection of Long Cancels.
Stockbook with approximately 600-700 long cancels, including also new years cancels. Many stamps from issue
1953 and 1971 (photo on web site). Estimate $250 - 350
2527 m
Netherlands, Collection of Bar Cancels. Two
stockbooks with 'kortebalk' cancels of the Netherlands.
Many hundreds of cancels with many deluxe strikes (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2528 m
Netherlands, Collection of Cancels. Stock
book with various cancels on 228 stamps and 3 covers, including small round cancels, coil cancels, long cancels etc.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2529 m
Netherlands, Collection of Large Round
Cancels, 1894-1929. Approximately 2000 pieces, sorted
by year, in 3 stockbooks (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2530 m
Netherlands, Collection of Large Round
Cancels. 32 stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2531 H
Netherlands & Colonies, Plate Flaws.
Stockbook with plate flaws, varieties and printing issues.
Much material, including interesting classic material and a
high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2532 Hm
Netherlands
&
Colonies,
Collection,
1852-1982. Approximately a thousand stamps residing in
two Scott Specialty albums, better used Netherlands includes 3, 6, B1-B3, B62-B65, better mint includes 52,
B208-B213, and a nice group of mint & used postage dues,
Curacao better used includes 2, CB1-CB8, Surinam better
used includes 41, better mint includes 5, 9, 123-131, with
dozens of complete mint sets, souvenir sheets and BOB,
this is a lot that would be equally excellent breaking up or
using as a foundation for a larger collection, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2533 Hm
Netherlands Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1868-1981. In fat Unie album, well filled with some
better classic material, but unfortunately in somewhat
mixed condition. Contains Dutch East Indies, Indonesia,
Netherlands New Guinea, Curacao and Surinam (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2534 Hm
Netherlands Colonies, Mint Remainder Collection, 1873-1975. In 3 Davo deluxe albums. Collection
contains Dutch East Indies, Netherlands New Guinea,
Curacao and Surinam. NVPH approximately €7,000
($9,310) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2535 Hm
Netherlands Colonies, Mint and Used Collection. Reasonably filled collection in Davo album. Contains Netherlands East Indies, Netherlands New Guinea
and Surinam. NVPH €3,200+ ($4,260) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2536 Hm
Netherlands Colonies, Mint Collection,
1870-1978. In Davo album. Contains Netherlands East Indies, Indonesia, Netherlands New Guinea, Curacao/Antilles and Surinam. Also some better material present like En
Face set Netherlands Antilles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2537 Hm
Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao, Mint and
Used Collection, 1873-1982. In Davo cristal album. Collection contains much better material including classics, airmail, postage dues, etc. Nice collection, high cat. value
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2538 Hm
Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao, Mint and
Used Duplicated Collection, 1873-1949. In Davo cristal
album. Collection contains better material, classics to modern (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2539 Hm
Netherlands East Indies, Well Filled Mint and
Used Collection, 1864-1976. In Davo album. Collection
contains much better material like Netherlands Indies
N.V.P.H. 1, 2, 3-16, 23-30, 60-61, 63-80, 81-98, 149-159*
(Bandoeng), 160-166, 280*, 287*, 289, 346, 361*,
383-388*, officials 1-7, 8-27, marine insurance 1-7*, etc.
Also some Japanese occupation, interim period, Indonesia
(including Riau complete), Netherlands New Guinea complete etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2540 m
Netherlands East Indies, Cancels Collection. Stock pages with much better material like Blinjoe,
Menes, Muntok, Pemangkat etc. In total 385 stamps (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2541 m
Netherlands East Indies, Collection of
Square Cancellations. Approximately 100 pieces, in
small stockbook.
Estimate $300 - 400
2542 m
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, Used Collection, 1975-1988. In Davo album, including gutter pairs.
Estimate $300 - 400
2543 Hm
Norway, Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1988. In Schaubek springback binder, including classics, early 20th century, officials, postage dues and some
souvenir sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2544 HH/H
Norway, Mint Collection, 1950-1979. 1954
set hinged, otherwise all never hinged, in 2 deluxe Kabe albums. Nice quality (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2545 Hm)
Norway, Mostly Used Collection, 1856-1988.
In Schaubek album, with some FDC's, including older.
Estimate $600 - 800
2546 Hm
Norway, Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1971. In Schaubek album. Collection is nicely filled
with classic material in somewhat mixed quality, officials
etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2547 Hm
Norway, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1987.
Mounted on Scott specialty album pages, including several
better such as 1855 Coat of Arms (1 with four clear margins,
and barred circular cancel), 1867-68 (11-15, used), followed by Post Horn & Crown used representation, and then
by many issues in the modest range with some better mint
sets issued in the XX Century; 1925 (104-10), 1947
(279-89), plus 1930 (B1-3). We also noted several postage
due & official sets, recommended for the collector or dealer,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2548 Hm
Philippines, Valuable Stock, 1854-1990.
Crammed into six stock books and one binder, runs the
gauntlet from Spanish Administration to US Administration
to Republic, better used includes 250, 273, better mint includes 229, 289, 319-325, N1-N7, NJ1, NO2, and this is just
a small sample of the lot, BOB is generally spotty, but with a
whole binder of souvenir sheets and blocks, there are many
extras such as complete booklets and blocks, an excellent
buy at our low estimate, examination encouraged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2549 Hm
Philippines, Mint Collection, 1854-1997.
Several hundred mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets
mounted in six K-Line albums, starts with nice selection of
Spanish Administration including mint unless noted 12, 41,
various King Alfonsos, United States administration includes 212, 213-219, 220-222, 224, 236, 252, 254,
319-325, 354-360, various airmails, J1-J6, Japanese Occupation includes Inverted "S" variety of N7,both Bataan
and Rataan varieties of N8, NB1 Broken Neck variety, NB4,
block of four NJ1, then Republic which is fairly complete to
1997, with many extras in varieties, imperfs and souvenir
sheets, a great opportunity for the dealer and collector
alike, bid early bid often, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2550 Hm
Poland, Extensive Collection of Groszy
Overprints. Fantastic collection, arranged by city, in total
approximately 21,000 (!) stamps in 14 fat stockbooks.
Mostly stamps on pieces, many in pairs, blocks of 4 etc.,
enormous retail value For the super specialist (photo on
web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

2559 HH
Poland, Mint Full Sheet & Souvenir Sheets,
1968-1982. Carton of Poland sheets and souvenir sheets,
appears to be mostly 1968-1982, all mint NH, high catalogue value, includes items such as five sheets of 35 of
#2232, inspection is suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2551 Hm
Poland, Mint and Used Collection,
1919-1980. In 3 fat Schaubek albums. Well filled collection
with much better material (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2560 H
Poland, Mint Collection, 1945-77. Mounted in
two albums, highlights include 1945 (362-63), and many
never hinged sets in the 1959-77 period. We also noted
Central Lithuania with imperforate & perforated sets issued
in 1920-21, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2552 Hm
Poland, Mint Collection, 1959-2008. Few
thousand stamps presented in three binders, hundreds of
complete mint sets with many imperfs, great lot for the topical dealer or collector, with many souvenir sheets mint &
used such as mint B107, and mint and used sheetlets, a excellent chance to load up on these popular topical sets,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2553 Hm
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-2003.
In eight Ka-Be hingeless albums with sets, part sets & souvenir sheets, and highly complete in the 1950s-2000s period. We noted some better such as 1945 (362-63) &
Offices in Turkish Empire 1919 (2K1-12), followed by a
General Government section, viewing invited, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2554 H
Poland, Mint Collection, 1945-2002. In five
well-filled Lighthouse hingeless albums with many never
hinged sets from 1960 onwards, and highly complete for the
period, starting with 1945 (347-56), followed by an abundant amount of sets and several souvenir sheets, including
1946 (B49 & B49A-B) & 1947 (412a, sheet of eight), an attractive collection., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2555 Hm
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1945-84.
Thousands of stamps mounted in Kobylka hingeless album
pages, and housed in four thick binders, highly complete for
the period and mostly mint or never hinged from 1970 onwards, we noted some better items such as 1947 (412a
souvenir sheet of eight), a nice lot for a collector at a very
reasonable starting price, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2556 Hm
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-83.
Mounted in Scott album and two binders with duplication in
the 1950s-80s period, vast majority of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range but we noted a few better such as
1921 (B11-14, mint), also some back of the book and General Government examples, worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2557 Hm
Poland, Mint & Used Stock. In two binders;
one bulging with never hinged duplicated sets issued in the
1961-88 period, other with used part sets & singles issued
in the 1920s-80s, many topical (animals & flowers) stamps,
recommended for the internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2558 Hm
Poland, Mint and Used Collection,
1918-1982. In fat Scott album, reasonably well filled with
some General Gouvernement (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2561 HH
Poland, Never Hinged Collection, 1954-65
(612//1386). Mounted in a Lindner hingeless album, and
highly complete for the period, including 1962 World Ski
Championship souvenir sheets (1046-48) & 1954 airmail
souvenir sheet (C34), highly recommended for the discriminating collector., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2562 Hm
Poland, Collection, 1918-1975. Several hundred stamps mounted in Minkus album, includes semi postals and airmails, with many mint and used complete sets,
no rarities but lots of sale able material, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2563 m
Poland, Used Collection, 1918-96. In two
Minkus albums with value concentrated in the 1950s-70s
period, and including sets, part-sets & singles in the modest
range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
2564 Hm
Portugal, Dealer Stock. An eye catching stock
of several hundred in five counter books, better mint includes 12, 95-96, 104, 154, 185-191, 198, 485-487,
509-514, 534-538, 584-586, 605-614, 642-649, 650-657,
667-669, 683-688, 721-726, 731-734 (x2), 860-865, better
used includes 12-16, 20-24, 26, 28-29, 37b-46, 52-56, 62,
67-75, 97-109, 296-297, C10 (x2), with dozens and dozens
of mint complete sets with much of it NH, a true delight for a
collector or retail dealer, condition a little mixed on some,
viewing suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity
presented here, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2565 Hm
Portugal and Spain and Colonies, Collection, 1853-1978. Thousands of stamps in a Scott International album, Portugal mint includes 422-436, 437-452,
642-649, 813-815, Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape Verde,
Funchal, Portugese Guinea, Macao, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa mint 26-38, Portugese
Congo, Portugese India, St. Thomas & Prince Islands,
Timor C1-C9, Spain mint includes 240, 241, Offices in Morocco, Cuba, Fernando Po, Ifni, Spanish Guinea, Spanish
Sahara, with plenty of mint & used sets this should be an automatic buy, please research, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2566 m
Portugal, Used Classics. On stock page. Nice
quality. Michel approximately €3,300 ($4,390).
Estimate $500 - 750
2567 Hm
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection,
1895-1980. In nicely filled blank album (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2568 Hm
Portugal, Souvenir Sheets. Stockbook with
MNH and used souvenir sheets of Portugal, including
Azores and Madeira. Many duplicates and many Europe
sheets. In total 63 souvenir sheets (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

lands, Zambezia, and hundreds more mint and used singles and complete sets, the lucky winner will have a useful
stock already identified and priced for sale, inspection
strongly suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2569 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, Impressive Mainly
Classics Collection, 1853-1955. Parallel collection of
mint and used, includes 1855 set, 1856, 1862 and 1866
sets, only a few stamps missing from the classics, good
sheetlets, better colonies, on large amount of album pages,
in folder. Enormous catalog value and many better items to
be mined from, quality a bit mixed so inspection is strongly
recommended (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2574 Hm
Portuguese Colonies, Assortment. In a
three-ring binder, including many better sets & souvenir
sheets such as Angola 1948 (314a x21), 1951 (333-56 x2,
NH) & 1953 (362-81 x2, NH), plus 1948 (J31-36, blocks of
20), Cabo Verde 1914-26 (144-83), Portuguese Guinea
1946 (257a) & Portuguese India 1946 (471a), an ideal lot
for the dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2570 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, Collection. Mint and
used in two Scott albums, highlights (mint unless noted) include Portugal 1892-93 King Carlos (67-78, used),
1927-28 Independence issues (422-36 & 437-52), 1931
Pereira (534-39), 1940 Sir Rowland Hill, 1940 International
Exhibition sheet (594a), 1946 Madonna (674a), plus postage dues, parcel posts and postal tax stamps, Angola 1948
Anniversary sheet of ten (314a), Azores 1906 King Carlos
(101-11), 1928 Independence (284-99), Cape Verde with
nice postage dues section, Funchal 1897-1905 (13//34),
Horta 1892-1905 (1//34), Inhambane 1913 Vasco da
Gama issues, Macao 1962 Sports (394-99), Mozambique
1938 (270-87), 1951 (332-55), plus Mozambique Company 1937 (175-93), Guinea 1946 sheet of seven (257a),
plus Nyassa, Portuguese Congo, Ponte Delgada, Portuguese India, Quelimane, St. Thomas-Prince Islands, Tete
& Timor representations, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2571 HH/H
Portugal & Colonies, Mint Selection,
1969-1997. Several hundred singles, souvenir sheets and
blocks of four in four albums, and on pages, Portugal blocks
of four appear complete for 1969-1977, another album of
Portugal has scattered singles, there is an album of Azores
with singles 1980-1997, an album of Madeira singles
1980-1998, then various colonies on display and album
pages, a nice collection, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2572 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection. Mounted in a Minkus album and Scott album pages,
including Portugal section with many sets issued in the
1940-79 period, also Angola, Azores, Cape Verde, Macao,
Mozambique & Portuguese Guinea representation, plus
some St. Thomas & Prince Islands examples, we didn't
have the time to inspect every page, so maybe a keen eye
will be able to find a sleeper., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2573 Hm
Portugese Colonies, Dealer Stock. Intriguing
group housed in eight counterbooks, better mint Angola includes 5, 157, 158, 175, better used 5, 116, Angra mint 11,
Azores mint 7, 27, 37, 47, 48, Cape Verde 6, 233, 252-254,
Kionga mint 1-4, Madeira used 9, 28, Nyassa mint 44-46,
Portuguese Africa mint J1-J9, Portuguese Congo mint
99-114, Portuguese Guinea mint 9, 32-43, Portuguese India mint 63, 66, 119a, 357-375, 481-488, also with Horta,
Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Porta Delgada, St Thomas & Prince Is-
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2575 Hm
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, Mint & Used
Dealer Stock. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in three
counterbooks, better mint includes 5, 6, 11, 12, 14, 25, 25a,
44, 45, 67-74, 101, 309 (faulty), J12-J22, J32, better used
includes 19, 43, 64b, with plenty of mint complete sets this
should prove to be a money maker, examination is the best
possible course, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2576 HH
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, Souvenir
Sheet Stock, 1997-1998. Over 3500 souvenir sheets in
glassine packs of 20-100, all mint NH, includes 873, 877,
897, 903, 908, 915, 928a, 932, 937, 942, 951 and more, a
unique opportunity to load up on this increasingly popular
country, requires inspection, Very Fine. Scott $13,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2577 HH
Qatar, Mint Collection, 1966-1994. Wonderful
mint collection, scattered until 1978, then fairly complete to
1994 less souvenir sheets, with nice run of complete mint
sets, includes 320a, 544-556, 615-628, 651-659, 690-692,
791-804, excellent opportunity to acquire a lot of this popular country, please review, worthy of an aggressive bid,
Very Fine. Scott $1,490 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2578 Hm
Romania, Mint and Used Collection,
1876-1970. Partly double collected, in Kabe album. Collection is well filled and contains better classic stamps and
many expensive sets (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2579 Hm
Romania, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-1990s. Thousands of stamps in two Scott albums
and two binders, starting with useful and valuable XIX Century representation, including several Moldavia-Walachia
examples, followed by 1866-72 Prince Carol imperforates,
and then by several perforated issues up to 1900. We also
noted 1903 (166-72, mint), 1906 (196-206, incl. 10b, 25b,
30b, 1L50b & 3L mint), and nice XX Century representation,
incl. several imperforate sets, plus airmails, postage dues,
officials, occupation & postal tax stamps, excellent as a
starter collection, viewing invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2580 Hm
Romania, Over 10,000 Stamps.
In 8
stockbooks. Material till approximately 1940 with also
better stamps and many nice cancels (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2581 Hm
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-2007.
In eight Scott specialty albums, starting with XIX Century
used representation, followed by several better (used unless noted) XX Century sets such as 1913 (88-104), 1933
(489-509), 1934 (546-50), 1935 (551-54), 1935 (555-58,
mint), 1935 (559-68), 1938 (666-77) & 1949 souvenir sheet
(1325, mint) & 1949 souvenir sheet (1360a x2), plus many
other used sets up to 1959, we also noted several better airmails such as 1931 (C26-29, mint), 1933 (C40-49), 1935
(C58-67), plus a sample of offices in China & Turkish Empire, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, Georgia &
South Russia, a nice lot from this popular collecting area,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2582 H
Russia, Stamps Used As Currency, 1915-18.
An extraordinary group with blocks of twelve of the 4k, 7k,
10k, 15k, 20k, 35k & 50k with a further block of twelve with
inverted overprint on the 15k, very seldom seen, accompanied by blocks of four with different overprints on six different denominations, as well as the abdication "crossed
words" on five different denominations and the special
Petrograd of the same on the 4k red, 15k brown & 20k
green, all with sideways overprints and most stamps Never
Hinged., Very Fine, we have never seen such a comprehensive range of these postal currency issues, an opportunity for the specialist; several signed Tracht (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Due to the war effort and to the shortage of gold, silver and
copper for the minting of coins, the Russian Government
authorized the issuance of currency stamps in lieu of metal
coins.
2583 Hm)
Russia, Mostly Used Collection, 1859-1961.
Nicely mounted in a well-filled album, starting with used
classics such as 1858-64 (5-10), 1865 (12-18), 1866-70
(19-25), 1875-79 (27-30), 1884 (39-40), and some other issues, XX Century section includes 1913 Romanov Dynasty
set (88-104, used), followed by 1914-15 semi-postals in
colored and white paper with perforation varieties, 1923
100r block of four with bottom right stamp depicting 70r
cliché (237a, mint), and then by many used sets in the $20
to $40 range, such as 1933 (487-88), 1935 (546-50), 1935
(551-54 & 559-568), 1938 (666-77 & 678-86), plus 1931-32
(C15-19, mint), 1931 (C26-33, mint), 1932 (C34-35), 1933
(C40-49), 1934 (C53-57), 1935 (C58-67). We also noted
several souvenir sheets: 1937 (C75a, used), 1946
(1080a-82a, used) & 1949 (1325, mint), couple of 1917-18
postal cards, some postage dues and S. Russia representation, condition is F-VF, a clean and desirable collection
that deserves your attention. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2584 Hm)
Russia, Specialized Mint & Used Collection,
1917-23. Presented in one album, and covering the period
between the abdication of Nicholas II, until the time that the
Red October revolution stabilized in 1923, including imperforate & perforated sheets, and plenty of varieties such as
shifted center impressions, printed on reverse, double impressions, inverted center impressions, inverted surcharges and double surcharges, we also noted 1923 sheet
of 25 with 70r in plate of 100r, and several registered covers, condition is mostly Very Fine, viewing suggested in
order to appreciate.; 4 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2585 Hm)
Russia, Specialized Mint & Used Collection,
1922-25. Presented in one album, covering the period in
which the economic situation of the U.S.S.R. was extremely
difficult, and postal rates were increased, we noted regulars, postage dues, "Gebuhrenmarken" (fee stamps issued
in the 1922-33 period), and many covers depicting different
postal rates, condition is mostly Very Fine. We are confident that you will find this collection interesting and
desirable. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2586 Hm
Russia, Predominantly Mint Collection,
1918-90. In six Scott three-ring albums with very few
spaces in the 1950-90 period, and with most sets, singles &
souvenir sheets up to $20, plus several semipostal sets &
some airmails, a nice clean holding of an increasingly popular country, ideal for continuation, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2587 Hm
Russia, Mint & Used Accumulation,
1860s-1980s. Two cartons with stockbooks and albums
filled with thousands of stamps arranged more or less in
chronological order, and including singles, blocks, multiples & sheets. We also noted many postal cards, souvenir
sheets and a touch of Soviet Socialist Republics material,
overall condition is F-VF, an offer you can't refuse at a surprisingly affordable estimate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2588 Hm)
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1947.
Mounted in three-ring binder, starting with 1833 stampless
folded letter and 10k postal envelope, includes many useful
singles & sets (used unless noted) such as 1857 (1), 1858
(2-4), 1858-64 (5, 7-10), 1865 (12-18), 1866-70 (19-25),
1875-82 (26-30), plus several stamps printed in laid paper,
and considered as varieties, followed by 1889-92 (46-54)
and several sheets & part sheets issued in the 1900s, and
then by a useful XX Century section that includes items
(mint unless noted) such as 1923 sheet of 25 with cliche of
70r in plate of 100r (237a), 1933 (472-78, 487-88 &
489-509), 1935 (546-50, 551-54 & 559-68, used), 1935
(555-58), 1938 (678-86, 693-97 & 698-705). We also noted
several airmail sets such as 1931-32 (C15-19, mint), 1931
(C26-33, used), 1932 (C34-35, used), 1933 (C40-49,
used), plus a representation of Soviet Socialist Republics,
and offices in China & Turkey examples, overall condition is
F-VF, a collection that certainly worth our conservative
estimate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2589 Hm
Russia, Useful Mostly Used Collection,
1858-1984. In three well-filled Schaubek albums, including
regulars and airmails, starting with XIX Century representation, and then by several desirable XX Century sets (used
unless denoted) such as 1931 (C26-29, mint), 1935
(546-50 & 551-54), 1935 (559-68), 1935 (C58-67), 1938
(678-86), and many other sets, condition is mostly Very
Fine, don't miss the boat! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2590 m)
Russia, Interesting Numeral Dot Cancel Collection With Imperial Period Material. Mounted in a Safe
binder, starting with an impressive selection of 10k brown
and blue perforated stamps, depicting numeral dot circular
or rectangular cancels from Moscow, St. Peterburg, Vilna,
Kiev, Kovno, Pskov, Revel, Riga, Tiflis, Toula, Jaroslav,
Dunabourg, Nikopol, Rostov, Libau, Taganrog and several
others, plus six folded letter covers, followed by 1864-65 issues with Polish numeral cancels, 1866-70 issue, including
3k with "Vs" in groundwork (Scott 20d), and then by several
other XIX Century issues (Scott 39-40, used), and some
covers, condition is Very Fine, this is a collection that for
sure will please a cancel collector, be sure to view. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2591 HH/H
Russia, Mint Collection, 1944-1993. Exciting
mint Russia collection housed in three stockbooks, with
dozens of complete mint sets, many NH, and lots of mint NH
souvenir sheets, includes sets such as 1002-1006,
1039-1046,
1147-1152,
1162-1171,
1244-1245,
1277-1279, 1280-1283 (cat value $210), 1355-1356,
1376-1383, 1415-1419, light duplication, includes some
used airmails, there are many 10.00-30.00 sets in this holding, a rare opportunity to load up on this popular country,
plan on spending sufficient time with this lot, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2592 Hm
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1961.
Housed in Scott specialty album, starting with Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Batum, Georgia & Mongolia issues, followed by
a Russia XIX Century representation, and then by plenty of
sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets in the modest
range with some better such as 1913 (88-104), 1938
(678-86), 1939 (706-12), 1939 (749-56), 1940 (772-75),
plus some useful semipostal & airmail sets such as 1933
(C37-39) & 1933 (C45-49). We also noted Offices Abroad,
South Russia, Tannu Tuva & Ukraine examples, worth inspecting, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2593 Hm
Russia, Exciting Collection. In Scott Album,
1932-1954, better mint includes 757-759, 859, then strong
in post war 1047-1099, 1101-1131, 1244-1245, 1252-1253,
1261-1264,
1265-1267,
1280-1283,
1284-1288,
1289-1294,
1295-1303,
1304-1322,
1323-1324,
1326-1327,
1328-1340,
1359-1363,
1364-1365,
1388-1389,
1394-1399,
1408-1428,
1491-1496,
1497-1499,
1500-1509,
1512-1517,
1518-1525,
1526-1531, 1532-1562, and 1568-1583, excellent airmails,
with the popularity of Russia growing, fresh collections are
harder and harder to find, review is encouraged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2594 Hm
Russia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In display
pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in three
counterbooks with many better mint singles such as 1889
(52), 1902-05 (62, 64 x2, 66-70), 1906 (71), plus many
other sets in the $5 to $25 range. We also noticed some
semipostals and several useful airmails such as 1930
(C12-13), 1931-32 (C20-24, used), recommended for
dealer, be sure to see, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2595 Hm
Russia,
Postage
Due
and
"Gebuhrenmarken" (Fee Stamps), Mostly Mint Collection, 1922-34. In a Safe album, starting with 1924 postage
dues exhibiting carmine or red-vermilion surcharges, including several blocks of ten and some singles with surcharge varieties, followed by fee stamps, multiples &
sheets issued in the 1922-33 period, including scarce
Michel 20 issued in 1931, condition is mostly Very Fine, act
now, and don't let it go away. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2596 Hm
Russia and Soviet Socialist Republics, Collection, 1858-1975. Mostly used, and mounted in two
Scott albums, including XIX Century representation, followed by several useful XX Century sets such as 1935
(546-50 & 551-54), 1938 (678-86), plus 1932 (C34-35),
1933 (C37-39 & C45-49), 1935 (C58-67). We also noted offices in China & Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Far
Eastern Republic, Georgia, Karelia, Mongolia. Siberia & S.
Russia examples, overall condition is F-VF, ideal as a foundation collection to build on. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2597 HH
Russia, Modern Mint NH Collection,
1989-1994. Few hundred mint stamps mounted in three albums, with miniature and souvenir sheets, appears complete for period, also included is mint NH Israel, United
Nations and Vatican City, with mostly complete mint sets
would be perfect lot for internet or topical dealer, please inspect, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2598 H
Russia: Soviet Republics, Wonderful Old
Time Collection. All mint and keenly assembled on Scott
Specialty pages. There exists loads of useful and better
items seldom encountered, including Armenia 18-20,
31-42, 43A-48, 90-103, 152Ab (rare, signed), 163-64,
334-43 (2), some nice Azerbaijan, Batum 1-6, 13-20, Far
Eastern Republic 2-32, 35-36, 62-65, N1-4, Georgia 26-30,
36-40, 50, 51a, Siberia 110-15, South Russia 1-10, extensive Ukraine Tridents, Transcaucasian Republic 1-8,
Tannu Tuva 1-10, 11-14, 15-28, 29-34, Czech Legion Post
6-14 and lots more. Clean and largely F-VFor better, a
lovely lot., ex Towson.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2599 HH
Ryukyus, Accumulation of Sheets, 1961-70.
With some duplication, generally Very Fine. Scott $1,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2600 H
Ryukyus, Virtually All Mint Accumulation.
With a nice range of blocks with many inscription blocks and
sheets including Scott 16-16B, C14-18 inscription blocks of
4, R9-12 and 48 complete sheets, interesting specialized
accumulation, overall VF, examine. Estimate $200 - 300
2601 Hm
San Marino, a Good Collection Including
Strong Back of the Book. Housed on Scott album pages,
this mint and used collection is somewhat eclectic, yet
clearly with excellent material. For example the 3rd November 1918 overprints #B12-#B17 are here both mint and superb used, as well as the regular unoverprinted series again
complete #B3-#B11, yet again both mint and superb used.
Also seen #B1 and the very elusive #B2, the latter far
scarcer than the value that Scott suggests. Also more
semi-postals, the special delivery stamps complete, followed by the best of all the postage dues which are a delight
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to view with #J1 to #J9 (Scott retail $234) complete mint,
#J10 to #J18 (Scott retail $573) complete mint with the 10
lire almost imperceptibly hinged, the 1925 to 50 lire including key values 3 lire,10 lire and 25 lire between #J19 and
#J36 (Scott retail $270), the black and silver surcharges on
the 1931 series #J37 to #J51 (Scott retail $373), the rare
perf 14 overprints #J52 to #J60 (Scott retail $438) again almost imperceptibly hinged, etc. Similarly with the parcel
post stamps #Q1 to #Q15 complete, 1945 complete, the
scarce 1948/50 overprints complete as well as the watermarked winged wheel complete, 300 lire pair etc. Also
airposts with 1952s complete, 1954 1000 lire and various
other series of the 1950s parallel mint and used inc miniature sheet not forgetting the earlier zeppelin overprints to 10
lire this time definitely mint never hinged and good
1949/50s series, key value 1000 lire 1951 etc etc. Please
inspect, an enjoyable collection to view in tip top quality
throughout.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2602 Hm
San Marino, Stock Book. With various MNH,
mint hinged and used material of San Marino, including
better. Michel €3,000 ($3,990).
Estimate $600 - 800
2603 H
Serbia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1866-1914.
On album pages. Nice classic material with many better
stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2604 Hm
Serbia, Mint and Used Collection. Attractive
collection, mint and used housed on old album leaves,
clearly collected several decades ago. The first issues of
1866 unused, 3 stamps in excellent color, the first two denominations with very generous margins. Then the 1866 Vienna and Belgrade printings with the latter 20 para and 40
para fresh unused and then the thin paper of the same denominations superb used with straightline cancel. This is
followed by the 1868/69 mint and used, as well as the young
king issues used to high values, again with unusual cancels
present. Collection continues virtually complete all the way
through to the 1920s, occasional toning noted on a few of
the values, notwithstanding excellent condition throughout.
Finds are likely, a recommended viewing for the specialist.
Estimate $400 - 600
2605 Hm
Spain, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1992.
In 2 blank albums, with much material. Also contains some
Spanish and French Andorra.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2606 Hm
Spain, Mint and Used Collection. Well filled
album with a few thousand stamps, virtually all one of a
kind, mint and used, from #1 onwards, with a few dozen
imperfs to high values, mostly cds or light bar lozenge
strikes/rosette, followed by other 19th century with distinct
possibility of punched holes present, although not obviously so. This leads on to the 20th with early definitives to
10pts, as well as Goya complete, through to the modern
era, ending with airmails, the Pope and King to 5pts mint,
Caudillo overprint mint, various other airmails complete series from 1930s onwards, through to officials, non-Scott
listed civil war by the dozens, Spanish offices abroad,
Spanish Sahara, etc. Please inspect carefully.
Estimate $400 - 600

2607 Hm
Spain, Mostly Mint Collection, 1850s-1960s.
Mounted in Scott album with value concentrated in the XX
Century issues, we noted several better sets, singles & souvenir sheets such as 1930 Goya regular & airmails sets,
1961 Velazquez sheets, plus 1928 Catacombs sets, 1926
airplane and map set (B14-18), 1927 (B55-63) & 1938 Army
& Navy perforated sheet, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2608 Hm
Spain & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection.
Intriguing collection of mint & used Spain and colonies in
two albums, the first album has better used Spain including
7, 13, 15, 16, 20, 22, 27, 28, 36, 42, 64, 65, 71, 76, 87, 100,
219, 237, 286, 296 and mint B18, colonies include
Fernando PO mint #4, and Spanish Guinea mint #142, with
many mint complete sets, there are also dozens of Scott unlisted rebel municipals along with unlisted airmails, revenues and telegraphs, and a few multiples, the second
album has duplicates from the first albums, mixed condition
with a few identification problems, but a sure winner at our
low estimate, inspection is mandatory, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2609 HH/Ha Spain & Colonies, Assortment, 1961-73.
Blocks of four & singles in glassine envelopes housed in file
box, including many never hinged sets & singles in the modest range, also some Sahara & Fernando Poo examples,
Very Fine. Scott $534 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2610 H
Sweden, Mint Face Value Selection, 1980s to
2000's. Comprising of many individual stamps, sets and
booklets, compactly fitting into several larger glassine envelopes, with a face value of overSkr 80,000 which is equivalent to US $ 12,450 + (at the time of going to press), useful,
F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2611 H
Sweden, a Virtually Complete Mint Collection. A very impressive collection filling up a Lighthouse album all mint. The overwhelming majority is never hinged
including much of the better 20th century. The 19th century,
missing only a handful of stamps, occasionally has never
hinged as well. For the 1854 issues, the 3 skilling banco to
24 skilling banco and the 1856 to 1862 local stamps are the
first official reprints, desirable and seldom seen. Also, the
1858s are similarly reprints yet from 1862 onwards, all
clearly original and in condition far better than normally encountered. In the 20th century, perhaps two empty spaces,
e.g. all the good coils are here as well as the obvious 1924
world congress and UPU series, etc. The collection ends
with back-of-the-book virtually complete including 1874/76
postage dues bi-colors perf 14, 1877 to 83 perf 13 to the 1kr.
Collection is completely uncatalogued and is highly
recommended for a dealer or collector, a joy to view.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2612 Hm
Sweden, Well Filled Duplicated Mint and
Used Collection, 1855-2002. Collection in 11 Safe albums, contains much material, including better, with classics, 1924 UPU issues etc.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2613 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1858-1936. Nice collection in a stockbook with many better
stamps.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2614 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1973. Collection in 2 albums.- starts with 11
prephilatelic covers and contains nice classic and better
material like (Michel no's): 3, 6 (with certificate), 8-12, 15a,
15b*, 17-26A, 17-16B, 54, 86-95, 96*, 97-106, 215a, 215b,
245B/Dr**, 245DL/B**, 246B/Dr**, 246DL/B**, 272B/Dr**,
etc. Also nice service, postage dues and some local post
etc.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2615 HH
Sweden, Mint N.H. Dealers' Stock,
1863-1992. Excellent for 99% fresh mint never hinged lot,
sorted in envelopes, includes so many better singles and
sets, strips of 5 including scarce strips, two-, three- and four
sided perf. stamps, stamp booklets etc. in 3 boxes, in big
box. Michel €30,000+ ($39,900). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2625 m
Sweden,
Cancellations
Collection,
1855-1899. Very impressive lot of classics with many
better stamps duplicated, better cancellations, types and
shades, on album pages, in folder. Very good lot for specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2626 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1966. Collection in 3 albums and quite well filled with
(Michel no's): 7-12, 15-16, 17A-26A, 54, 86-96, 97-105,
144-157, 159-172, 215a, 215b, service 1-11A, etc. Also
many FDC's with pairs.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2627 Hm
Sweden, Mint Collection, 1858-1949. Nice
collection on stock pages in a folder with better material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2616 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1968. Collection in Behrens album, well filled with
much better material, high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2628 m
Sweden, Nice Mostly Used Collection,
1855-2002. In 3 stockbooks, with better material, classics
to modern, nice officials, postage dues etc. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2617 Hm
Sweden, Stock Book. Contains (Michel no's):
41-49*, 54*, 57-63*, 62y*, 86-96*, 97-106*, 115-124**,
133AX*, 134AX*, 134AY**, 134AZ**, 144-158*, 159-173*,
215a*, 215b*, 216-219*, 221-226*, 227-238**/*, etc. Also
some stamp booklets, including proof booklet of 937, some
cancels etc.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2629 H
Sweden, Mint Face Value Selection, 1980s to
2000's. Comprising many individual stamps, sets and
booklets, compactly fitting into three larger glassine envelopes, with a face value of Skr 9,035.55 which is equivalent
to US $ 1,400 + (at the time of going to press), useful,
F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2618 Hm
Sweden, Mint Collection, 1874-1969. Collection in Lighthouse hingeless album contains better material
including 1916 Landstormen etc. Nice collection, high cat.
value!.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2630 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1973. Collection on album pages in folder contains
much better material, classics to modern, officials etc. Nice
quality, high cat. value! (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2619 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1951. In Viking album, with nice material, classics to
modern.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2620 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1974. Well filled collection in Facit album, with better
material from classics to 1924 UPU, etc. Also many pairs
present.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2621 m
Sweden, Cancels. Two stockbooks containing
mostly classic material including better stamps and very
many nice cancels.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2622 Hm
Sweden, mint and used collection,
1858-1995. Collection in 4 albums containing nice classic
material, including many nice cancels and also many better
stamp booklets from the period 1932-1948. Very much material, high cat. value!.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2623 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, ca
1880-1970. In 3 small stockbooks, containing much better
material, very high cat. value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2624 m
Sweden, Cancel Collection, 1877-1886 Numeral Issue. In stockbook. Collection contains over 400
stamps, including better stamps and many nice cancels.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2631 m
Sweden, Cancel Collection, 1877 Numeral
Issue. In stockbook. Nice collection with in total ca. 1300
stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2632 m
Sweden, Used Collection, 1910-1919. Includes cancellations, watermark varieties etc., also some
covers/postcards and a stock card with "Landstormen" no.
86. More than 4000 stamps on stock cards and stock book
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2633 Hm
Sweden, Mint Never Hinged Group,
1928-1961. Duplicates lot on stock pages in cassette, with
much better material. High cat. value!.
Estimate $600 - 800
2634 Hm
Sweden, Booklets. Box with album with MNH
booklets of Sweden and also 600 booklets World Championship Speed Skating 1966 (Michel 10 II) in original package (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2635 Hm
Sweden, Used Collection, 1855-1954. An old
time album, nicely filled, with nice material, classics to modern, officials, etc.
Estimate $500 - 750
2636 Hm
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1979.
In Scott specialty album with some better earlies such as
1858-61 (6-12, used), and then by XX Century sets, incl.
1924 UPU (213-27) and many others in the modest range,
we also noticed 1916 semipostals (B1-10), 1920 airmails
(C1-3, mint), plus postage dues and officials, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2637 m
Sweden, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-1976.
In blank Safe album (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2638 Hm
Switzerland, Soldiers Stamps. Two stock
books with mostly mint. Contains approximately. 1500 (!)
stamps, partly in blocks of 4 with also duplicates. Most
stamps of the WWII period, but also some older material.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2639 Hm
Switzerland and Liechtenstein, Dealer's
Stock. Four small dealer booklets with a mostly used stock
Switzerland in 3 booklets and Liechtenstein in 1 booklet.
Contains very much material including much better such as
(Michel no's): 145*, 233 (2x), 234 (2x), 245 (3x), 258, 285,
457, etc. Huge array of material, very high cat. value! (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2640 Hm
Switzerland, Nice Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1968. In Kabe album, with much better including
seated Helvetia 5R to 40R, 1862/81: 2R to 1Fr used,
1882/1907 to 3Fr, further nearly complete including Pro
Juventute pre-runner set mint, 1945 Pax set used, better
sheetlets including 1936 Patria*, 1941 Juventute*, 1945
sheetlets, better airmails and postage dues (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2641 Hm
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection,
1851-1966. In Davo album. Well filled with nice Sitting Helvetia, Pro Juventute, Pax set mint, airmail (including 1-2*),
good officials, etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2642 Hm
Switzerland, Strong Holding, 1850-1970.
Several hundred stamps mounted in album and three
stockbooks, with a few Federal Administration issues, nice
Rappens, includes used 304-305, with excellent semi postals and airmails, includes a few airmails, with reasonable
duplication, few mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2643 m
Switzerland, Used Collection, 1903-1928.
Shoe box with 1000-2000 Helvetia with Sword stamps on
pieces. Ideal lot for plate flaws, cancels etc.
Estimate $600 - 800
2644 Hm)
Switzerland, Mint and Mostly Used Collection, 1862-1979. Nicely filled collection in Schaubek album
with some better material and some nice FDC's from the
'40s. Nice quality, recommended!.
Estimate $500 - 750

2646 Hm
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1963. Mint and
used collection of a few hundred stamps mounted in a Scott
Specialty album, better used includes 2, 8, 12, useful
Rappens, 185, B4-B6, B7-B9, B10-B11, B18-B20,
B21-B24, B25-B28, B89, C10-C12, C15, J1-J9, J15-J17,
better mint has 60-68, C2, a lovely collection with many well
struck cancels, examination strongly recommended,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2647 Hm
Switzerland, Folders with Sheets. Contains
(Michel no's): 2 MNH sheets no. 780 (in total 40 stamps),
328-330x in cancelled complete sheets of 25, 529 in complete cancelled sheet of 50 and also some combinations
etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2648 Hm
Thailand, Mint and Mostly Used Collection,
1883-1985. Collection contains better material, including
nice classic and better sets and souvenir sheets and also
many covers, including older ones and unusual frankings.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2649 Hm
Thailand, Mint & Used Collection, 1883-1993.
In a Scott specialty album, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by sets & part sets in the modest range,
and then by modern sets & singles up to $20, recommended as starter collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2650 H
Tunisia & Libya, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer
Stock, 1956-87. With value concentrated in a binder
loaded with duplicated sets, Tunisia section including
many highlights such as 1956 (271-86 x10 & 288-93 x8),
1956-57 (296-301 x8), 1957 (302-07 x8), 1957 (312-14
x13), 1959-61 (338-63B x6), 1962-63 (412-21 x5), 1968-69
(499-509 x7), 1968-69 (514-21 x4), plus 1953-54 (C21-24
x5) & 1965-66 (C25-32 x6). Libya (Fezzan-Ghadames)
section including 1946 (1N1-15 x8) & (2N1-11 x12), Libya
(Fezzan) section including 1951 (2N12-23 x5 & 2NC1-4 x5)
& Libya (Ghadames) section including 1949 (3N1-8 x8 &
3NC1-2 x8), We also noted as a bonus 1956-62 Sudan &
Tunisia collection in Lighthouse album., F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2651 Hm
Tunisia & Morocco, Mint and Used Collection, 1888-1960. Mainly mint and some used collection including Tunisia (cat. Yvert) no. 9-16, 22-27, postage due
no. 9, 10, 11, 16, 17. Further on airmail and imperforate. In
Minkus album. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600

2645 Hm
Switzerland, Extensive Mostly Used Stock.
Housed In 7 stockbooks and contains material from approximately 1900 till 2000. Also contains some better material
such as souvenir sheet (Lausanne 1956), some fiscal
stamps, airmail 1948, 30c. grey used (4x), 40 c. blue MNH
(2x), etc. Very much material, ideal for bourse trader and/or
internet dealer (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
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2652 Hm
Turkey, One Man's Lifetime Collection. A
wonderful collection in a Scott specialty album with impressive strength in the 19th century and back of the book.
There are about 2000 stamps here with issues running from
1863 to the 1940s. Some of the better material includes
over a dozen tughras including 5pi superb used (#5) and
the 1pi on thick paper mint and used (#7), then one of the
scarcest of the star and crescent issues, the 1865 25pi red
orange mint with signature (#13), the 1880/84s complete
mint (#59/63), the1884/86 5pa mint (#66) and 25pi used,
the 1886 25pi used (#77) and 1890s with 1pi mint (#89) and
2pi olive yellow shade mint (#90a). Then into the early 20th
century with better tughras including 1905 50pi top value
mint (#127), 1909 2½pi mint (#156), etc, leading on to a
range of Sultan's visit overprints for Monastir, Pristina,
Salonique and Uskub. Then 1913 Constantinople post office series complete with 50pi brown used (#246), 1914 pictorials complete to 200pi green and black Mohammed V
used (#270), 1916/18 pictorials complete mint (#420/439),
etc. Then a useful range of the 1917 star overprints, followed by 1918 money issues mint (#549/550), 1920 series
complete mint (#591/598), 1923/25 star and crescents
complete mint to 500pi dark green (#605/624), 1924 Kemal
series complete mint (#625/632), 1926 pictorials and 1929
types complete mint (#634/647, 676/681), etc. Also excellent back of the book with postage dues including tughras
complete used (#J1/J4) and an extraordinary showing of
the 19th century newspaper issues with black and blue
overprints for 1891 and 1892 complete used followed by a
further page of these scarce issues with 1891s again to 2pi
used and 1892s again complete used including the “50” error (#P29a). Then there is a fascinating study of 19th century locals and local handstamps with dotted circles in red,
blue and black on star and crescent issues, as well as concentric squares, octagonal and triangular handstamps including attractive small blue triangles of Mount Athos. Also
at the back of the book are excellent Turkey in Asia, Russian Post Offices in the Levant including 1913 Royal Portraits complete mint (#213/227), German POs in the
Turkey, etc, leading on to an extensive study of shades,
perforations, postmarks, etc. from 1865 onwards including
much in multiple format including the different settings.
Highlights here including the 1865 25pi proof in rose red,
the 1886 25pi black and pale gray mint with extra row of vertical perfs (#73), 1913 post office 50pi used block of four
(#246), 1871 1pi postage due with black brown border unused (#J32), yet more Imprimé overprint newspaper issues
this time used on piece, 1908 2pi slate mint block of four
(#P59), etc, etc. There will be much more to discover in this
very pleasing collector's collection, formed over 35 years of
research. Please study the scans to get a flavor of what is
here.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2653 Hm
Turkey, Revenues, a Phenomenal Collection. An exciting specialised collection of Turkish revenues, consisting of 1000s of stamps, virtually all one of a
kind methodically organized and written up from the 1870s
through to the 1930s, the vast majority pre-1920 and lots of
19th century including impressive large tughra designs etc.
Virtually everything is one of a kind with an informed
write-up following the McDonald catalogue and organized
by departments including large court fee stamps from 1883
through 1912, the 1894 child legalization, through to turn of
the century cigarette tax and tobacco strips, 1905 animal
tax,1916 to 1930s issues for cigarette papers, the1925
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coats of arms types for tobacco export etc. Also seen another section with a fabulous range of the deed registration
fees, expenditure fees, fixed fees this time with the tall
tughra types with very impressive mint blocks, foreign affairs issues including large design on colored paper of 1884
for receipts, all the way through to pages of general revenues from the 1920s onwards including further mint multiples. This continues with Hejaz having further earlier
material, such as the spectacular railway issues with highly
ornamented tughra designs in purple, orange and brown as
well as orange with green background, including one on
document page tied by magenta handstamp in Arabic and
Latin script, as well as the later types of 1905 and 1910 with
steam-train designs and the smaller tughra types of 1912 to
1918 etc. Further highlights include the 1880s lottery
stamps with overprints in Arabic and French, large 1908
museum tax issues, national defense association circular
types, an extensive range of 19th century newspaper/advertisement tax issues with extraordinary overprints, patent
medicines, over 50 beautiful petitions stamps of 1885 with
unlisted varieties including imperf and double impressions,
as well as lots of earlier proportional fees all the way through
to the 1920s, large railway parcel quay fees, religious
courts, university matriculation tax, etc, etc. This is followed
by an almost equally impressive range of early local municipal taxes, particularly Constantinople, bazaar fees 1859
imperfs and then the 1862 perfs, continuing through to the
1871s again Constantinople with many different colors, followed by the 1888 cleaning fees cart designs, the gas-lighting fees 1893/95, market fees of 1868 through 1876,
leading on to an extraordinary showing of public wells and
fountains from 1869 onwards. Also other general local issues in many colors including mint multiples, as well as a
scholarly section on the later types of 1899/1902 with
Ayazma, Buyuk-Dere, Gueuz-Tepe including central
handstamp double, Kanli-Kavak, Kara-Koulak and
Tchamlidja etc, through to the 1890/95 real estate tax
stamps with used and unused strips of three, weighing fees
of 1868 through 1906 ornate designs, etc. The other municipalities follow with all kinds of usages for Adana, Ankara,
Bursa, Izmir, Mersin, as well as French Occupation of Syria
overprints etc, not forgetting Occupation of Lebanon etc.
There is also another delightful section on elusive private issues and even charity stamps with a diverse range of red
crescent types of the 1920s, also interesting Turkish Air Association issues of the 1930s including eleven bi-planes
and propellers in the lower corners etc etc. An excellent opportunity for a dealer or collector with some amazing
looking and seldom seen material here. This is a highly
specialised collection with a good range of rare, if not
unique items. It is unlikely you will see a collection of
Turkish back of the book as good as this again. Offered
intact as received.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2654 Hm
Turkey, Mint and Used Collection,
1863-1988. Housed in 3 Kabe and 1 Lighthouse album.
Collection is very well filled and contains nice classic material and many better stamps, definitives, commemoratives,
airmail, nice postage dues etc. Good collection, high cat.
value! (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2655 Hm
Turkey, Mint and Used Collection,
1863-1963. On Schaubek pages, with much better material. Nice collection, high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2656 Hm
Turkey, Mint and Used Collection,
1888-1958. On Yvert album pages, with much better material, classics to modern, including souvenir sheets (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2657 Hm
Turkey, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In three
stockbooks with useful duplication, value concentrated in
the XX Century never hinged sets, and including many
better such as 1936 (775-80), 1937 (781-84 x3), 1938
(789-98 x10), 1938 (799-804 x7), 1938 (805-10 x8), 1939
(823-28 x8), 1939-40 (833-40 x7 & 841 x7), 1940 (842-45
x7), 1940 (855-58 x13), 1943 (896-915 x3, plus 915a souvenir sheet), a lot with nice profit potential, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2658 Hm
Turkey, Mint and Used Collection,
1865-1957. On Yvert pages in binder, with nice material, including better like (Michel no's): 220*, 221*, 252-258, 297,
321 (double overprint), 337 (inverted overprint), A367(!),
A369, 390* (signed), 392*, 395*, local post IVa-IVd*
(signed), ships post VIIa*, VIIb* etc. Nice collection, very
high cat. value (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2659 Hm
Turkey, Mint and Used Collection,
1865-1981. In 2 well filled blank albums (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2660 Hm
Turkey, Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1970.
Delightful collection of several hundred stamps mounted in
a Scott album, many mint stamps, after 1930 generally in
complete sets, includes mint #546, 841, C6-C8, with many
extras, an exceptional lot of this popular country, needs
careful inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2661 Hm
Turkey, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1863-1974. Intriguing selection of a few hundred stamps in
a binder, starts with page of 20+ stamps or pairs with better
cancels, then dozens of mint and used complete sets, most
duplicated with parallel mint and used or mint hinged or NH
stamps, better mint unless noted includes 775-780,
728-736 NH, 781-784 NH, 855-858, C1-C8, C31-C38, nice
clean group, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2662 Hm
Ukraine, Important Collection Assembled 70
Years Ago. Superb old time collection, housed on old fashioned quadrille album pages, mint and used, with many interesting multiples, disclosing the different settings on the
trident overprints including inverted, different colors, etc.
There are hundreds of stamps here, identified by the person who assembled the collection, such as Kiev I through to
high values, Kiev II including some rather interesting right
wing sheet marginal control number multiples, perf and
imperf, as well as blue and black overprints with errors. Also
present, a sheet of 100 of the handstamp on 70kop
interpanneau of sheetlets of 4 of 25 each clearly showing
the wide variety different settings, followed by Kiev III including printed on reverse, inverted overprints, with/without
overprints, yet more multiples, also seen red, as well as
blue and black overprints, followed by interesting Chersan
Toltawa through to Nowobjelitza. Much more here than described, the kind of collection that gets better and better on
each inspection. Ideal for the specialist, an absolute
pleasure to view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2663 H
Ukraine, Displaced Persons Camp & Government in Exile Collection. In two binders; first with
some 1918-23 issues, and second with a wealth of desirable sets such as 1947 issue (perforated, imperforate &
tete-beche pairs with views of Regensburg &
Ganghofersiedlung, the emblem of the United Nation's Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, portraits of Taras
Shevchenko and Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky, and the
trident emblem), also 1947 issue (perforated & imperforate
stamps showing traditional Ukranian folk costumes from
Bukovyna, Pollisia, Podilia, Poltaba & Kuban regions), plus
1948 decorative folder with gold inscription on front, followed by 1948 "Spring of Nations" issue perforated & imperforate, and many other sets & souvenir sheets issued in
the 1950s and mostly described in Borys Fessak book, see
scans on our website, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2664 m
United Arab Emirates, Used Collection. In
large Yvert album. Contains Fujeira 1964-1971 with also
gold stamps on cover, Ras al Khaima 1964-1968, Sharja
1963-1968 and Umm al Qiwain 1964-1968. Seldom offered.
Estimate $600 - 800
2665 HHa
Uruguay, Stock Book, 1939-1944 Issue, part
sheets of 50; some stamps minor defects, F.-V.F. Michel
591-603; €7,500 ($9,980) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2666 Hm
Uruguay, Waterlow Archive Proofs Collection. In a Scott album and mostly with security punch holes,
including two Artigas 5¢ die proofs in different colors, 1930
Black River bridge imperforate block of six, 1937 Artigas 1¢
gutter block with printers handwriting on selvage, 1941
Blanes imperforate singles, 1942 Acuna imperforate pairs
& singles, 1954 Legislature Building & Montevideo gate imperforate blocks of four (center impressions only), plus
many other interesting & desirable singles, strips & blocks.
We also noted some Uruguay issued sheets of four
(330a-32a, 391a-93a & 410a-13a), an unrepeatable lot, be
sure to see, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2667 Hm
Vatican, Accumulation of Collections.
Mostly on White Ace pages and housed in binders, collection No 1 include 1929 (1-13 & E1-2), 1936 (47-54), 1939
(61-67) & 1952 souvenir sheet (155a), plus a large amount
of sets issued in the 1940-85 period, collection No 2 include
1929 (1-13 & E1-2), 1933 (19-34 & E3-4), 1935 (41-43 &
45-46), 1936 (47-54), 1938 (55-60) & 1952 souvenir sheet
(155a), and highly complete to 1980, collection No 3 with
some earlies but value concentrated in the 1942-70 period,
collection No 4 with some better earlies such as 1929 (1-13)
& 1935 (41-46), plus many sets to 1970, also as a bonus a
1959-99 collection mounted on Lighthouse hingeless
pages, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
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2668 H)
Vatican, Accumulation of Collections. Mint &
used, mounted in Minkus and Scott albums, plus a couple
of stockbooks with duplicates, we noted several better sets
such as 1929 Papal Arms & Pope Pius XI (1-13 x2, mint),
1933 (19-34), 1935 Juridical Congress (41-46 x2, mint &
used), 1936 Catholic Press Conference (47-54), 1938 Archaeological Congress (55-60 x2, mint), plus a wealth of
sets issued in the 1945-87 period, incl. airmails, postage
dues, special delivery & parcel post stamps. We also noted
a fair number of 1959-78 first day covers, a clean and useful
holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2669 HH
Vatican, Accumulation. Including file box with
glassines containing blocks of four & singles issued in the
1930s-60s period, group of 1959-67 first day covers, plus
some folders with sheets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2670 Hm
Vietnam, Mint and Used Collection. One substantial volume with well over 750 stamps, nearly everything we can see is one of a kind including occasional pairs
and blocks of 4 with many scarce issues present and even
scarcer varieties. Beginning with the 1951 first series souvenir booklet of South Vietnam (up to Scott #13), followed
by another booklet with 20 of the 1952 Red Cross
semi-postal issue (Scott #B1), then the 1954 crown prince
series mint never hinged (Scott #20/26) etc. Then another
interesting part of this holding, the 1945/46 Viet Minh provisional overprint stamps of Indochina, seemingly complete
including one of the scarcest issue the "viet nam dan chau
Congo hoa" and "buu chinh" on 25cts blue rice planter with
both types of overprint mint never hinged (#1L14, #1L14a),
plus another extraordinary error, again not mentioned in
Scott on "doc-lap tu-do hanh-phuc buu-chinh" on the 4cts
Doumer pair, with the right-hand stamp having the line
"hanh-phuc" inverted, se-tenant. These issues run all the
way through to the 1948 Ho Chi Minh types for the embryonic North Vietnam again with much scarce material, for example the so called tissue paper mint and used
(#1L62/1L63), along with the scarce 1956 50 dong surcharge also both mint (x2) and used (#50), leading on to the
Democratic Republic with a very strong showing, including
leaders with flags series complete mint x 2 (#6/8), the 1954
surcharges with four different types (#12,13, 13var, 14), as
well as mint with all the overprint color permutations on the
10d on 100d and 20d on 300d (#13,14 vars), even multiples
including the 10d and 100d inverted overprint pair and the
20d on 200d block of four, followed by the Dien Phu series
complete mint (#17/19), the 5d official surcharge mint
(#07), the land reforms inc block of 4, the Cu Chinh Lan officials complete mint (#O10/O16), the government series(#28/31), box surcharges again including those not
listed in Scott, further souvenir sheets, progressive color trials, unissued designs, etc, etc. A highly recommended
viewing for the specialist, a most important holding of this
increasingly popular area. Dealers or collectors this an
opportunity not to be missed.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2671 Hm
Yugoslavia, Virtually Complete Collection. A
replete mint and used collection of thousands of stamps
housed in a Schaubek album. The series are usually either
entirely used or entirely mint with much never hinged from
the 1930s onwards. The collection begins with the Cyrillic
and Latin overprints for Bosnia/Herzegovina including mint
10k purple signed, then SHS overprints for Croatia includ-
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ing on white numerals 15f violet mint, on 10k parliament
mint, a range of double and inverted overprints as well as
unusual types we have not seen before including on France
25c blue sower used, as well as postage dues including 12f
mint. The forerunners are similarly comprehensive including scarce 6f blue Vienna printing newspaper stamp mint,
followed by virtually complete Kingdom of Yugoslavia with
highlights including WWII occupations with Istria, Trieste,
etc, 1949 imperf train centenary souvenir sheet, 1951 100d
airpost kleinbogen used, Esperanto 300d airpost used and
oddball PTT Jugoslavia 600d denomination in lilac with star
in dark green, through to 1980 Tito souvenir sheets mint
which are seldom seen, and much, much more. This is an
attractive collection with very few empty spaces, completely
uncataloged. Please inspect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2672 H
Yugoslavia, Errors and Varieties Only. An
exciting well filled holding with virtually all of the items still on
their original auction cards as bought at the time and full of
eye-catching material. For example, an excellent showing
of perf errors and pre-printing paper folds on the 1921 King
Peter I definitives including the 10d brown used pair with
both horizontal perf lines through the middle of the stamps,
then the 25p blue margin block of four with strongly misplaced perfs, the 4d blue green used strip of 4 with all perfs
misplaced, etc. Then further attractive paper folds on the
1921 disabled soldiers fund 25p+25p light blue mint pair
and block of four, the 1918 Cyrillic forerunner overprint on
Bosnia 50h Kaiser's birthday issue with overprint inverted,
mint never hinged, the1920 Slovenia forerunner 2d
blackish violet Peter I proof printed double on old newspaper - a very impressive item - through to WWII 1941 Italian
occupation of Slovenia 0.50d on 1.50d surcharge for
Lubiana block of 16 showing full offset of the '050' imprints
on the reverse etc. Also seen are good post-war varieties
too including the 1951 insurrection anniversary 3d claret
margin block of four with perfs partially doubled, the 1960
Children's Week Tax 2d red corner block of 10 with dramatic paper folds, the 1971 50p green tourism definitive
mint never hinged strip of 5 with phosphor bands not listed
in Michel and accompanied by Velimir Ercegovic certificate
and the 1987 red cross tax 5d mint never hinged horizontal
pair imperf between etc. A few other valuable non-Yugoslavian items seen as well. A superb holding of errors, including a good number of rare, if not unique items, ideal for the
specialist, dealer or collector.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2673 HHa
Yugoslavian States, Accumulation of Complete Sheets, From 1990. Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia,
Slovenia etc. in 2 large sheet albums and loose. Many hundreds of sheets, including imperfs. High cat. value! (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2674 Hm
Yugoslavia, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Four stockbooks with a MNH, mint and used stock, with
some better items, officials, postage dues etc. Nice assortment, very high cat. value! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2675 Hm
Yugoslavia, Mint and Used Collection,
1870-1986. On blank pages in Kabe album, well filled with
souvenir sheets, covers etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2676 Hm)
Yugoslavia and Area, Collection, 1916-1984.
Excellent collection mounted in Scott Specialty album begins with Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia- Slavonia and
then on to Yugoslavia, with many mint and used complete
sets, better mint includes 1L1-1L16, 185-196, with many
parallel mint & used sets after 1945, mint 461-468,
B26-B31, B32-B37, B40-B42, C7-C14 mint & used, C33 &
C33a used, with decent BOB and occupations, much better
than average, sure to delight any collector, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Foreign Area Collections
2677 Hm
Africa, Mint & Used Collection. Few hundred
stamps mounted on pages, includes Angola, Angra,
Azores, Belgium East Africa, Cape Verde, Congo, Egypt,
Ethiopia including mint NH N1-N7, Funchal, Liberia,
Lourenco Marques, Morocco, Mozambique, S. Africa and
Zanzibar, generally modestly priced material, should provide enough sale able lots for a retail or internet dealer, take
a gander, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2678 Hm
Asia, Valuable Lot of Many Different Countries. Including Shanghai local post, S. Korea 2 values in
sheet/part sheet (these 2 alone catalogue 2300 euro!),
good minister booklet Taiwan with 1964 fruit and 1966
Mask sets mint n.h., much more Taiwan, Japan including
souvenir booklet with better 50/60's, also much old/classic
Japan, massive amount of envelopes with much mint n.h.
material etc. etc. in stock books and loose, in box.
Adventure!.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2679 Hm)
Asia, Stock, 1860-2000. Intriguing lot in nine albums or stockbooks, including Japan sheets, souvenir
sheets and postal stationery Cambodia with many early
complete mint sets, Korea, Laos, Nepal, Netherlands Indies, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand, with many better mint
souvenir sheets throughout, condition a little mixed on the
early issues but overall an appealing assortment with much
potential to be had, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2680 Hm
Asia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In display
pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in six
counterbooks, including Bhutan, Cambodia, Japan
1948-49 (422 & 479), Korea 1902 (38, used), 1948 (78-79
& 80-84) & 1949 (107), Democratic Republic of Viet Nam
1956 (32-35) sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets up to
$150, also Laos, Mongolia, Ryukyu Islands & Thailand examples, great holding for the internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2681 H
Asia, Mint Collection. Malay States with other
Asian countries like Singapore and Vietnam in album on
blank pages. Much material, including much better, but
partly stuck to the album (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2682 HH
Asia, Modern Mint Collection, 1978-1994.
Gorgeous mint NH Asia collection of a few hundred stamps,
includes Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Republic of
China, Japan, Korea, Pakistan and Thailand, most in com-
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plete sets, includes strips, miniature sheets and souvenir
sheets, several hundred stamps in two Scott albums, excellent as addition to a collection or to break up as topical sets,
inspection required for proper evaluation, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2683 Hm
Asia, Collection, 1950-1980. A few hundred
stamps mounted in a Scott international album, includes
Cambodia, mint China with 1115-1117, 1183-1188, PRC,
Indonesia, Japan with mint 218-221, 223-226, 230-233,
280-283, 285-288, 290-293, 295-298, Korea, Laos, Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam, with plenty of used and CTO
sets, mixed condition, a nice grouping, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2684 Hm)
Asia, Mint & Used Collection. Few hundred
stamps mounted on pages, 1915-1960, includes Hong
Kong, India, Macao, Manchukuo, Tannu Tuva, Thailand,
Viet Nam and Zanzibar, some better items included, should
provide plenty of sale able sets and stamps, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2685 Hm
Baltic States, Mint Collection, 1918-1940. In
Kabe album. Collection is well filled, with some better material, definitives, commemoratives, souvenir sheets etc.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2686 Hm
Baltic States & Southern Europe, Collection
With Bonus. In four Scott specialty albums, including Estonia (1918-2006) section with some useful sets & souvenir
sheets, Latvia (1918-2007) section with regulars in the
modest range, nice semipostals and some airmails, Lithuania (1919-2005) section starting with some early issues,
followed by several colorful XX Century sets, including airmails, semipostals and Memel representation. We also
noted Croatia (1941-99) section with several sets & souvenir sheets issued during German Occupation, Serbia
(1869-1943) section, Yugoslavia (1919-91) collection with
plenty sets in the modest range, including semipostals &
airmails, plus some Trieste examples, also as a bonus
Bosnia-Herzegovina & Slovakia representations, plus
some Soviet Republics (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Ukraine &
Uzbekistan) sets issued in the 1990s, great retail potential,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2687 Hm
Baltic States, Mint & Used Collection. A few
hundred stamps mounted on pages and in a stockbook,
with many full sets, especially Estonia airmails, great way to
start collecting this popular area, please review, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2688 Hm
Benelux & Colonies, Collection, 1852-1950.
Excellent collection of a few hundred stamps in a Scott Specialty album, Belgium begins with used 1-12, 31, mint
172-184 & 213, with plenty of semipostals and parcel posts,
Luxembourg with many mint complete sets, Netherlands includes used 1-6, 7a-12, 50, 53, with lots of colonies, and
BOB, mixed condition especially among the classics,
should be an easy buy at our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2689 Hm
Central America, Mint & Used Collection. In
four Scott albums and some album pages with some duplication, we noted some better (mint unless otherwise noted)
such as Costa Rica 1940 (191-95 & C46-54), 1941
(201-08), 1943-47 (224-32), 1941 (C57-66), Nicaragua
1878-80 (8-12 with numeral cancels), Panama 1937
(C27-32), 1937 (311-16 & C40-42), 1939 (322-30 &
C54-61), plus some El Salvador, Guatemala & Honduras
examples in the modest range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2690 Hm
Central America, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock.
Mounted in display pages, identified by Scott number, and
housed in four counterbooks, including El Salvador, Cuba,
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua & Panama sets
and singles up to $25, also some Canal Zone, Dominican
Republic & Haiti examples, great for the internet seller,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2691 H
Central America, Collection, 1860-1960.
Several hundred stamps mounted in three specialty albums, loads of complete sets, the best appears to be the
Dominican Republic and Guatemala but also includes
Costa Rica, Cuba, Haiti, Honduras, Panama and Salvador,
excellent lot to expand upon or break up for internet sales,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2692 Hm)
Europe, Collection of Collections. Europe in
twenty two volumes, includes Austria collection, Belgium
collection in two hingeless albums, Bulgaria collection,
Greece collection, stockbook of Hungary and Romania, Italy collection, Liechtenstein collection, Luxembourg collection, Vatican City collection, Russia collection in Scott
Specialty album, Netherlands with B144a and B145a, Germany & Berlin collections, Portugal collection, San Marino
collection, Ireland collection, very little mixed condition, with
high catalog value there is undoubtedly potential here for
dealers and collectors alike, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2693 Hm
Europe, Mint and Used Collection till 1940.
In fat old Schaubek album. Nicely filled collection, classics
to modern, with some better items.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2694 Hm
Europe, Mint & Used Assortment. Eclectic
and heterogeneous holding with sets & souvenir sheets
mounted on pages, including (mint unless denoted), Belgium 1935 (B169), Germany 1933 (B49-57), Italy 1934
(324-28), Italian Colonies 1933 (23-31 & C13-19) &
1933-34 (C20-27), Aegean Islands 1934 (C28-31), Libya
1930 (B23-29), Monaco 1955-57 (C40-44), Russia 1935
(559-68, used) & 1933 (C45-49), Sweden 1924 (209-11),
Switzerland 1945 Pax (303-05, used) & 1940 (B105),
highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2695 Hm
Europe & Colonies, Collection. In six albums,
and including Austria with mostly used XIX Century representation and many mint regular & semipostal sets, Germany with German Empire, Berlin, Federal Republic, DDR,
Colonies & Occupation sections, Netherlands Colonies
Netherlands Antilles, Indonesia & Surinam, Spain with
many mint sets issued in the 1956-70 period, plus Cape
Juby, Ifni, Fernando Po, Rio Muni & Spanish Sahara sets,
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Switzerland with several early semipostal sets in mint
condition and some souvenir sheets, a varied collection requiring some time for a thorough viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2696 Hm)
Europe, Mint & Used Collection. Couple of
thousand stamps mounted on pages, 1915-1960, includes
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, German Area, France, Greece,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands and Colonies, Portugal, Romania, excellent Russia, San Marino,
Turkey, Vatican City, and Yugoslavia, a wide range of material, should be carefully inspected, there should be loads
of sale able material for the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2697 Hm
Europe, Booklets. Collection of 272, mostly
MNH booklets of Sweden and also 95 booklets of other
countries, including Germany, Norway and France, in 4 albums.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2698 Hm
Europe, Mint Europa Stock, 1972-1992. On
stock cards in a box. Michel approximately €8,000
($10,640).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2699 HH
Europe, Mint Europa Collection. Extensive
MNH collection of sheetlets of 10 or 20 of various Europa
CEPT countries. Collection runs till 1987 and houses in 4
expensive Lindner albums (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2700 Hm)
Europe, World War II Mostly Mint Collection.
Including Sudetenland 1938 Reichenau locals, Karlsbad
souvenir sheet, plus three covers, German Feldpost 1943
Tunis (Michel 5a) & 1944 Rhodos (Michel 9 & 10), Germany 1948 posthorn band and net overprints, including
several unissued examples, plus double and inverted overprints listed by Michel, also Russian Occupation & DDR
representations, followed by Austria 1945 (1m, 2m 3m &
5m unissued stamps with vertical bars mentioned and
priced in Scott), 1945 (Scott 405-27, including extra 1m &
2m stamps with 12½ perforations), Austria locals, Croatia,
Belgium, Finland, France, Greece, General Government,
Italian Occupation of Cerigo, Hungary, Netherlands, Poland, Polish Corps in Italy & Serbia examples, a very
interesting holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2701 Hm
Europe, Mint & Used Old-Time Collection.
Presented in a well-preserved Schaubeks album, better
noted include Hungary 1932 (462-65, mint), 1913 (B1-17,
used) & 1925 (B80-87, mint), Romania 1906 (196-206,
mint), plus Czechoslovakia, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, Spain & Switzerland sets & singles in the modest
range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2702 Hm
Europe, Mostly Used Collection. Presented
in eight Scott albums, including Austria, Czechoslovakia,
France, German Area (German Empire, Berlin & DDR),
Italian Area (Italy, San Marino & Vatican City), Scandinavian Area (Denmark, Finland & Sweden), plus an album
with worldwide sport topical stamps issued in the
1960s-70s, viewing advised for full appreciation of its profitability! F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
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2703 Hm
Europa, Mint & Used Collection and Stock.
In nine binders, four albums and stockbook, including five
White Ace binders with slip cases, we noted some better
covers such as San Marino 1961 two first day covers, each
individually franked with scarce souvenir sheet of six (Scott
490, Sassone 23), plus Paraguay unlisted souvenir sheets,
recommended for dealer or collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2704 Hm
Europe (Central), Collection. Including Austria (1850-1999) collection in Scott album with XIX Century
representation, plus many regular &semipostal sets, and
some airmails, postage dues & newspaper stamps, Liechtenstein (1912-94) collection in two Ka-Be hingeless albums and starting with 1912 set, followed by several other
desirable sets, Switzerland (1852-1963) collection in Scott
album with value concentrated in the XX Century issues, including attractive semipostal section with fresh sets & souvenir sheets, plus some useful airmails, postage dues and
officials, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2705 Hm
Europe (Central), Mint and Used Collection.
Includes Italy 1861-1938, Hungary and Switzerland
1854-1980 in large Yvert album, with some better material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2706 Hm
Europe (Central), Collection, 1860-1950.
Few hundred stamps in Scott album, better includes Austria
used 378-379, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Liechtenstein with mint C1-C6, and Switzerland,
loads of decent sale able material, review is suggested,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2707 Hm
Europe (Central), Mint & Used Collection To
1970s. Presented in an International album with majority of
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, starting with
Austria representation, followed by Belgium collection, including several useful semipostal sets & Congo examples,
then by German Area section (early States, Danzig, German Reich, Saar & Federal Republic), also Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Netherlands & Colonies (Curacao, Netherlands Antilles, Dutch Indies & Surinam), plus Switzerland
section with early semipostal sets, internet dealers should
take a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2708 Hm
Europe (Eastern), Collection. Presented in
four Scott specialty albums, Albania (1913-77) starting
with some better such as 1919 (97-101 & 104), 1920
(125-28), 1924 (158-62 & 164-70), plus 1924 (B1-8), Bulgaria (1879-60) section with several modest sets, Czechoslovakia (1918-91) section with plenty of sets, including
Bohemia-Moravia examples, Hungary (1871-1985) section with many sets & souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century, including semipostals, airmails, officials & postage
dues, plus some occupation examples, Poland (1918-90)
section with many regular, semipostal & airmails issues,
plus General Government fresh section, Romania
(1866-1960) section with used XIX Century representation
and attractive semipostal sets, plus some airmails & postal
tax examples, viewing recommended to appreciate the
value and profitable opportunities offered here, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2709 Hm
Europe (Eastern), Collections. Better mint Albania includes 178-185, along with many complete CTO
sets, better mint Bulgaria includes 353-356, 578-582,
728-734, 882-889, C3, C19-C30, better Romania includes
588-594 in sheet of four (Michel 140€), and 488A-488C and
488Ad-488Cf (Scott $100), and Turkey generally complete
mint from 1955-1980, unusual collection with plenty of room
for expansion or for retail break down, review is suggested,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2710 Hm
Europe (Eastern), Dealer Stock. Few hundred
stamps in four counter books, includes Albania mint
210-214, 697-700, Bohemia Moravia mint 1-19, Bulgaria
mint 237-242, Croatia, Hungary mint 2437, used
C428-C434, Latvia, Montenegro mint 7, Poland used C26 B
& C, Romania mint 19, 22, 23, 25, 29, 34, 384-388, used
158-165, C57a, Serbia used 87-97, Yugoslavia mint 383,
2NJ9-2NJ11, condition is a little mixed but there is enough
value to make a quick look worthwhile, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2711 Hm
Europe (Western), Stock. A few thousand
stamps in ten counter books, includes Austria used 39,
41-46, 65, 371, C57, C58, Spain used 76, 88, mint
1159-1168, B74-B105, Cape Juby mint 26-28, 90-105,
Switzerland used 22, 58, mint 376-377, Corfu mint N30,
Crete mint 2-5, Danzig used 195, Germany used 1, 2, 36a,
76, mint 7, Greece used 38, 65, Luxembourg used 11, 42,
Monaco mint 13, 17, 20, 230, Netherlands used 3, Belgium
mint B25-27, B555-B557, B558-B560, used 8, 9, 108-121,
Q5, and this is just the tip of the iceberg, with excellent German States, some condition issues, an exciting lot full of
possibilities-Careful viewing will surely prove worthwhile,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2712 Hm
Europe (Western), Old Timer Mint and Used
Collection. Main value in Germany and Territories, including many better stamps 3rd Reich with covers, blocks, Zeppelins, Saargebiet including nice cover, German Colonies,
Scandinavia including better Sweden, other European
countries, also some outside Europe, in big fat, partially well
filled Schaubek album (mint stamps partially stuck on
pages). Massive cat. value.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2713 HH/H
Europe (Western), Mint Topical Collection.
Selection of mostly Western Europe stamps and souvenir
sheets, generally art on stamps and aviation, Liechtenstein
includes 136-150, France includes 907-909, 1100, C22,
French Southern & Antarctic Territory C15-16A, St Pierre &
Miquelon 423-428, Belgium B561-B566, Israel 241A, along
with Saar, Switzerland and Monaco, many are NH, a wonderful lot for the topical dealer or collector, examination encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2714 Hm
Europe (Western), Extensive, Mint or Used
Scott Album Collection. Comprised of Benelux and
French Colonies A-Z. Includes nice Belgium and Congo,
strong Netherlands, plus representative French Colonies,
from Algeria through Upper Volta, useful mix, bulk generally
F-VF, well worth an inspection.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2715 HH/H
Independent Africa, Mint Modern Collection,
1959-1970. Desirable and valuable mint collection, mostly
NH, with semi postals, airmails and officials, mounted in five
albums, includes but not limited to Aden, Algeria, Burundi,
Cameroun including imperfs, Central Africa Republic, Chad
including imperfs, Congo, Congo Republic, Dahomey including imperfs, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast,
Katanga, Malagasy Republic, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco,
Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Togo, Tunisia, United
Arab Republic, and Upper Volta, with dozens of topicals this
should be an easy sale at our low minimum, huge catalog
value, please investigate, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2716 Hm
Independent Africa, Mostly Mint Collection.
In Scott specialty album, and including an attractive Liberia
section with sets, part sets & singles issued in the
1885-1970 period, also Libya 1955 (153-67) & 1960
(192-206A), plus Gabon, Guinea & Lesotho sets issued in
the 1960s-70s period, worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2717 Hm
Independent Africa, Mostly Mint Dealer
Stock. In display pages, identified by Scott number, and
housed in five counterbooks, including Benin, Burundi,
Cameroun, Central Africa, Congo, Dahomey, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea, Liberia, Maldive Islands, Mali, Mauritania, Mayotte, Togo sets & singles in the $5 to $10 range
with some better, ideal for internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2718 Hm
Latin America, Collection. In five Scott specialty albums and additional Global album, including Argentina (1858-2000), Brazil (1844-1996), Costa Rica
(1863-1990), Dominican Republic (1883-1971), Ecuador
(1881-1968), El Salvador (1867-2000), Guatemala
(1871-1974), Honduras (1865-78), Mexico (1856-1998),
Nicaragua (1869-1974), Peru (1862-1988), Uruguay
(1860s-1996) & Venezuela (1859-1991), a useful lot with
many good pickings, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2719 Hm
Latin West Indies, Mint & Used Collection. In
three albums and some album pages, value concentrated
in Cuba section with some useful duplication, including
several better (mint unless noted) sets such as 1899
(225-26 & 227-31), 1910 (239-46), 1928 (284-93), plus
1951 (463-65 & C44--46), 1953 (C75-78), 1956 (C136-46),
1958 (C185-91), 1960 (C211, souvenir sheet), plus some
Dominican Republic & Haiti examples in the modest range,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2720 Hm
Middle East, Mint & Used Collection. In four
albums, including Egypt (1866-1997) collection with several King Farouk sets, UAR representation and some examples issued for Arab territories after the partition of
Palestine in 1948, Iraq (1918-86) collection with some
earlies issued under British Mandate and many modern
sets, Israel (1948-98) collection, including many never
hinged sets with tabs, Jordan (1924-99) with several sets &
part sets in the $5 to $15 range, plus many modern sets,
Lebanon (1924-82) section with some better such as 1926
(B1-12), Syria (1919-94) section with several sets issued
under French Occupation, plus many sets issued after full
independence, Turkey (1863-2006) collection with XIX
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Century representation and many sets from 1916 onwards,
including some semipostals, airmails, postage dues, officials issues, plus Alaouites, Alexandretta & Cilicia examples. Also Palestine 1918-27, Saudi Arabia 1930s-90s &
Yemen 1930-66 issues, a useful offering for the dealer or
collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2721 Hm
Middle East, Mint & Used Stock. Housed in
six stockbooks or albums, includes Afghanistan, Dubai,
Egypt with many complete mint sets and souvenir sets, Iran
with mint sets such as 1077-1078, 1101-1102, 1247-1248,
1259-1260 & 1133, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait with some complete sets, Palestine, Syria, Yemen, a most desirable selection from this increasingly popular area, plan on perusing
this lot for a while, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2722 Hm
Middle East, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In
display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in
five counterbooks with many better mint sets & singles such
as Aden-Quaiti 1951 (21-27), 1955 (34-40) & 1963
(48-52), Aden-Seiyun 1942 (4-11), 1951 (20-27), Turkey
1863 (1), 1876 (54), 1880 (61-62), Saudi Arabia 1934
(139, 141 & 143 imperforate pairs), also Afghanistan,
Ajman, Bahrain, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman-Muscat, Palestine, Sharjah Dependencies, Tunisia sets, part sets &
single in the $10 to $20 range with some higher, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2723 HH
Middle East, Lovely Mint Collection. Comprised of select countries, neatly assembled on Scott Specialty pages including Palestine 4-14, 15-25, 48-62, 63-84,
Ras Al Khaima 1-8, Sharjah complete to 1965, South Arabia complete, South Yemen complete 1968-1977, Trucial
States 1-11, Umm Al Qiwain and Fujeira, UAE 13-24,
25-46, 51-58, 59-67, 69-82, 83-90 etc. Fresh and generally
VF og NH, nice, unusual lot, ex Towson.
Estimate $400 - 600
2724 Hm)
Middle East, Mint & Used Collection. Few
hundred stamps mounted on pages, 1915-1960, includes
Iran including mint O41-57, Saudi Arabia and Syria, generally modestly priced material, excellent lot as a foundation
for this popular area or to be broken up for retail, please inspect to correctly ascertain this lots true worth, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2725 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1960. In Esselte album. Collection contains much
better material like (Michel no's): Sweden 12, 144-158*/o
(1st UPU set), 159-173*/o (2nd UPU set), 285B/Dr**(!),
Norway 10, Iceland 140*, 142-146**, 175-180*, good classic Finland etc.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2726 Hm
Scandinavia, Well Filled Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1950. With better Sweden including 1858: 9
ore and 50 ore, Ring type specialised, 20/30's with types
and perfs, 1924 UPU to 1kr, further nearly complete, Norway and Denmark with better classics, 1907 Haakon set of
3, 1912 Post office 5kr, Finland including better etc. etc. in
very well filled old Scandinavian album. Nice lot!.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2727 Hm
Scandinavia, Useful Mint & Used Collection.
Presented in a Minkus album with many desirable sets &
singles, better (mint unless otherwise noted) include Danish West Indies 1908 (43-50, used), Denmark 1904-05
(65-69, used), 1912 (79-81), 1912 (82, used), 1915 (135,
used), 1924 (167a, 171a & 175a se-tenant blocks of four),
1925-29 (C1-5 x2, mint & used), Finland 1866-74 (7-11,
used), Iceland 1939-45 (229-31), 1940 (232-35), 1937
(B5), 1930 (C4-8), 1931-37 (C9-11), Norway 1855 (1,
used), 1863 (2-5, used), 1863 (6-10, used), 1867-68
(11-15, used), 1925 (104-10, used), 1930 (B1-3), Sweden
1855 (2, used), 1858-62 (6-12, used), 1872-77 (17-27,
used), 1916 (B11, used), 1916 (B12-20 used), plus some
Central Lithuania imperforate & perforated stamps, well
worth inspecting, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2728 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection,
1876-2000. 3 Davo and 2 Safe albums, including souvenir
sheets and stamp booklets. Contains Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Iceland and Faroe Islands.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2729 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection. In 5
Stender albums. Contains Denmark, Norway, Iceland,
Greenland and Finland.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2730 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. In a
Scott album with better (used unless otherwise noted) including Danish West Indies 1908 (43-50), Denmark 1851
(2 x2), 1857 (6, mint), 1863 (10), 1904-05 (65-69, mint)
1907-12 (72-78, mint), 1913-28 (121, 123-25 & 127-29,
mint), 1915 (135), 1924 (167a, 171a & 175a, mint se-tenant
blocks of four), 1930 (210-19, mint), Norway 1855 (1 x2),
1856-57 (2-5 x2), 1863-66 (6-9), 1925 (104-10, mint), 1930
(B1-3, mint), Sweden 1855 (2 x2), 1858-62 (10-12), 1903
(66, mint), 1924 (213-20 & 223-24, mint), plus Finland sets
in the modest range, a desirable collection with a wealth of
useful sets & singles, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2731 Hm
Scandinavia, Nice Mixed Lot. Including many
booklets from old to new including better, also covers Sweden + postal stationery used/unused, in 2 albums, interesting lot!.
Estimate $600 - 800
2732 )
Scandinavia, FDC's. Small box with FDC's of
Greenland and some FDC's of Denmark, Iceland etc. Also
yearbooks present: Greenland 1978-1987 and Faroes
1977-1985. Nice lot, high cat. value! (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2733 Hm
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. Mint
and used collection in Scott Album, 1866-1950, includes
Denmark with mint B3-B6, Finland with nice mint semis,
Greenland with mint 1-9, Iceland, Norway and Sweden,
many complete sets, many nice sale able items, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2734 HH
Scandinavia, Mint Stock. Fat stockbook with
Finland, Iceland, Greenland and some Aland (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2735 H
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. In nine
well-filled Lighthouse hingeless albums, including Aland Islands (1984-2007), Denmark (1947-2008), Finland
(1967-2008), Norway (1946-2008) & Sweden (1966-1993),
viewing should prove to be worthwhile, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2736 H
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In
display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in
three counterbooks with many better mint sets & singles
such as Danish West Indies 1905 (40-42), Denmark
1877 (31-32 & 34, used), 1930 (210-19, used), Greenland
1945 (19-21), Iceland 1882-98 (17, used), 1930 (152-61),
plus Finland, Norway & Sweden sets & singles in the $5 to
$10 range with some better, definitely worth exploring,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2737 Hm
Scandinavia, Used Collection. In a Scott album with some highlights such as Norway 1856-57 (4-5),
1867-68 (14-15), Sweden 1858 (6 & 8-9), 1866 (13-14 &
16), 1903 (66) & 1920 (C1-3), plus Denmark sets & singles
in the modest range, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2738 Hm
South America, Mint and Used Collection,
1930-1995. Much material in 9 old Importa albums. Contains many nice items like blocks of 4, some covers, bisected stamps etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2739 Hm)
South America, Specialized Collections,
1867-1935. Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay, each country
in two albums, includes Bolivia with fifty one mint & used
#1's, twenty four 2, both with a myriad of varieties, mint 6,
Paraguay includes mint 2, 5F used, mint 30 with imperf pair
and specimen, Uruguay includes counterfeits of 1-3, used
15, interesting group of 1866 imperf and perf issues, complete mint sets 217-222, 225-234, 238-249, 267-278,
282-284, 285-298, 386-387, 388-390, 394-409, 430-440,
447-452, and an excellent range of BOB, all in all a exceptional chance to acquire material with this many varieties,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2740 Hm
South America, Mint & Used Stock. Delightful
lot of couple of thousand stamps in stockbooks or albums,
includes collections of Brazil, Peru and Mexico, with mint &
used stamps and souvenir sheets from most of Latin America, many complete mint sets present, a golden opportunity
to obtain some useful material from this area, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2741 Hm
South America, Mint & Used Collection. In
five Scott album, two binders and several album pages, we
noted some better items concentrated in the Brazil section
1866-79 (53-67, 68-70 & 72-77 with fancy cancels), 1898
(126, 128 & 135, mint), also Argentina (1867-1968), Chile
(1850s-1960s), Colombia (1880s-1960s), Ecuador
(1865-1976), Peru (1886-1968), Uruguay (1860s-1960s) &
Venezuela (1880s-1960s, incl. C62-63 & C164-80) representative collections with majority of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, and ideal for the internet seller,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide Topical Collections
2742 Hm
South America, Mint & Used Dealer Stock.
Mounted in display pages, identified by Scott number, and
housed in four counterbooks, including Argentina, Brazil,
Ecuador, Peru & Venezuela sets and singles up to $50, also
some Bolivia, Colombia, Chile & Paraguay examples, great
for the internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2743 H
South East Asia, Mint Collection. Mounted in
three home-made albums, including Laos 1951-52 (1-17),
1954 (25-26 & C13) & 1956 (27-29 & C20-21), plus many
other colorful sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1956-75
period Viet Nam 1951 Views & Emperor Bao-Dai (1-13),
1954 Prince Bao-Long (20-26), followed by Republic of
Viet Nam 1955 Flight of the North Vietnamese (30-35),
1956 President Dinh Diem (39-50), plus semipostals, airmails, and many other sets in the modest range issued in
the 1956-75 period, an attractive holding, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide Topical Collections
2744 HH/H
Worldwide Topicals, Flowers. Very extensive
thematic collection flowers in 40 albums, Collection has
been collected alphabetically and contains very much MNH
material. Very high cat. value (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2745 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, Space, One Man's Collection, a Huge Estate Offered Intact As Received. Filling up one man's shelf and now in many boxes, this
represents a lifetime achievement of collecting anything
connected with space, as well as parallel exploration via
balloon, rockets etc. There are over two dozen volumes, virtually all one of a kind more often than not, filled to capacity.
This is without considering his Apollo flights that are written
up on a separate stack of album leaves from the ill fated
Apollo I onwards, nearly 2 faint high! Often this postal history is incorporated into the stamp collection but there are
also 1000s of covers - as we can see from our random
search without duplication - ranging from attractive silk cachets, postal stationery, aerogrammes etc, definitely worldwide in scope. There is also collateral including a range of
different embroidered space emblems, shoulder patches
etc, also autographs Russian as well as American including
a handwritten note from the late and great Neil Armstrong,
as well as other separate items from Michael Collins, Buzz
Aldrin, Charles Conrad etc etc. There is plenty of stuff here
that we have never seen before. Please note some of the
countries present apart from the more obvious US/Russia
space race is French Colonies in general, British Commonwealth including Antigua, Ascension onwards, through to
Europe with Germany both East and West, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Hungary, Poland, Romania to
name but a few. More often than not, so much is chronologically written up within the diverse scope of the collections.
There is also a very good “work in progress” holding representing material that he was waiting to incorporate into his
various main categories within the space theme. We have
also seen pioneer space exploration including the 1933
Russian stratosphere series, covers with unusual Netherlands “aerotorpedo” postal history 1933 and further postal
history with scarce parachute cover 1935, followed by the
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Polish purple miniature sheet of 1938, as well as late 1930s
GB rocket coronation labels KGVI, through the 40s inc the
first issue of The Rocket of June 1946 postmark with Dutch
Royal emblem and globe with wing marginal mauve
Ruimtevaart Studio neatly tied by the fancy cancel etc. Also
seen torpedo including Zucker 1933 and similar 1930s fascinating interrupted Rocket Flight with Sangatte from
France accompanied by both sower definitives and rocket
labels etc. Virtually everything else here conceivable including better Far East, particularly noted is the North Vietnam including scarce imperfs apparently very sought after
today, among other areas such as Mongolia, China etc.
Even the US has the iconic missing flag with the famous
Neil Armstrong first man on the moon on cover in pair juxtaposed with and without flag etc etc. This extraordinary
lifetime's work is from the estate of R. Crire and is a must
view for anybody interested in this area. Outstanding and
diverse with so much more here to discover, highly
recommended.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2746 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, Train Collection. Thousands of mostly mint or never hinged stamps in fourteen
binders with strength in modern material, including imperforate varieties such as Grenadines of St. Vincent (Union
Island) 1984-87 (progressive imperforate trial color
proofs), Honduras 1898 (103-10 imperforate blocks of
four, including 105b red violet), Hungary 1949 (C67), Mali
1973-74 (C195-97 & C226-29 imperforates), Nevis 1985
(438-40, imperforate trial color proofs), plus plenty of British
Commonwealth countries sets & souvenir sheets, also a
few Canada booklets and some Poland picture postal
cards, a nice collection of a highly popular topical, truly an
opportunity not to let fly by, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2747 HH/H
Worldwide Topicals, Dealer Stock. Hundreds
of complete mint sets in eight counter books, topics includes automobiles, sports, Olympics, trains, birds, butterflies, mushrooms, fish, flowers, horses, royalty, space and
flight from countries such as Antigua, Benin, Cambodia,
Dominica, Laos, Philippines, St. Vincent, Viet Nam, catalog
value is huge, bid quickly to get in on this one, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2748 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, Mafeking & Boy Scout
Movement Award-Winning Collection, 1893-1985. Presented in two albums, and illustrating the relation between
Mafeking's postal history and the foundation of the Boy
Scout Movement, starting with XIX Century postal cards &
envelopes, and some interesting photos, such as one
showing the Dixon's Hotel and cadet on bicycle, we also
noted several valuable stamps (Scott 162, 164, 167, 171,
178, 179 x2, used), followed by many XX Century worldwide postal history items and stamps related to Scouting,
and including some better sets & covers such as Hungary
1925 (B80-87 x2), plus extra complete set on cover tied by
pictorial cancels. A nice offer from a popular collecting area
that shouldn't pass unnoticed, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2749 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, Flowers. Fat stockbook
with MNH sets and souvenir sheets of the theme Flowers.
Collection contains very much material, including better
sets and in good quality (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2750 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, Religion on Stamps
Holding. An incredible collection of thousands and thousands of religion on stamps and covers, from 1930's to
present, includes FDC's, event covers and maximum
cards, with popes, saints, churches, Christmas, angels,
apostles, Madonna, Jerusalem, synagogues, many souvenir sheets such as Hungary 528, B92, B95, Monaco 864,
Portugal 674 on cover, the cost of just acquiring this material is many times our low estimate, a unique opportunity
that begs to be taken advantage of, inspection is strongly
suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2751 HH
Worldwide Topicals, UPU 75th Anniversary
& British Empire Victory & Peace Omnisets. All appear
mint NH, UPU is complete except for the San Marino sheet,
with many extras such as Hungary 859-860, C63 C81
imperf, Indonesia 65a, Liberia 330-331, C67 imperf, C67a,
Monaco 245-246 imperf, Russia 1392-1393 imperf, Victory
& Peace Issue is complete, don't miss this opportunity, inspection is invited, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2752 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, Davo Theme Books.
Box with 23 theme books of Davo with stamps. Contains the
following books: no. 1 (2x), 2 (2x), 3 (2x), 4 (3x), 5 (2x), 6, 7
(2x), 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19 (2x) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2753 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, JFK collection. In six
White Ace albums with worldwide sets & first day covers,
and also including souvenir sheets and several imperforate
sets, we also noted three essay cards by Wimmer of Vienna, excellent for topical collector or internet seller, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2754 HH
Worldwide Topicals, 1974 UPU and QE2 Coronation Issues. Both sets appear complete, with many
imperfs and souvenir sheets, UPU mounted in two Lighthouse albums, Coronation mounted in three Lindner hingeless albums, all mint NH, great for the topical collector or
dealer, please review, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2755 HH
Worldwide Topicals, Military Uniforms,
Queen II Coronation and UN Collections. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in three albums,
almost all mint NH with a few used examples, the military
uniform collection is neatly arranged alphabetically by
country and the UN collection appears complete to 1979,
excellent lot for collector or dealer, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2756 HH/H
Worldwide Topicals, 1949 UPU Omnibus Issue. Mounted in two albums, mostly mint hinged, includes
all British issues and both San Marino sheets, excellent lot
to break up for retail, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2757 HH
Worldwide Topicals, Football, 1987-1988.
Stockbook with 8 imperf proof souvenir sheets of St. Vincent, sheetlets of 10 with British football clubs from the British Premier League 1987-1988 with 9 different color trials
per souvenir sheet. In total 72 sheetlets.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2758 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, Birds Accumulation.
Thousands of mint & used stamps and some U.S. first day
covers, housed in stockbooks & binders. We noted some
strength in British Commonwealth, European & Latin American material, unchecked in detail, and definitely worth our
estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
2759 )
Worldwide Topicals, Metals. Stockbook with
20 illustrated cards and covers of the theme Metal (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2760 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, Castles on Stamps Collection. Mostly mint and mounted in Lindner hingeless album pages, and housed in two binders with slip cases,
including stamps issued in the XX Century; Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany Gibraltar, Hungary, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Poland,
Portugal, Spain & Switzerland, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Cover Collections
2761 )
Worldwide, Hundreds of Cacheted Event &
Naval Covers. 500+ covers mounted in two albums, dozens of themes but includes British Commonwealth Silver
Jubilees, hand applied cachets with Golf IL, maiden voyages, USS Augusta Sees the World cachets, First All New
Jersey Air Mail Flights, Chickamauga wooden nickel collection, Mickey Mouse 10th Birthday cacheted, 1938 Navy Day
cachets, USS Stingray submarine shakedown cruise covers, USS Sampson shakedown cruise covers, 20th Anniversary of Armistice covers, various commission covers,
state capitol cachets, Memorial Day cachets for naval vessels named for fish, Pilgrim Cacheted FDC Baseball Centennial cover, USS Lang shakedown cruise covers,
Hackensack Valley wooden nickels, USS Sterett shakedown cruise covers, Constitution Day cachets, Naval facilities cachets, 1934 USS Northampton welcomes USS
Macon cachet, and lots more, must be seen to be
appreciated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2762 )
Worldwide, Postal History Collection. Box of
a few hundred covers and postal stationery, some better includes 1851 covers, 1902 South Carolina Interstate West
Indian Expo covers (x5), 1902 American Express illustrated
ad covers (x3), 1934 Army Plane Emergency Service covers (x3), and a 1918 First Airmail Service New York to
Washington DC w/C3, some mixed condition, with plenty of
other sale able material, this should be useful to any postal
history dealer or collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2763 )
Worldwide, Assortment of Covers. Twenty
items, better include Great Britain 1840 Mulready letter
sheet (Form A8), Germany 1929 Friedrichshafen to Tokyo
picture post card with 2m Graf Zeppelin, plus additional
1929 Friedrichshafen to Tokyo envelope with 4m Graf Zeppelin, German Offices in Cameroun 1907 picture postcard with 5pf vertical pair, and interesting illustration, we
also noted several unused British Commonwealth (Ceylon,
Hong Kong, India & Victoria) postal stationery items,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Worldwide Accumulations, Stocks and Assortments
2764 )
Worldwide, Postal History Lot. Few hundred
covers from around the globe in a carton, includes airmails,
registered, ads with a few illustrated, a couple multicolored,
condition is mixed, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2765 )
Worldwide, Postal History Grouping. Comprising 20 items mostly from the 19th Century, better noted
include Hungary 1874 envelope with 10kr pair (10), Lombardy-Venetia 1866 folded letter franked with 3s (21),
Prussia 1867 envelope, franked with 4pf yellow green x2
(15) & 4pf green (15a), Sardinia 1861 folded letter cover
with interesting bicolored franking (5¢ & 10¢), and signed
Bolaffi, plus additional 1861 folded letter cover with 10¢ single franking, Tuscany 1860 envelope with 10¢ Coat of
Arms, plus several others in the modest range, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2766 )
Worldwide, Event & First Day Cover and
Stamp Sets Collection. Collection of a couple thousand
covers, first days and cacheted event covers, and stamps,
includes several binders from Postal Commemorative Society, British Philatelic Society, with themes such as 1986
Royal Wedding, Flora & Fauna of the World, America'a Bicentennial for covers, then a few binders from the Postal
Commemorative Society World of Stamps series, with partial and complete mint sets of various topicals, and a binder
of mint & used worldwide souvenir sheets, great lot for the
topical collector or dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide Accumulations, Stocks and
Assortments
2767 Hm
Worldwide, Shop in a Box. Delightful red box
holding, or heaven as you prefer, over 125 of them mostly
jam-packed with singles, sets and selections, mint or used,
this lot is in perfect order, at a glance nothing expensive but
very easy to sell out of, we noted British, Europe, Portugal &
Colonies, Canada, USA, Russia (5 boxes!), Asia,
Phillippines (3) and China (3) to name a few, conservatively
estimated as the owner needed to make room for more,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2768 H
Worldwide, Ultimate Stock and Packet Makers Dream. Mint and used, well organized for the most part
with great representation of most Countries. All in Scott
numbered glassines and/or neatly bundled per 100. Owner
says a strong showing of US, Great Britain, Australia and
Canada just to name a few. Many desirable commemoratives included. We guess that there are close to if not more
than 500,000 (thats right half-a-million!) stamps. Viewing is
essential to properly value as our estimate is very conservative and is based upon theat this was a last minute arrival
and is sold on the order of the estate., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2769 Hm
Worldwide, Accumulation of Old-Time Collections. In twelve Scott albums, better noted (mint unless
otherwise noted) include Diego Suarez 1890 (7 & 9, used),
Falkland Islands 1912-14 KGV (35-36), Great Britain
1883 QV (96) 1902-11 KEVII (140 mint & 142 used), Malta
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1914-18 KGV (60-61, used), Newfoundland 1918 Caribou
(115-26), Trinidad 1883-84 QV (68-73), United States
1918 (C2, block of four), 1926 White Plains sheets (630 x3),
plus some useful Hawaii examples and many worldwide
fresh sets & singles in the modest range, please inspect
carefully, worth spending time on, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2770 Hm
Worldwide, Stamp Mania. Thousands and
thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets in 190+ binders
and albums, an amazing range of material which besides
Eastern Europe includes Scandinavia, Russia, PRC, Africa, South America with a lot of Cuba, Europe includes
France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, British Commonwealth, Middle East, India, Canada, with many topicals especially sports, there are probably no rarities, just hundreds
of mint and used sets and singles, condition mixed as to be
expected in a lot this size, an overall delightful accumulation
of smaller lots with potential to offer for internet dealers,
country lot and topical bourse dealers, should prove to be
worth the time spent viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2771 Hm)
Worldwide, Useful Accumulation. Stuffed
into nine boxes, this is one of those lots that every envelope,
box and album has a surprise, includes good used US, mint
& used Norway, hundreds and hundreds of US & foreign
cover, picture postcards and postal stationery including ad
covers, registered, APO's, FDC's, stampless, inaugurals,
album of Viking Mission covers, souvenir sheets, album of
Apollo covers and ephemera, even Pennsylvania Railroad
stocks, scattered US postage, messily presented but will
reward the winner's effort many times over, prepare to
spend some time with this holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2772 Hm)
Worldwide, Misc. Jumble. Tens of thousands
of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in ten cartons, besides Eastern Europe the lot includes United States postage, stockbook of used Russia, British Commonwealth,
Africa and Western Europe, mixed condition, we're unable
to look at it all so we leave it up to you, time to explore this lot
will be the key factor, so roll up your sleeves, dive in and enjoy, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2773 Hm)
Worldwide, 20th Century Philatelic Smorgasbord. If you cannot find it anyplace else, it's probably in
one of these four cartons, thousands of stamps covers and
all matter of things philatelic, includes US precancel collection, worldwide FDC's and cacheted event covers, postal
stationery, sheets of Xmas seals, highway post office first
trip covers, and stamps, stamps and more stamps, great
way to spend a winters weekend, review suggested, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2774 Hm)
Worldwide, Collection of Collections,
1857-2000. Six boxes filled with albums, binders and boxes
full of stamps, labels, souvenir sheets and covers, includes
United States collection with postage, mint USSR collection
1967-1992, worldwide souvenir sheet collection, Argentina
& Brazil censored covers in an album, Germany receipts
and worldwide censored covers, and hundreds of US
FDC's, a very interesting accumulation deserving careful
inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2775 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation.
Housed in a large group of binders, better noted include
Great Britain old-time collection with a valuable XIX Century representation showing different plates, including
some specimen overprints & British Offices abroad examples, we also noted an extra three-ring binder with plate
study of 1d QV (Scott 33, plates 71 to 220) & several reconstruction of sheets interesting for the specialist, plus a
group of covers, including one datelined in the 1590s, Germany collection with 1872-1995 issues, including some
se-tenant pairs & blocks from booklets, German Occupations during WWII collection (General Government, Bohemia-Moravia, Danzig, Memel & Saar), German States
collection with value concentrated in Baden & Bavaria,
DDR collection with several key sets, United States collection with 1932-80 issues, there is unquestionably a substantial catalogue here and our estimate is conservative,
inspection highly recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2776 Hm
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation.
Given to us at the last minute a relatively small yet very interesting box, loaded with good items. Just dipping into the
box at any part will give pleasure in its diversity and value. It
includes worldwide postal history and back of the book from
classics to modern. Much of it is chaotically presented with
a “sell at any price” instruction. Many items here were
bought individually but not worked on or processed as was
the intention. This will break up extremely well for any stamp
dealer/collector workaholic looking for a good project for a
worldwide collection or marketing on the net. Must be
viewed to be appreciated! Our valuation is, please note, just
a start.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2777 Hm)
Worldwide, Hodge-Podge Accumulation. Including seven Scott specialty albums with Channel Islands,
General Government, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, New Caledonia & Vatican, plus Austria collection
housed in Minkus album with many useful sets issued in the
1940s-70s period, Israel collection with tabs issued in the
1950s-70s period, Mozambique 1975-91 sets on Scott
pages, also as a bonus special album with U.S. covers issued by the Franklin Philatelic Society, and honoring the
Heritage of each of the fifty States, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2778 Hm
Worldwide, Bonus Time for Face Value Lot.
$1,500 face in mostly complete U.S. sheets, 1¢ to 22¢ values, also includes mint Canada, worldwide mint and used
Western Europe and United Nations, a little something for
everybody, inspection is encouraged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2779 Hm)
Worldwide, Stock, 1857-2000. Thousands of
stamps and covers stuffed into five cartons, the United
States stamps include wines, Xmas seals, 19th century and
BOB, California revenues, and foreign stamps, the vast
majority individually identified and priced, neatly organized
by country, includes a Princess Diana collection, a great lot
for the internet or retail dealer, take a look, bid and enjoy,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2780 Hm
Worldwide, Accumulation. Including three
Scott specialty albums; first with Netherlands collection
(1852-1972) depicting shade variations, second with Philip-
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pines collection (1946-76), incl. semipostals & airmails;
third with attractive Papua New Guinea collection
(1952-90). We also noted a collection, commemorating the
25th anniversary of the coronation of QEII, and including
British Commonwealth sets issued in 1978, plus well-filled
stockbook with New Zealand useful sets, and additional
stockbook with accumulation of Hong Kong souvenir
sheets issued in the 1990s, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2781 Hm)
Worldwide, Philatelic Jamboree. Thousands
and thousands of stamps on stock pages, in glassines,
loose in boxes, includes interesting China, Russia with souvenir sheets, Aland Islands and Faroe Islands collections in
two Scott albums, nice Finland collection in Scott album,
Germany collection in Scott album, a United States plate
block collection in a Harris album 1944-1970, and thousands of used US, many in duplication, as well as covers
and picture postcards with many real photo, a chance to obtain some very useful material, we invite inspection, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2782 Hm
Worldwide, Stock and Africa Collection.
With value concentrated in two counter books with worldwide mint sets, part sets & singles such as Austria B119-21
& B138-41, Belgium B256-63, France B238-43, New Caledonia 323 imperforate strip of five in unissued colors (trial
color proof), Poland 1936 (306-07 x7), 1938 (B31) & 1948
(C26Cd) souvenir sheets, plus many other desirable sets in
used condition, collection in four hingeless albums contain
stamps from Cameroun, Dahomey, Gabon, Ghana,
Guinea, Katanga, Madagascar, Central Africa, Togo & Upper Volta issued in the 1950s to 1960s. We also noted as a
bonus a stockbook with Czechoslovakia stamps, overall
condition is F-VF, recommended for internet dealer. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2783 Hm)
Worldwide, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. Includes a nice selection of Laos singles & blocks of four, Soviet Union blocks of four & souvenir sheets, useful Italian
& Portuguese areas, plus many saleable sets & singles
such as Ecuador 1929 (C22 x3), Bahawalpur 1949
(22-25vars, imperforate pairs), Cameroon (682-83 imperforate pairs), Georgia 1922 (28-29vars. imperforate pairs),
1923 (43var. & 45var. x2, imperforates), Jordan 1947
(236-44vars, imperforates) & Occupation of Palestine 1950
(NRA1-12) & 1952 (RA43-46), Lebanon 1949 (229-33),
Norway/U.S. four Trans-Polar Flight Expedition cards,
Transvaal (148-52, used blocks of ten), Uruguay 1860 (13,
vertical pair), 1931 (410a-13a), Yemen (91var, imperforate), recommended for the intrepid internet seller, definitely worth our conservative estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2784 Hm
Worldwide, Miscellany. Including Paraguay
(1880s-1970s) collection in Minkus album, Trucial States
collection (Ajman, Dubai, Fujeira, Manama, Sharjah &
Umm Al Qiwain), Russia (1860s-1960s) collection, Hungary (1970-86) collection, United Nations (1951-88) collection & Uruguay (1880s-1970s) collection, plus Austria
(1850s-1990s) extensive stock in several binders with duplication, Netherlands XX Century mint & used stock &
South East Asia (Burma, Cambodia, Indo-China, Laos &
Viet Nam) stock, this description is just an outline of what is
here, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2785 Hm
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation.
With main value in Germany, housed in 9 Scott Specialty albums plus much more, with useful States and Colonies sections as well as 3 World Wide albums with a few surprises
like a used Great Britain 1840 with almost 4 full margins.
Overall clean and F-VF, a close review strongly suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2786 Hm
Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in three boxes, includes two mint & used Russia collections 1957-1976 &
1981-1990, 1963 Red Cross omniset, excellent Canada
mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album, stockbook of
mint and used Africa with many souvenir sheets, 1976
America Bicentennial in album, Palau collection, Europa
collection 1956- 1993, JFK collection in album, mint & used
Japan, DDR collection in hingeless albums, and much
more, viewing promises to be a pleasure, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2787 Hm)
Worldwide, Miscellany. Including Sweden
collection depicting color & paper varieties of stamps issued in the 1880s-1930s period, United Nations collection
in Scott specialty album with 1951-98 sets & postal envelopes, plus Geneva & Vienna issues, also several
stockbooks with worldwide sets, part sets & singles, and as
a bonus eight albums issued by the United States Postal
Commemorative Society filled with 1970s-2000s first day
covers, unchecked in detail and you never know what's
gonna pop up, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2788 Hm)
Worldwide, Pandora's Box. Including about a
dozen of stockbooks with worldwide sets, part sets, singles
& souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century and up to $20,
also United Nations, United States & Israel first day covers,
plus Americas Bicentennial covers in two special albums &
1977 Silver Jubilee of QEII album, our lack of time is your
gain, please explore, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500
2789 Hm
Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. Including two Scott specialty albums; one with Great Britain &
Offices Abroad mint & used collection (1850s-1980s), other
with Africa Independent Countries representation of sets issued in the 1960s, we also noted a springback album & two
three-ring binders with Cuba 1959-83 issues, plus additional three-ring binder with Philippines collection
(1947-74), incl. some imperforate pairs, dealers should
take a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2790 Hm)
Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. In
one carton, including Europa topical collection in three
binders, we also noted Africa Independent countries representation mounted in two Scott albums, and issued in the
1960s-70s period, two Global albums wit worldwide sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, and as a bonus
some United Nations blocks of four on album pages, plus
several World Wildlife Fund covers & souvenirs useful for
the topical collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2791 Hm)
Worldwide, Caboose Lot. Several thousand
stamps in a carton, includes envelope of worldwide souve-
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nir sheets, United States collection in album with mint 232,
233, 235, Prexies complete, Famous Americans complete,
mint Spain collection 1970-1990, 1974 UPU collection, US
used 116, 119, mint K3, several gold foil airmails, Australian
Antarctic collection, JFK collection in album, a bit of mint
Hong Kong, condition is slightly mixed, rewards will be plentiful for the winner of this potpourri of material, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2792 Hm
Worldwide, Misc. Assortment. Many thousands of stamps in a carton, includes US plate block collection in a Harris album with Overrun Countries complete, and
commemoratives complete to 1965, two stockbooks of
used Europe, stockbook of mint & used mostly topicals,
small stockbook of used France, a few other stockbooks
with used Canada, India and Burma, mint German WW2
collection on pages, a few mixed condition, a very useful
group and worth inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2793 Hm)
Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Two
boxes of various philatelic material, includes box of United
States FDC's with many sports related cachets and 1930's
cachets, album of inaugural covers, second box contains
Iceland collection, several albums with moderately priced
stamps within, a collection that will need careful evaluation
to fully appreciate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2794 Hm)
Worldwide, Accumulation. Including U.S.
plate blocks on Minkus & Scott pages, and issued in the
1933-62 period, also White Ace binder with topical sets
(Ships on stamps, Fairy Tales, Birds & Animals), Polish
covers used in the 2000s, Vatican City (1929-86) collection on two White Ace binders with many complete sets,
also worldwide collection in two International albums with
many sets & singles in the modest range, recommended for
internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2795 Hm)
Worldwide, Assortment. Several thousand
stamps and covers in two cartons, includes mint & used Finland collection in three stockbooks, mint & used Luxembourg collection in a stockbook, mint & used Portuguese
Colonies collection in stockbook, British Commonwealth
Africa, documents with French revenues and a worldwide
collection in three Minkus albums, mixed condition, a little
bit for everyone, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2796 Hm
Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. Including Brazil collection starting with some "inclinados" &
"goat eyes", followed by XIX Century representation and a
highly complete XX Century section, France collection in
Lindner album pages with some classics and value concentrated in the XX Century, Luxembourg & Liechtenstein
collection in a Lindner album with 1950s-60s issues, Haiti
1942-80 collection on album pages, including. airmails &
postal tax, also a respectable group of folders with country
collections (Aruba, Canada,Ceylon, Czechoslovakia, Hong
Kong, Korea, Newfoundland, Norfolk Island, Pakistan, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent, Spain, Sweden & Switzerland), plus
glassines with unchecked worldwide stamps unchecked in
detail, definitely worth exploring, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2797 Hm)
Worldwide, Hodgpodge. Including Austria
(1975-99) collection in two Lindner hingeless albums,
United Nations (1951-77) collection in White Ace album virtually complete for the period, and including some postal
envelopes, Greece 1940s-70s issues in two Scott albums,
Vatican City collection with 1942-80 issues, Great Britain
first day covers issued in the 1990s-2000s, and several unchecked binders with worldwide stamps & first day covers,
a good dealer lot to be broken down, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2798 Hm)
Worldwide, 1860 Onwards. Includes binders
of worldwide souvenir sheets A-C, N-S, mostly mint collection of Laos in album, binder of sheets from Marshall Islands and Micronesia, and a binder of Palau, both with
much NH material, a small group of mint India postal stationery, and lots of worldwide singles, some mixed condition,
but a diverse group that is sure to get a lot of attention,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2799 Hm
Worldwide, Philatelic Extravaganza.
Includes stock book of mint & used Philippines under US and
Japan, Scott album with mint Japan, Norfolk Island
100-113, 126-1400, British Indian Ocean Territory 63-77,
Hong Kong 309-311, and three Harris Citation albums with
a thousand stamps, mostly inexpensive material, there may
be some sleeping beauties waiting to be awakened, please
inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2800 Hm)
Worldwide, Fun Box Lot. Includes John F
Kennedy collection, Tide Water Associated Oil Miniature
prints of famous war posters booklet, FDC's and picture
postcards including two leathers, Ryukyu Islands and US
possessions collection in Scott album, AMG collection in album, two albums of Italy FDC's, and plenty of other fun stuff
to dig through, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2801 Hm
Worldwide, “A” to “Z” Assortment. Thousands of mint & used stamps mostly issued in the XX Century, organized by country and housed in glassines with
useful pickings throughout, including British Commonwealth Countries, Latin America & European Countries with
majority of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, a
very worthwhile holding to view and on which to place an enthusiastic bid, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2802 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including, Princess Diana collection in two binders, Canada &
Newfoundland used collection with some better singles and
sets, also four boxes with worldwide stamps, organized in
glassine envelopes and housed in four boxes, plus several
binders with stamps unchecked in detail, recommended for
dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2803 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including seven International albums with worldwide sets &
part sets in the modest range, Philippines collection with
stamps issued in the 1950-75 period, also 1870s-1970s
U.S. collection, including 1937-63 plate blocks and revenues, we also noted Christmas seals & first day covers,
worth exploring, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2804 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including United Nations collection in two White Ace binders
with singles & blocks of six issued in the 1951-75 period,
United States collection of 2¢ & 3¢ Banknotes with contemporary cancels, Czechoslovakia sheetlets, plus several
binders with worldwide sets & part sets in the modest range,
ideal for the internet seller, worth exploring, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2805 Hm)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A
very diverse lot that needs to be seen in order to scope its
potential value, better items include two large 1939 Argentina large covers with CITRA unsevered souvenir sheets,
Austria 1945 (405-23), Czechoslovakia sheetlets, German
Area collection, Hungary 1958 (1189var, imperforate souvenir sheet), Japan 1949 (479), Morocco 1962 (65var, imperforate) & Viet Nam (C5-9 imperforate sheets from
booklet). We also noted Canal Zone & United Nations
dealer stock in glassines, plus many worldwide sets in the
modest range, if you are an internet seller this lot for sure
will provide you a nice profit., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2806 Hm)
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Including U.S. plate blocks (1955-70) collection in two
White Ace albums, plus U.S. postal cards & envelopes issued in the 1970s-80s period, Sweden (1891-1974) mint &
used collection in Scott album, we also noted an interesting
old book titled "Panama and the Canal" by Willis J. Abbot
published in 1913, and some covers, viewing recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2807 Hm)
Worldwide, Philatelic Enjoyment in a Box.
Few thousand stamps and covers in a box, includes Hungary & Switzerland collection in album, picture postcards,
foreign covers, US FDC's, mint & used foreign in old approval books, collection of Australia States on pages, mint
Russia in glassines, India States, with enough sale able
items to make this lot quite desirable, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2808 Hm
Worldwide, Dealer Stock on Cards,
1869-1970. Hundred of stamps on display cards, mostly in
sets, mint ranges from no gum to NH, neatly arranged alphabetically by country, most need to be repriced and then
they are ready for resale, mixed condition, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2809 Hm
Worldwide, Philatelic Hodge Podge. A few
thousand stamps nestled in several albums and
stockbooks in three boxes, contains the usual East European countries, but with better pockets of material such as
Russia, South America, United States, quite a few topical
sets, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2810 Hm)
Worldwide, Misc. Mixture. Marvelous assortment in two boxes, includes United States revenues with
RC18 (x2), 1987 Hong Kong year set, binder of Australia,
British & French Antarctic, box of 228 mint U537b (cat value
1,710.00), precancels, a France deluxe die proof, a Rare
US Stamp Investment Portfolio, box of covers and picture
postcards, in short more than enough to make this attractive at our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2811 Hm
Worldwide, Misc. Accumulation. Including
thousands of mint & used stamps in albums, stockbooks &
three-ring binders, better areas noted include: European
countries, Denmark 1965-86 issues, Hong Kong 1970s issues, New Zealand 1974-86 issues, Thailand stock from
1963 onward, also Island of Man collection in two Lindner
hingeless albums with slipcases, plus additional Lindner
hingeless album with Jersey sets issued in the 1970s-80s
period, we also noted Israel stamps and San Marino first
day covers, a last minute entry, spend some time to taste
the flavor, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2812 Hm
Worldwide, Misc. Accumulation. Stockbook
with diverse material of various countries, including classic,
Asia with China, varieties etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2813 H
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Lot. A wonderfully
diverse lot of a few thousand stamps, includes Liechtenstein sheets and souvenir sheets, Saar sheets, worldwide
collection in a Scott Specialty album with good Azores,
Chile, Columbia, Germany, Honduras, Libya, Mozambique
Company, and used Austria and Hungary, should be inspected, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2814 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of
Collections. In four cartons, including Japan mint collection in Minkus album with sets & singles issued in the
1955-67 period, two albums with World Wildlife Fund covers, Canada starter collection with some XIX Century examples and airmails. We also noted two Minkus albums
with Trucial States (Manama, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah &
Umm Al Qiwain), plus a Scott China album with few stamps
issued in the 1940s and excellent for continuation, viewing
will prove rewarding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2815 Hm)
Worldwide, Tail End of Large Collection.
Thousands of stamps, covers, postal stationery and revenues crammed in a large carton, with five albums, four
stockbooks and several US mint sets, a little bit of everything can be expected, mixed condition, please inspect,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2816 Hm)
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Lot. Stamps in a
stockbook, includes C18 used block of four on piece, mint
RW4, used airmails with heavy duplication, RW5 & RW6
mint, RW1 faulty, J61 bisect tied on 1925 cover, a load of
useful sale able material, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2817 Hm
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet and Complete
Set Grouping. Useful selection of souvenir sheets, strips
and complete sets housed in two binders, with sheets from
Columbia, Croatia, Egypt, Falkland Islands, Kenya, Liberia,
Mali, stamp strips from France, nice Hong Kong group, two
mint sets from French Polynesia, and much much more, a
wonderful lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2818 Hm)
Worldwide, Philatelic Storeroom Accumulation. Thousands of stamps, mint & used in binders, albums, glassines and boxes, includes mint United States
face, US First Day Covers, Israel FDC's, picture postcard
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collection, mint & used US collection in a Scott National album, with some better Canada and British Commonwealth,
needs careful inspection, sure to be some nuggets hidden
away, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2819 Hm)
Worldwide, Balance Lot. Hundreds of covers
and stamps in several albums, many first day covers and
cacheted event covers, a few beginner's worldwide albums,
plus some topical sets on display cards, interesting
melange, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2820 Hm)
Worldwide, Smorgasborg. Couple of thousand stamps and covers crammed in two boxes, with many
worldwide first day covers, many stamps on stockpages
and in albums, better includes nice Ireland collection on
pages with used 96-98, 106-117, and an album with Great
Britain and British Commonwealth, should prove to be profitable, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2821 Hm
Worldwide Accumulation With a Bonus. Including International album with worldwide singles & sets in
the modest range, issued in the late XIX & early XX Century
period, we also noted worldwide covers & picture postcards, including a group of 30 envelopes posted in Germany to domestic destinations in the 1932-45 period, plus
1939-43 U.S. first day covers, also as a bonus United
States stamps with $100 in face value ready to be used as
postage, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
2822 Hm)
Worldwide, Mishmash Accumulation. Better
than average accumulation in two boxes, includes album
with used US collection, album with used Canadian collection, box with mostly mint US blocks and plate number
blocks, censored covers, but the most interesting are nine
binders with mint and used stamps mounted in them,
mostly inexpensive material but with pockets of better such
as Italian and Spanish Colonies, China and Russia, worth a
long careful look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2823 Hm)
Worldwide, Caboose Lot. Thousand stamps
and covers, includes used 230-237, 285-290, 294-299, full
mint sheets of Germany inflationary stamps, mint US postage and stationery, group of covers from Harris and
Roessler, some better used US, Christmas Seals, have a
look and see what you think, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Collections
2824 Hm
Worldwide, Old-Time Mint & Used Collection
To 1930s. Presented in six International albums with some
duplication, and a wealth of desirable sets, part sets & singles in the $40 to $100, value concentrated in Italian Colonies (Cyrenaica, Somalia & Tripolitania) and Portuguese
Colonies (Angola & Azores), plus useful India, Iran, European & British Commonwealth material, also Latin America
representation, worth allotting time to view, as this collection has plenty of potential, see photos on our website,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2825 Hm)
Worldwide, a Magnificent History of the
World During the 20th Century in Philately Including
Important Postal History. One man's collection in 24 well
filled SAFE albums, loaded with good material representing
one man's lifetime's attempt to capture major events and
the causes determining those events. Some of the topics include how Great Britain post WWII secured the independence of so many BC countries with complete definitive sets
from Bahamas, Dominica, British Honduras, British Guyana, Gilberts, Grenada, Jamaica, Nauru etc all with set to
the $5 or £1 with appropriate overprints for independence/new constitution, similarly with other European colonial territorial including interesting Franco covers sent to
“France Zone Libre”, as well as the attractive French colonial long definitives series with further overprints from the
1940s from Madagascar, Reunion, Somali Coast, etc. Also
some interesting Belgium, Italian and French including correspondence with a wide array of postal history, censor
bands, many circuitous journeys etc, some important material present. The collection further unfolds with good series
from Portugal such as the first OTAN and NATO equivalent
of Greece as well as the 1950 “dove of peace” of Saar, good
Palestine forerunners to the pound on both Palestine and
Egyptian definitive series. Also a section dealing with the
monarchy that survived the war with some interesting
postal history/collateral. Also links with the universal
themes such as humanity through art including Cervantes
1937 private miniature sheet of Spain, earlier 1905 Don
Quixote to high values 4pts and 10pts, better US series of
the 1920s, useful Curacao and some very good material
overall making some the sum of the collection far more than
its individual parts. World War1 is a very strong theme with
a complete series of 12 of the 1915 Roulbot colored
sketches of the meaning of war for children (and orphans),
also interesting cards from Soriac and above all cinderella
such as famous generals of the French Red Cross, an unusual 1917 hospital auxiliary cards with the prescient
“jusqu'au bout” strip of 4 from booklet and many other important items such as “life on the front” complete, including
the scarce and emotive series from Gabard among others.
There are also several dozens vignettes patriotic, as well as
fascinating Tsarist Russian postal history with multiple
combinations, good Ottoman empire, Greece and much
more that will challenge the postal historian with plenty of
valuable covers here including colonies from the world, not
just Europe ie Argentina, Netherland Indies registered censor, Scandinavia etc etc. There is also much non listed material throughout including proofs, varieties, back of the
book, errors as well as stamps with the more obvious such
as the PAX series of Switzerland complete, Berlin red and
black overprints complete and much very good Soviet Occupation Zone not listed in Scott, just loaded with anything
connected with the topic under consideration here for example 1945/46. Also just noticed excellent early Russia,
Baltics and Poland in transition 1918/19 with the various
provisional governments with scarce postal history as well.
The above description is just the tip of the iceberg. This
collection could either be expanded on or broken down into
hundreds of individual auction lots. Please study the scans
to get a flavor of what is here. An opportunity to buy one
man's outstanding collection, offered intact as received.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2826 Hm
Worldwide, “A” To “Z” Mint & Used Collection. Thousands of regular, semipostal & airmail stamps
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from very early to very modern, presented in eleven Global
albums with plenty of sets, part sets & singles in the modest
with several better such as Antigua 1953 (107-21), British
Solomon Islands 1965 (128-42), Falkland Islands
1951-52 (107-20), France 1953 (B276-81), 1954
(B285-90), 1956 (B303-08), Italy 1934 (C62-65), a great
holding for the dealer, please allot time to view, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2827 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Presented in fifteen International albums with most sets, part
sets & singles issued in the 1940s-70s period, and including
many sets up to $30 with some highlights (mint unless
noted) such as Belgium (435-45), Bermuda (123a-25a &
126-28), British Honduras (115-26), Cyprus (168-82),
Eritrea (168-74), French Equatorial Africa (C9-12 &
C15-16), Gambia (102-19), Gibraltar (113-18) & (132-44),
Italy (331-41 & C66-72), Montserrat (114-26), North Borneo (193-207), Sierra Leone (173//85), highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2828 HH
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Collection,
1976-1987. Exciting collection of mint NH new issues,
mounted in twelve albums, countries included but not limited to are Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Anguilla, Argentina, Bahrain, Barbuda, Belize, Benin, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central Africa, Chad,
Chile, China, PRC, Columbia, Comoros, Congo, Costa
Rica, Djibouti, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Ethiopia, French Polynesia, French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Gabon, Ghana, Grenada-Grenadines, Guinea, Haiti,
Honduras, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Laos,
Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, New Caledonia, Nicaragua, Niger, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Syria,
Togo, Tunisia, UAE, Upper Volta, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Wallis & Futuna and Yemen, with vast majority of stamps in
complete sets, there are dozens of topicals present- aircraft, animals, antiques, coins on stamps, Olympics, royalty
and sports to name a few, catalog value is enormous,
please plan on spending some time to peruse this lot, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2829 Hm
Worldwide, Powerful Lot of Only Better Issues. Large variety, including Monaco definitive set to 20fr,
Iran 1924/5: 1c to 30kr set of 14 mint never hinged (2x), Estonia 10 Markka 1923 Airmail, better Germany Reich and
Bund, Great Britain including 1885: 1sh I.R. Official unused
no gum (little smudged, cat. value 5500 euro!!), Andorra
first issue 5fr used, better Scandinavia (part?) wrapper from
Montevideo to Barcelona franked with Napoleon 80c and
Montevideo 10c (address erased) etc. etc. in stockbook.
High retail potential!!.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2830 Hm
Worldwide, “A” To “Z” Mint & Used Collection. In ten International albums with literally thousands of
worldwide stamps, alphabetically organized and with plenty
of mint or never hinged sets in the modest range, we noted
some strength in British Commonwealth, Europe & Latin
America material, we are confident that an internet dealer
would be able to make a profit out of it, if it is broken down
properly, definitely worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2831 Hm
Worldwide, Twenty Volume Collection,
1857-2000. Thousands of stamps mounted in twenty Scott
International albums, 19th century used and 20th century
mint, with highlights too numerous to mention, includes
Denmark, extensive France, Greece, Hong Kong
1970-1993, Ireland, excellent Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Nyassa, Russia 1965-1993, Vatican City, Virgin Islands, and that is without the usual East Europe
countries, dozens and dozens of complete mint sets there
for the taking, an excellent opportunity to acquire nice clean
material at a reasonable price, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2832 Hm
Worldwide, Collection, 1853-1969. Mounted
in five Scott International albums, includes mint unless
noted Abu Dhabi 45-48, Aden 1-8, Kathiri 1-11, Albania
C47-53, used early Belgium, Bermuda 109, Canal Zone
120-135, China 1, Cyrenaica 59-64, C24-C29, Eritrea
175-180, C1-C6, Ethiopia N1-N7, Falkland Islands 59-60,
France 311-312, German States & Germany, Greece
C1-C4, Grenada 124-127, Hawaii 34, Japan 223-226, Marshall Islands 13-25, Mauritius 161-178, New Zealand
229-241 NH, Nyasaland Protectorate 38-46, Nyassa, good
Russia with 666-677, C69-C75, an exceptional value of material with much potential to offer, well worth allotting time to
view, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2833 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection,
1892-1940. In six albums, sparsely filled but with pockets of
excellent material, includes some nice early Bulgaria,
China used #11, 12, 16, 19, 21, mint 17, 65, 66, 67, Offices in Manchuria 70, mint Fiume, mint & used France
Colonies, Greece, used Hawaii, Hong Kong, nice Rhodesia, Russia, Shanghai, Straits Settlements, and Turkey,
two of the albums of duplicated, some mixed condition,
while viewing is suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, time to explore will be the key factor, so
roll up your sleeves, dive in, and enjoy, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2834 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Nineteenth Century
Collection. Few thousand stamps mounted in Scott Nineteenth Century album, with many nice mint examples, good
British Commonwealth, Belgium, Brazil, France and Colonies, Germany and Area, with the best being Japan, couple
of Dragons, with some nice cancels, should provide sufficient sale able material to satisfy even the most demanding
of bidders, please plan on spending time to peruse this album, you won't be disappointed, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2835 Hm
Wonderful, Nearly All Mint Selection of “Odd
Ball” Areas. All neatly assembled on Scott pages, offering
a great diversity of material. We note substantial to largely
complete offerings of Poland General Government,
Thrace, Epirus, Bhutan, Austrian Offices abroad, Syrian
Arab Government, Bangladesh, GDR largely complete with
better sets, Laos imperf sets, comprehensive Hatay,
Laibach Occupations, Allenstein, West Irian with duplicated
overprinted sets, Malaysia and lots more. Eclectic mix to be
sure, F-VF or better, inspection invited, ex Towson.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2836 Hm
Worldwide, Various Mostly Used Small
Country Collections. On Scott album pages with some
strength in Australia and States, Pacific area, Netherlands
and colonies, Paraguay, Cuba, Ecuador, Dominican, Peru,
Chile and Haiti.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2837 Hm
Worldwide, Grandpa's Mint & Used Worldwide Collection, 1850-1950. Thousands of stamps in
three Master Global stamp albums, includes nice selections of Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan and Russia, with plenty of other countries
represented, appears to be mostly inexpensive to moderate priced material but there should be a few hidden gems
for the astute miner, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2838 Hm)
Worldwide, Accumulation. Few thousand
stamps in five albums, the previous owner mounted stamps
both in the album and on stapled pages, includes good coverage of Canada, China, Germany, Great Britain including
#1, Greece, Hungary, Japan, New Zealand, Romania, Russia, plus some surprises such as Prince Edward Island mint
11, 15, 16, could be some more hidden treasures, please
investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2839 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted
in five albums compiled by Harris with strength in European
countries and stamps issued in the 20th Century. We noted
some U.S. examples and many sets in the Hungary, Romania, Russia & Sweden sections, condition mostly F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2840 H
Worldwide, Mint Collection. With better sets
and blocks including (cat. Yvert) Estonia no. 159-162,
167-170 (Michel) block 2, 4, Romania block 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 5,
5a, Soviet Union block 24, 25, San Marino (Yvert) no.
122-127, Czechoslovakia (Yvert) no. 277-280, Uruguay
(Yvert) block 7-10, S. Korea (Michel) block 137, etc. On
pages in Victoria album (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2841 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. Countries B to G, in two Supreme Global Albums, 1867-1990,
with strength in Africa, Central and South America, countries include Bhutan, Brunei, Burma, Burundi, Cambodia,
Costa Rica, Dahomey, Estonia and Gambia, with many
nice runs of mint complete sets, many never hinged. Clean,
fresh and F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2842 Hm
Worldwide, Collection, 1893-1960. Hundreds
of stamps in albums, stockbooks and albums, intriguing
range of material, better includes France imperfs from the
1960's, Coronation and Rotary omnibus sets, good mint
Russia with much NH, international airmails, topicals, a little
of everything, some mixed condition, should prove to be a
money maker, please investigate, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2843 Hm)
Worldwide, Collection Featuring France &
Area. Several hundred stamps mounted in five Scott blue
International Albums, there is some nice Austria, Belgium,
China, Japan & Russia, but the star of the collection is the
France and French Colonies album, some decent classics,
nice mint & used regular issues to 1950, mint sets of
semi-postals from 1936-1949 including B48-B53, B66-B67,
B97-B100, B157a, then a nice selection of colonies and offices, this last section alone is worth our estimate, please
plan on spending sufficient time to ascertain this, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2844 Hm
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation.
Housed in 12 International Albums, with several useful
country selections to be found, overall F-VF, well worth a
close examination.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2845 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In five albums, including German Democratic Republic (1949-89)
section with 1950 Debria sheet & 1951 Mao set, followed by
plenty of sets & souvenir sheets, also Russian Occupation of Thuringia examples (16NB4a), Luxembourg
(1875-2000) collection in a well-filled Scott specialty album
with useful semipostal section, plus some airmails, postage
dues & officials, Vatican City collection in Davo hingeless
album with strength in the 1939-94 period, including airmails, special delivery & postal tax examples, also as a bonus Channel Islands 1970s-80s (Alderney, Guernsey &
Jersey), plus Isle of Man sets issued in the 1975-85 period,
recommended for internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2846

Worldwide, Forgeries and Reprints.
Stockbook with forgeries and reprints of many countries
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2847 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. Thousands of stamps mostly issued in the XX Century, and
mounted in seven Harris albums with vast majority of sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, worth exploring,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2848 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In four
albums, including many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range with some better such as Japan 1948 (422-23) &
1949 (479), we also noted some strength in European material, plus Latin America representation, great lot for the
ebay seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2849 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In an old
Scott international junior album, starting with U.S. mostly
used representation, and followed by worldwide material
presented in alphabetical order, better areas noted include
British Commonwealth, French Area & Europe, plus Portuguese area and some Latin America, condition is Fine to
Very Fine., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2850 Hm
Worldwide, 19th Century Collection. Few
hundred stamps in four Scott 19th Century International albums, sparsely populated but with better items including
Canada mint 51-59, Cape of Good Hope used 4-5, used Japan, Zanzibar mint 38-47, United States revenues, should
be enough material to lot out and make a decent profit,
please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2851 Hm
Worldwide, Grandma's Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1940. Few thousand stamps housed in a Scott
International album, most countries fairly well populated
with emphasis on France, Germany, Greece, Iran, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland, much better
than average overall, with quite a few mint stamps should
prove to be a solid foundation for expansion, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2852 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In
twelve stockbooks and several binders, including majority
of sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets in the modest
range, however we noted some strength in Cuba & Korea
material, also some better such as Iran 1967 (1453-55,
blocks of four imperforate between), plus an unchecked
large group of glassines with Austria stamps, and a binder
with easy to sell souvenir sheets, if you are an internet
seller, you can't go wrong here! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2853 Hm
Worldwide, Collection, 1860-1980. A few
thousand stamps in eight Scott International albums, includes Canada, China, Dominican Republic, Finland,
France and area, Great Britain, Greece, India, Italy and
area, Japan, New Zealand, excellent Russia, mixed condition, no rarities spotted but an interesting mix with a lot to
offer, examination is strongly suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2854 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used 19th Century Collection. Of several hundred housed in lovely 8th Edition of
"The Imperial Postage Stamp Album" (1898). with some
nice sections like Japan, nice clean and overall F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2855 Hm
Worldwide, Collection of Mainly British
Commonwealth & French Colonies. A few hundred
stamps mounted on pages, includes British & French Colonies with many mint, some complete sets, a couple of omnibus issues, there does not appear to be any thing rare, just
a lot of useful sale able material, please review, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2856 Hm
Worldwide, “A” To “Z” Mint & Used Collection. Thousands of stamps mounted in six Global albums,
arranged in alphabetical order and mostly issued in the XX
Century, we noted British Commonwealth, Europe & Latin
America representations, plus some French, Egypt & Asia
material, a nice lot for the price, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2857 Hm
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection of Several Thousand. Housed in 9 Scott International Albums, a
overall clean F-VF collection with enough remaining value
to deserve a quick review.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2858 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Hosed in
eight International albums, including sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, plus a couple of binders with duplicates and group of first day covers, nothing expensive
seen but certainly recommended for the internet dealer,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2859 Hm
Worldwide, “A” To “Z” Collection. Mounted
in six Global albums with value concentrated in a large
amount of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range that
were issued in the XX Century, we didn't noticed any particular strength so viewing is recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2860 Hm
Worldwide, Large Mostly Used Collection. In
17 Minkus Albums, sparsely filled with heaviest concentration to about 1970. Generally clean and F-VF, viewing
strongly suggested.
Estimate $300 - 400
2861 Hm
Worldwide, Collection 1857-1940. A few hundred stamps scattered among four attractive albums, mint
& used material of mostly inexpensive stamps with a few
better groups like mint Fiume 172-180, 184-193, mint &
used German States, mint Newfoundland 233-243, a few
decent United States, wonderful lot for the beginner or for
break up on the internet, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2866 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Couple
of thousand stamps housed in five Scott albums,
1860-1980, with Austria, Australia, Iran, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Norway, North Borneo, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, and Venezuela, a few mint sets scattered among the
albums, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2867 Hm)
Worldwide, Balance Lot of Collections.
Wonderful lot for the budding philatelic collector or dealer,
several albums with mint and used United States, Canada
and worldwide, mostly inexpensive material, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2868 HH
Worldwide, Collection of Souvenir Sheets
Commemorating Transfer of Sovereignty of Hong
Kong to the PRC. Well over a hundred sheets high-lighting
the transfer on July 1, 1997 issued by dozens of countries
throughout the world, duplication is present, o.g. never
hinged, fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2869 Hm
Worldwide, Folder With Various Material of
Many Countries. Includes coupons of Switzerland, old
Romania etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2862 Hm
Worldwide, “A” To “P” Mint & Used Collection. Mounted in six Global albums, including a wealth of
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, we noted British Commonwealth, Europe & Latin America material, plus
some China and African independent countries, nothing
powerful but worth a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2863 Hm
Worldwide, Collection, 1880-2000. Several
hundred stamps mounted in five Harris Worldwide albums,
besides the usual suspects of Eastern Europe there are
quantities of Germany, British Commonwealth and South
America, nothing valuable noted but plenty of useful material for the internet dealer or as a foundation for expansion,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2864 Hm
Worldwide, Mint & Used Aerogram Hoard.
Several hundred postal envelopes and aerograms, with
many better used examples, countries include Australia,
Bahamas, Belgium Congo, British Guiana, Canada, Ceylon, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Greece, India, Japan, Poland,
South Africa, Trinidad & Tobago, and dozens of other countries, with a few uprated, should be useful to a specialist,
please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2865 Hm
Worldwide, Conglomeration, 1850-2000.
Several hundred stamps in four Harris Ambassador albums, mostly newer material with CTO's but includes material like Bhutan 108m, 108n, a nice way to get a younger
philatelist engaged in the hobby, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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